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STUDIA GEOBOTANICA 
4: 7-21, 1984 

SOME ASPECTS OF CLASSIFICATION AND ORDINATION OF 

VEGETATION DATA IN PERSPECTIVE 

Enrico FEOLI 

Keywords: Classification, Hierarchy, Ordination, Processes, Vegetation. 

Abstract. A discussion on the complementarity of classification and ordination methods in vegetation 
ecology is given. The need to work with different vegetation spaces and hierarchical processes is 
stress ed. 

Introduction 

Paraphrasing Stebbins (1969) in his "Comments on the Search for a Perfect 
System", it looks to me that, similar to what others discussed ab out the species 
concept, many epigones of the Braun-Blanquet school prefer to believe that the 
associations are discrete entities, createci by God in a particular form, and that the 
only task of vegetation science is to discover, define and classify these God-given 
associations. But as Darwin started to question the "Linnean dictum" and his 
followers have often posed the question in the form of absolute alternatives, it 
happened that Negri's (Negri, 1914) and Gleasons's (Gleason, 1917) epigones took 
exception with respect to Clements and Braun-Blanquet views. Continuing with the 
analogy and using the structure of another Stebbins's sentences the question: "are 
the associations completely objective entities, which exist in nature in only one 
form, which we must discover, recognize and describe?" or "are they purely man
made artefacts, having no real existence except in the mind of the syntaxonomist?" 
can be raised. I conclude as Stebbins has clone for the species concept, that neither 
of these extreme points of view is acceptable. Plant associations have a basis in 
nature but this basis is not so rigid that we can recognize them in only one way. 
Before leaving Stebbins with his nice nove! about King Linnius XIV and his fair 
daughter, I would like to say that I got the impression that many Negri-Gleason 
epigones are, more or less consciously feeling that "vegetation is an entity changing 
in a continuous way along gradients, gradients were createci by God in particular 
form, and that the only task of vegetation science is to discover, define and describe 
these God-given gradients!". I have been convinced that they in fact think in this 
way by reading recent papers where the new unity for measuring the vegetation 
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changes along gradients, the "GLEASON", has been proposed and use d. If the 
authors were of italian origin, I should have proposed that they would call the unit 
''NEGRI''. 

I do not want to initiate another round of discussions on the continuity and 
discontinuity of vegetation, which I personally consider closed by the illuminating 
paper of Lieth (1968). I would certainly like to conclude based on other papers 
(cited in Orl6ci, 1978; van der Maarel, 1979; Feoli, Lagonegro & Zampar, 1982) 
that: "God created simultaneously vegetation types and vegetation gradients in 
order to make simpler the life for some ecologists and more complicated for 
others ... ". 

In my opinion' multivariate analysis of vegetation data has future in vegetation 
science only if the complementary functions of classification and ordination are fully 
understood and the exercise is directed to study both vegetation types and 
gradients. This is the main topic I intend to address in my introduction to this 
meeting. 

Vegetation data and vegetation spaces 

The vegetation is a multi-variable which can be measured in space and time in 
many ways. The individual components of this medium can be chosen from among a 
great number which are biologically relevant. As a consequence, different "schools" 
of vegetation study evolved (see Whittaker, 1973). Notwithstanding efforts of 
integration, which have always been active, confusing and rather unpolite di
scussions still persist. However it is only human to try to inflict one's own ideas on 
one' s neighbour. Fortunatly it is also human to expect that the neighbour will react 
in some specific way. 

The quality of the components chosen to describe the vegetation, in trying to 
understand existing patterns and processes, determines different types of ve
getation data, and consequentely, different types of spaces in which the vegetation 
states find their position. Each vegetation state is a vector of m components, the 
scores of which are coordinates of the state in the space. The m components define 
the dimensionality of this space. Three main types of spaces can be distinguished: 
extrinsic, intrinsic and semi�xtrinsic. 

Extrinsic spaces are generated by the abiotic variables. They are used for the so 
called direct ordinations of vegetation (direct gradient analysis, see Whittaker, 
1967). Semiextrinsic (or mixed) spaces are generated by biotic and abiotic 
variables, while intrinsic spaces by biotic variables. 

Intrinsic spaces are used for ordinations in the indirect gradient analysis (see 
Whittaker, 1973). Since the biotic variables could be of several different types, the 
intrinsic spaces may be classified in several ways: 

- Taxonomic spaces. These are obtained when the vegetation is described by
taxonomic characters (species or genera or families etc., see van der Maarel, 1972). 
Such spaces, consequently, have different hierarchical meanings. The Braun
Blanquet approach is working with the space originated by species, which is the 
space at the lowest hierarchical level. 
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- Cytogenetic spaces. These are obtained when the species are described by

their degree of polyploidy (Pignatti, 1960) or number of cromosomes with satellites, 
and so on. 

- Structural spaces. These are specific to vegetation descriptions by such

structural characteristics as !ife forms, growth forms, types of leaves, etc. Barkman 
(1979) uses structure as distinct from texture, which he defines as "the qualitative 

and quantitative composition of the vegetation as to different morphological 
elements ... regardless of their spatial arrangement". To him, structure is the spatial 
arrangement (horizontal and vertical) of the morphological elements. This di
stinction is certainly useful, however, here, I prefer to consider the space originateci 

by textural characters also as a structural space, be cause the biologica! parameters 
used in both cases could be the same. 

- Anatomie sp.aces. These are obtained by using as descriptors anatomie
characters, such as those describing the tissue structure (e.g. number of vessels, 

dimension of vessels, thickness of tissues, etc.), which are relateci to adaptation. 
However it appears to me useful to distinguish the anatomie space from structural 

spaces since I do not see now evident relationship between the anatomy of the 
plants and the visible structure of the vegetation. 

- Functional, physiological spaces. These are obtained by using functional

descriptors of the species, such as type of photosynthesis, type of response to 
stress, type of phenology, etc. 

- Biochemical spaces. These are definined by using biochemical characteristics
of the species (pigments, oils, vitamines, alcaloids, tannines, etc.). 

- Chorological spaces. These are obtained when chorological characters are
used. 

- Syntaxonomical spaces. These are obtained when the syntaxonomic units are
used rather than species as the basis of analysis. 

- Sociologica! spaces. These are obtained when sociologica! species groups (see
Doing, 1969) obtained on local data sets rather than single species are the units ( e.g. 

Feoli & Orl6ci, 1979). 

Other spaces could be easily mentioned, e.g. evolutive, reproductive, re
generative etc. Ali of them can be used to describe and interpret vegetation patterns 

and processes in quantitative ways being the basis on which multivariate methods 
can be applied. 

The taxonomic spaces of higher hierarchical meaning than the species space, 
cytogenetic space, structural space, anatomie space, functional space, biochemical 
space, chorological space, syntaxonomical space and sociologica! space, etc., can be 
obtained by multiplying the design matrix of species descriptions (k, m) by the 

matrix of species-vegetation states (m, n). K is the number of caracter states used to 
describe the species. A species may be described by a different number of them. 

Each species will be described by only one in case of taxonomic or sociologie spaces 
and by one or more in the other cases. 

Since ali other spaces can be obtained by the space defined by the species, this 
space can be designateci as the basic space. If a matrix multiplication is used, the 
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axes of the higher hierarchical spaces are ali linear combination of variables of the 
spaces of lower hierarchical level. Ali these different spaces can be the basis of 
measuring in an objective way, convergences and divergences of vegetation states in 
different ecosystems or different phytogeografic areas (see Cody & Mooney, 1978) 
or in time (see van der Maarel & Werger, 1978). If a suitable function is found the 
difference between the similarity of two vegetation states in different spaces could 
be interpreted as a measure of convergence or divergence. Researches in this area 

have yet to be addressèd. 

Hierarchical processes, similarity, convergence and divergence 

Ali the spaces described before may be obtained directly by multiplying the 

matrix 'character states-species' by the matrix 'species-relevés'. However there are 
other spaces which cannot be originated by a simple multiplication or a series of 
successive multiplications of matrices. These spaces can be called 'conditioned 
spaces'. Some examples will clarify the matter and explain the definition. 

Let us consider a relevé with six species: a (2), b (1), e (3), d (4), e (5),f (2). In the 
brackets are the species scores. Such relevé has six non-zero coordinates in the 
basic space. Ifa and b belong to genus k, e, d, e to genus l, and f to genus p, than the 

relevé will have three non-zero coordinates in the space of genera, i.e. k (3), l (12) 
andp (2). If k andp belong to family t and l belong to family z, then the relevé will 

have two non-zero coordinates in the space of families, i.e. t (5), z (12). The 
definition of the spaces follows a hierarchical process of combining the basic axes. 
In the case of taxonomic spaces the hierarchical process is unequivocally defined by 
taxonomy and all of them can be obtained by sucessive matrix multiplication, 

however in other cases many different hierarchical processes may be defined by 
different ways of hierarchical combination of the basic axes. A relation of order (see 
the set theory) may be arbitrarily established in a set of characters. A relation of 
order establishes automatically a hierarchy. If the following is the chosen hierarchy 
of a set of characters: 

species < leaf type < growth form < life form 

t_han the matrix describing the species (numbers identify character states): 

species leaf type growth form life form scores 

a 1 1 2 2 

b 2 1 3 1 

c 1 2 1 3 

d 2 1 1 4 

e 1 1 3 5 

f 1 3 2 2 

is rearranged according to the established hierarchy in the following way: 
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species < leaf type < growth form < life form scores 
c 1 2 1 3 

d 2 1 1 4 

a 1 1 2 2 

f 1 3 2 2 

b 2 1 3 1 

e 1 1 3 5 

In this case the hierarchical process of combining the basic axes produce two 
conditioned spaces, the space of leaf types (leaf types / growth forms, life forms) and 
the space of growth forms (growth forms / life forms). The coordinates of the relevé 
in the conditioned spaces are the following: (leaf types / growth forms, life forms): 1, 
2, 1, 1, 2, 1 (the same as in the basic space); (growth forms / life forms): 3, 4, 2, 2, 6. 

If the hierarchy is the following: 

species < growth form < life form < leaf type 

than the table should be rearranged in the following way: 

species < growth form < life form < leaf type scores 
a 1 2 1 2 

f 3 2 1 2 

e 1 3 1 5 

c 2 1 1 3 

b 1 3 2 1 

d 1 1 2 4 

In this case the coordinates in the conditioned spaces are the following: (growth 
forms I life forms, leaf types) same as in the basic space; (life forms / leaf type): 4, 3, 
1, 3, 1. It is evident that the coordinates in the conditioned life form space are 
different than in the non-conditioned life form space, where they are 7, 4, 6. 

Similarity between relevés can be computed in the different spaces. When it is 
computed in a series of spaces originated according to some hierarchical process, 
than the convergence of vegetation states or types can be measured. Such 
convergence may be structural, chemical, cytogenetical, anatomica!, etc. The 
measure of convergencemakes sense only in a process. As we can say that the 
trajectories of two moving points are converging if the points tend to have the same 
coordinates in a given space, so we can say that two vegetation types or states are 
converging if their similarity is increasing from the basic space to spaces of higher 
hierarchical meaning. In vegetation study the measure of convergence is meaningful 
in all the described spaces in function of time (i.e. convergence during succession) or 
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in a hierarchical process of space generation. This last aspect is particularly suitable 

to explore the possibilities of comparing vegetation types at a world scale level (see 
Lieth, 1968; Box, 1981). 

Divergence is the contrary of convergence. We can say that two vegetation states 
or types are diverging if their sim

0

ilarity is decreasing as a function of time or of the 
changement of the meaning of the space. It is obvious that in the last case 
divergence should be registered only in limited circumstances as a consequence of 
the fact that two relevés should not be more different as they are in the basic space. 
For the study of convergence and divergence suitable measures of similarity should 
be tested or developed. They should be formulated in such a way to be comparable 
when applied to different spaces. 

Vegetation states and vegetation types 

When the vegetation of a given area is under study, it is divided into smaller or 

larger "portions" (vegetations stands). 
These are the basis for the relevés which are the descriptions of the vegetation 

stands. Given a vegetation sample, i.e. a set of relevés, some basic questions ask for 
answers: Is the sample heterogeneous? If yes what are the ecologica! factors 
influencing the variation, and what of them are the most important in producing 
variations? These questions are always the basis of some hypothesis formulated by 

the researcher before the survey. Since the relevés are made at a certain time and a 
certain place, they describe states of vegetation in time and space. If the area of 
relevés is very small the state of only one or few individuals of the same or different 
species is described. If the area of relevés is very large the state of populations of 
many species could be described. The size of the area is related to the problem 
under study, however if the definition of vegetation communities is one of the aims 
of the research, the area should be large enough to represent a "unit of vegetation". 
In the Braun-Blanquet approach (see Westhoff & van der Maarel, 1973) the 
concrete unit is the phytocoenosis which is defined as a relatively homogeneous 
vegetation at a particular site. The weakness of the phytocoenosis concept is the 
subjective judgement of homogeneity. It appears to me that no operational solution 
is available to overcome this weakness other than to find ecologica! justifications for 
subdivisions or aggregations. Th'e exercise should be considered as the search for 

definition of vegetation types, for which multivariate methods are suitable tools 
(Or16ci, 1978). In the Braun-Blanquet approach the sampling is preferential 
(Orl6ci, 1978) and plot size should exceed the so called minimal area. The concept 
of minimal area may be useful to clarify the concept of phytocoenosis, however it is 
far to be used for making relevés of unknown vegetation. The minimal area was 
defined as the smallest area which should held all the properties, morphological and 
functional of a phytocoenosis (see Moravec, 1973). 

It follows therefore, that the minimal area is itself a property of the phy
tocoenosis. The definition of the minimal area of a phytocoenosis is not as obvious 
as it may appear from past uses. The basic problem relies on the fact that not all the 
species present in a phytocoenosis are typical of that phytocoenosis, because a 
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given phytocoenosis can contain species and therefore structural and functional 
characteristics more typical of other phytocoenoses. Dietvorst, van der Maarel & 
van der Putten (1982) use quantitative data and suggest to link the search with 
pattern and dominance-diversity studies. I believe that the real problem is the 
definition of the phytocoenosis before to look for the minimal area. 

The argument is clearly circular, however I think the minimal area should be a 
useful parameter, as many others, to be defined only for well defined phy
tocoenoses. What means a well defined phytocoenosis? It means one which can be 
assigned to a plant community (vegetation type). If a typification is lacking the 
concept should have no relevance in vegetation study, in line with the conclusions of 
Goodall (1961). If the problem to find a suitable area to do relevés arises, how to 
define the vegetation types? In my opinion the problem to find a suitable area is 
occurring also.in experimental ecology, when, for example, the interaction between 
different species is to be studied (see Harper, 1977). Actually the area for relevés is 
always a matter of subjectivity in all the approaches of vegetation study irrespective 
to the sampling designes. When in a paper it is declared that the relevés have been 
clone according to the method of Braun-Blanquet, it actually means that the relevés 
have been clone according to the author's pre-interpretation of the vegetation 
diversity (number of different vegetation types). 

Thanks to ability of the human mind to perceive the phenetic diversity, this pre
interpretation is possible in many areas of the world, it is of course more difficult or 
impossible in tropical and equatorial forests, at least with the usual tools of a 
traditional european phytosociologist. 

Given any set of relevés, numerical methods can be used to define sets of such 
relevés ( classification) and to define the optimal classification in term of internal or 
external predictivity (predictivity analysis) (see Orl6ci, 1978; Feoli, 1983; Popma 
et. Al., 1983; Feoli, Lagonegro & Orl6ci, 1984). Only if a set has biotic and abiotic 
peculiar characteristics, i.e. characteristics significantly relateci to the set in terms 
of probability, then it should be considered a vegetation type. 

The classification of vegetation states, that can be clone in all the mentioned 
spaces, is nothing less than a process partitioning the spaces. Classifications 
obtained in different spaces can be compared ( congruence of classification, Sneath 
& Sokal, 1973), methods are largely available (see Orl6ci, 1978; Feoli, 1983; Feoli, 
Lagonegro & Zampar, 1982; Feoli, Lagonegro & Orl6ci, 1984). Different clas
sifications may be produced with different hierarchical meaning and interesting 
different biologica! scales. 

The vegetation study (vegetation science?) is an exercise involving complex 
systems which can be hierarchically or non-hierarchically classified in different 
ways, we should be open in this respect and try to explore as many ways as we can 
see. The vegetation types should be the basic units of vegetation study toward the 
auspicate development of a comparative ecology (see Intelcol Bulletin, 1983). They 
should be used to study in a more clear context ecosystem functions, infraspecific 
variations and spatial patterns. An example of the study of primary productivity in 
bentic ecosystems of the Gulf of Trieste, on the basis of previuos defined types, is 
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offered by Lausi (1967). An example of infraspecific biochemical variation is given 
by Lokar et Al. (1984), while an example of pattern analysis by Juhasz Nagy & 
Padani (1983). 

Ordination versus classification? 

The possibility to distinguish vegetation types in the different spaces is due to 
the fact that the different species have different ecologica! amplitude in respect to 
single ecologica! factors and respond to them in different ways. On the other hand 
the fact that the niches of the species (geometrie niche, sensu Hùtchinson, see 
Hurlbert, 1981) are overlapping, is responsible of the similarity between vegetation 
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Fig. 1 - Species and groups of species responses to a gradient of nutrients (Fig. la) and to a gradient of 
soil texture (Fig. 1 b). From Pirola (1959). 

states and vegetation types ("continuum"). In a situation of similarity between 
vegetation states it necessarily could happen that many relevés can not be 
attributed significantly (by classification and identification methods, see Orl6ci, 
1978; Feoli, Lagonegro & Orl6ci, 1984 and Goodall, 1968 for an alternative method 
based on probability) to one of the types, because of its intermediate position 
between two or more types in the space under study. This fact should not to be seen 
as a failure of classification or identification methods, but just a prove of the 
continuos data structure (see Orl6ci, 1979) and therefore of graduai vegetation 
variation. 

The ordination of vegetation was far to be only an exercise of north-american 
plant ecologists, examples can be found in the Braun-Blanquet's books and in many 
papers of european phytosociologists (eg. Pignatti, 1966). In the Braun-Blanquet 
approach it was given more emphasis to the study of total vegetation variation 
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rather than variation of response of single species. However the decomposition of 
variation in components relateci to single species or groups of species was focused 
severa! times. 

An example, similar both to the coenocline representation of Whittaker (1967) 
for single species and that for species groups (Poldini & Feoli, 1976; Feoli & 
Lagonegro, 1982), is given in Fig. 1 from Pirola (1959). 

In the study of vegetation it is quite difficult to meet a situation in which only one 
factor is varying when ali the others remain relatively constant (Whittaker, 1967). 

The simple example by Feoli Chiapella& Ganis (1980) proves in a relatively easy 
circumstance, the inadequacy, or better the inferiority of a direct gradient analysis 
in respect to the indirect method. 

However if such a favourable situation is met, as it looks possible also from the 
paper of Austin et. al. (1984), the definition of vegetation types along the dominant 
gradient and within a well defined interval, can help to measure the so called beta

diversity more correctly than it was clone by Whittaker and his followers. Strictly 
speaking the diversity of a system is defined both by its richness, i.e. the number of 
its entities, and equitability or evenness, i.e. the way in which a certain quantity 
(number of individuals, biomass, cover, etc.) is distributed among the entities. It 
follows that it is conceptually weak to measure diversity by someway that does not 
take into account richness and evenness, at least if the beta, before the world 
diversity, would not have the property to change the meaning of diversity. 

The measures of beta diversity suggested by Whittaker and followers (see 
Wilson & Mohler, 1983) are just measures of homogeneity or heterogeneity of 
vegetation along gradients. Rates of changes can be easily computed on the basis of 
any resemblance function judged suitable and the model presented in Fig. 2. A more 
appropriate measure for beta diversity should be based on the number of different 
vegetation types defined along the gradient (richness) and on the basis of the 
proportional extension of each type along the gradient (evenness). By this approach, 
if along a gradient, within a defined interval, there is only one type, the beta diversity 
is zero and the measurable diversity is only the alfa diversity. 

The multivariate ordination methods, linear or non-linear (see Or16ci, 1978; 
1979; Fewster & Orl6ci, 1983) are mainly used to reduce the dimensionality of the 
spaces (ali the mentioned spaces can be the objects of the reduction) with the aim to 
explore more easily the structure implicit in the data set, i.e. to detect the mutuai 
position in fhe space of both vegetation states and vegetation descriptors. In the 
first case we are looking for similarity and trends of variation, in the second case for 
pattern of correlation between the descriptors. Both serve to discover the 
correlation between the intrinsic descriptors l!,nd the abiotic factors for causai 
analysis of vegetation variation (also in time, see van der Maarel & Werger, 1978) 
and for predictions (see Feoli, 1983). 

The ordination methods impose an artificial order into the vegetation spaces by 
giving rise to ordination spaces (see Orl6ci, 197 4, for a description of information 
flow in ordination). The order imposed by the methods is more artificial as more the 
dimensions of the originai spaces are reduced. 
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Fig. 2 - Curves of similarity of each relevé with ali the other in an ordered sequence along a 
hypothetical gradient. The model can serve to quantify changes along gradients. 

What is wrong by partitioning the ordination spaces according to some 

classification? 

The operation allows one to analyse the spatial relationships between less 
entities than those originai. Each of the new entity (set) is a cloud of points for which 

position and dispersion parameters could be computed (centroids, variances 

around the centroids) as well as some other shape parameters. Each point has now 

an extra set of new coordinates, i.e. those related to the centroid of the cloud to 
which it belongs and those related to the centroids of the other clouds. It is o bvious 
that a great dea! of informations has been introduced in the ordination space, these 

should be useful to understand the reticulate relationships between the vegetation 

types and between vegetation types and abiotic factors. The ordination spaces can 

be used in severa! ways to aid understanding. The superimposition of classifications 
(eg. Lausi & Feoli, 1977), minimum spanning trees, or values of other vegetation 
descriptors to detect isocoenes (Van der Maarel, 1969, 1972) are the most 

frequent. Ordination spaces can be presented also with the aim to reveal clusters as 

suggested by Andrews (see Everitt, 1978 and Mardia et. al., 1979) and they bave 
been used explicitly for classification purposes (Parks, 1970; Noy Meir, 1973; Hill, 
Bunce & Shaw, 1975; Poldini & Feoli, 1976; Wildi, 1979), while some ordination 
methods as discriminant analysis (see Williams, 1983) and concentration analysis 

(Feoli & Orl6ci, 1979) cannot be performed without previous classifications. 
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Ordinations within defined vegetation types give informations about the 
variability of the types and of the species within the types. An example is given by 
Grabherr (1979). 

Ordinations of vegetation types by their centroids or frequency vectors have 
been the subject of several studies (e.g. Lausi & Feoli, 1977; Komarkova, 1980; 
Feoli & Lago negro, 198 2; Torok & Podani, 19 8 2). The ordinations may reveal many 
informations about the ecology of the species. By superimposing the scores of the 
species on the ordination diagrams detailed patterns of distributions and in
formation about ecologica! optima within the sample can be obtained for all the 
species. This way of using ordinations has not been jet fully explored, however it is 
in line with the Westhoffs views (see van der Maarel & Werger, 1978b). 

Conclusions 

I am not interested in answering a question whether vegetation study is a science 
or a pseudoscience, whether it is mature or non-mature; I think its role in 
understanding vegetation variation quite clear. Since vegetation is a complex 
system it is o bvious that many approaches can be used to look into it, and that many 
different biologica! aspects can be considered as of relevance in understanding its 
functioning. Multivariate methods of classification and ordination are suitable tools 
to detect vegetation variation in respect of different biologica! phenomena. 
Classification is useful to detect vegetation diversity, ordination to detect ve
getation order. W e cannot speak about convergence between classification and 
ordination of vegetation (see Whittaker, 1972), they are just two complementary 
approaches that should not be bound respectively with the continuum or di
scontinuum ideologies. The methods can work in different vegetation spaces of 
biologica! relevance. The detection of vegetation order and vegetation diversity has 
nothing to do with problems related to holism or reductionsim (see Harper, 1982) 
(are they real problems?); diversity and order offer frames and patterns within 
which the total vegetation variation can be hierarchically decomposed. The 
decompositions may concern different phenomena down to the infraspecific va
riation of characters "unfortunately" (?) not used for taxonomic purposes (see again 
Harper, 1982) or used for very detailed taxonomic purposes (see Landolt, 1977) or 
for studying clinal variations (see Stebbins, 1973; Endler, 1977). The analysis of 
correlation between different characters useful to describe and explain variation in 
vegetation and the analysis of correlation patterns between such characters and 
environmental factors, can be a fruitful exercise directed to understanding 
problems related to the coexistence of different species in the same vegetation type, 
and the existence of a determinate structure of a vegetation type. Methods to 
measure such correlation can be based on both classification and ordination (see 
Feoli & Scimone, 1984, for a recent review in relation to the textural analysis of 
vegetation). Methods to measure redundancy (Orl6ci, 1975; Rohlf, 1977; Feoli, 
Lagonegro & Orl6ci, 1984) are particularly useful in decomposing total variation 
into the specific and common components. 

An approach based on multivariate methods is clearly descriptive, but so open 
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that I can harcily see where it leacis. Of course other approaches shoulci be useci in 
parallel, tg. mocielling (see Jeffers, 1982) anci experimenting (see also Goociall, 
1970). However, at least for me, it is ciifficult to make a clearseparation between the 
ciescriptive approach anci the experimental one, the ciescriptiori of the results being 
a necessary step after experimentation. 

Description after experimentation shoulci not be lookeci at in one way only; 
ciifferent hierarchical processes coulci be establisheci also in ciescribing expe
rimental results! 

There are many problems in describing vegetation (such problems actually 
render the topic interesting). The most important are relateci to sampling anci the 
scale useci (see Bouxin & Boulenge, 1983). Vegetation types can be ciefineci at 
ciifferent scales, anci they can be hierarchically arrangeci in various ways. 

Syntaxonomy (in its broaci sense, see Feoli, Lagonegro & Bionciani, 1981, 
Maarel, van cier, 1981), shoulci be open in this respect. It shoulci not claim to builci 
up a general hierarchical system using only the species to characterize all the 
hierarchical levels (see Maarel, van cier, 1972). 

The introciuction of multivariate methocis into vegetation stuciy offers now two 
new perspectives: a first relateci to ciifferent vegetational abstract spaces anci a 
seconci relateci to hierarchical processes in arranging biologica! characters. 

These shoulci break barriers between ciifferent botanica! approaches anci shoulci 
help the investigation into vegetation phenomena to be come more consistent on the 
basis of uncierlying logical mociels. 
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UN PUNTO DI VISTA SULLA CLASSIFICAZIONE 

DELLA VEGETAZIONE 

Giovanni CRISTOFOLINI 

"When the views advanced by me in this volume... are generally admitted ... 
systematists will be able to pursue their labours as at present; but they will not be 
incessantly haunted by the shadowy doubt whether this or that form be a true 
species. This, I feel sure and I speak after experience, will be no slight relief". 

Ch. Darwin, 1857 

La sistematica dei vegetali si muove ormai da più d'un secolo in una sostanziale 
ambiguità tra spirito evoluzionista e prassi linneana. Mentre lo spirito evoluzionista 
suggerisce di rivolgere l'attenzione soprattutto alle variazioni continue, alle forme 
intermedie, a tutto ciò che è indice di processi in divenire, dall'altra parte la prassi 
linneana richiede la catalogazione in caselle chiuse, l'identificazione di Typi, la 
ricerca di discontinuità. Lo spirito gerarchico linneano ha trovato una giusti
ficazione (ma solo parziale!) nella dottrina della filogenesi: per cui la gerarchia che in 
Linneo è soltanto formale e di comodo, viene elevata dall'evoluzionismo ad 
immagine dell'albero filogenetico monofiletico. Verso la fine del secolo scorso e nei 
primi decenni di questo, una scuola soprattutto Centroeuropea tentò di ingabbiare 
la variabilità continua e multiforme dei taxa "critici" mediante la descrizione di una 
pletora di Typi ed inquadrandoli in una gerarchia sempre più complessa (un buon 
esempio è offerto da Ascherson e Graebner). Pare sfuggire a questi ricercatori che la 
questione non è tanto di descrivere moltitudini di Typi quanto di affrontare la 
contraddizione (non nuova per la scienza) fra natura continua e schema discontinuo; 
e che la questione non è tanto di creare gerarchie sempre più complesse, quanto di 
verificare se una classificazione gerarchica ha veramente una corrispondenza in 
natura, cioè se la gerarchia illustra ed illumina qualche cosa di reale, o se è solo una 
camicia di forza. 

La risposta non è univoca, nè al primo quesito nè al secondo. 
Pragmaticamente, il sistematico può rispondere che una classificazione tipo

logica è necessaria per disporre di un vocabolario, e che di conseguenza si deve 
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accettare anche l'assunto della discontinuità, pur conoscendone i limiti e tenendoli 
in conto. E parimenti lo stesso sistematico può rispondere che egli adotta una 
classificazione gerarchica quando sa (o crede) che l'insieme dei vegetali che egli 
tratta costituiscono un insieme monofiletico, dove i livelli gerarchici della classi
ficazione corrispondono a stadi successivi del processo storico di diversificazione. 
Si può discutere a lungo se queste risposte siano soddisfacenti; ma di fatto sono le 

risposte che, in modo esplicito od implicito, dà il sistematico evoluzionista. 
(Qualcuno invece, e non senza ragioni, preferisce separare la dottrina evoluzionista 
dalla sistematica, e praticare una pura sistematica fonetica formale. In questo caso 
tutto il problema è evitato; resta però da discutere quale valore conoscitivo abbia 
una sistematica siffatta). 

La sistematica fitosociologica, da Braun-Blanquet in poi, è cresciuta portando in sè 
l'impronta della sistematica delle specie, della quale ha mutuato i modelli, la 
tipificazione, la gerarchia. La natura dell'unità tassonomica di base, l'associazione, 
ha reso però ancora più difficile la classificazione, sia nell'aspetto della tipificazione 
che in quello della gerarchizzazione. La tipificazione è resa più ambigua dal fatto 
che l'aspetto "continuo" è di gran lunga più rilevante nella diversità della 
vegetazione di quanto non lo sia nella diversità della flora: è sostanzialmente una 
conseguenza di questo aspetto il fatto che la definizione dell'unità di base, 
l'associazione, sia ancor più incerta della definizione della specie. La gerarchiz
zazione è resa più arbitraria in quanto non può ambire a riprodurre un fenomeno 
oggettivo quale è la filogenesi nella sistematica delle specie. La gerarchizzazione 
fitosociologica agglomera i tipi secondo parametri scelti e ponderati arbitra
riamente dall'operatore, ed è sostanziamente fonetica. 

Ci si può chiedere fino a qual punto sia vantaggioso e proficuo da un punto di 
vista conoscitivo condurre la sistematica delle associazioni sulle tracce della 
sistematica delle specie, per ritrovarne amplificati gli ostacoli e per non trovarne i 
vantaggi. In particolare, i sistemi gerarchici di classificazione ingabbiano il 
complesso reticolo multidimensionale delle affinità fra fenomeni in un angusto 
schema ad una dimensione. 

Tali sistemi sacrificano alla comodità di schematizzazione una larghissima parte 
di informazione, non rispecchiano tuttavia un fenomeno reale ma uno schema 
mentale del classificatore, secondo un principio fondamentale linneano. 

Una sfida per il sistematico come per il fitosociologo contemporaneo può essere 
(1) trovare le vie per limitare il peso del Typus, introducendo sempre più, nella
descrizione dei fenomeni (specie, associazioni) parametri che rappresentino la
variabilità, e (2) rappresentare i rapporti tra i fenomeni (classificazione) mediante
un uso sempre più largo di schemi multidimensionali e non gerarchici tali da
rispecchiare nel modo più completo la complessità dei rapporti stessi: in altre
parole affidare l'interpretazione a processi di ordinamento e limitare la classi
ficazione alla funzione di catalogazione.
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Abstract. Numerica! classifications of peatland communities from the Dolomites are compared by 
means of information functions. Classifications were evaluated considering both the structure of 
contingency tables (species groups x relevé groups) and the correlation between vegetation types and 
peat chemistry. A remarkable result is the coincidence of the results obtained hy internal and external 
cri te ria. 

Introduction 

Vegetation classifications obtained by different methods may differ substan
tially from each other (Orloci, 1978; Feoli & Gerdol, 1982). Because of this, the need 
of evaluating clustering results on a formal basis arises. An evaluation may be done 
either by internal or by external criteria (Feoli et al., 1981). When internal criteria 
are used, the evaluation is concerned with the sharpness of differences between sets 
of relevés in terms of species composition. If external criteria are used, the 
predictivity of a given clustering result with respect to external variables (not 
included in the classification; e.g. abiotic parameters measured in relevé sites) is the 
basis for evaluation. 

The main aim of this paper is to evaluate the efficiency of clustering procedures 
applied to peatland vegetation. The criteria include i) the correlation between 
ecologica! species groups and relevé sets (internal criterion) and ii) the predictivity 
of vegetation types regarding peat chemistry (external criterion). 

The study area 

The Dolomites are part of the Southern Alps (Fig. 1). Rocks deposited in the 
Mesozoic are most common, primarily dolomite, giving rise to the imposing 

mountain groups well-known to climbers all over the world, and secondarily 
limestones, carbonaceous sandstones as well as marls. 

Peatlands are rather uncommon in the Dolomites, as the above mentioned rock 
types greatly enhance drainage. Nevertheless, peatlands are developed from the 
thalwegs to the alpine vegetation belt. They rarely cover areas larger than 5 ha. 
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Examples of fairly large peatlands are found,only at the Alpe di Siusi (Seiseralm) on 
impermeable sandstones and marls. Siliceous rocks (mainly porphyrites and 
phyllites) are sporadic in the Dolomites. The peatlands developed on siliceous 
substratum were not considered in this study, since their ecology and syntaxonomy 
can be solved only within a vast scale research work. 

Fig. 1 - Map of the study area. Asterisks indicate the relevé sites. 

Methods 

The vegetation sampling followed the Braun-Blanquet method. Relevés were 
taken from localities considered representative of peatland vegetation in the study 
area (Fig. 1). The original data set was reduced by exclusion of i) species occuring in 
one relevé only; ii) species not belonging to the characteristic combination of 
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species (see Braun-Blanquet, 1964) not present in more than two relevés and iii) 
species accounting for less than 10% of the mutuai information (Orlòci, 1976) of the 
matrix obtained after elimination of the rare species as identified above. All 
computations started from the reduced matrix. 

Species nomenclature follows Pignatti (1982) for vascular plants and Augier 
(1966) for bryophytes. The clustering techniques employed for classifying the 
relevés include average linkage clustering between merged groups (ALCB) based 
on the similarity ratio, average linkage clustering within new groups (ALCW) based 
on the similarity ratio, and sum of squares clustering (SSA) based on the Euclidean 
distance. The species were clustered by ALCB based on the product moment 
correlation coefficient. Description of the clustering algorithms and computer 
programs is given in Anderberg (1973). Both binary and cover data were utilized in 
the classifications. The latter are transformations of the Braun-Blanquet cover 
values according to the following scale: r = 1, + = 2, 1 = 3, 2 = 5, 3 = 7, 4 = 8, 
5 = 9 (van der Maarel, 1979). 

An analysis of concentration (Feoli & Orlòci, 1979) was applied to the 
contingency matrix built up by calculating the mean cover values of each of the 
species groups in the vegetation types resulting from the relevé classification. The 
association between species groups and sets of relevés was demonstrated in this 
way. 

Chemical determinations were made in water pressed from peat samples from 
19 relevé sites; pH and electrical conductivity were measured since these variables 
are usually considered important characteristics of peatlands (Sjors, 1950). As 
discussed in the introduction, these measurements were used to evaluate the 
classification results. They were not intended to provide a complete ecological 
description for which still other variables would be required, such as anion and 
cation concentration (Malmer & Sjors, 1955; Malmer, 1958; Sonesson, 1970; 
Waughman, 1980). pH was measured by a Hanna HI-8014 portable pHmeter 
equiped with a glass electrode. Electrical conductivity was measured by a Hanna 
HI-8033 portable conductivitymeter equiped with a polyvinylchloride electrode. 
The conductivity values were not corrected by substracting the conductivity due to 
hydrogen ions, as suggested by Sjors (1950), because the originai values are 
presumed to be weakly affected by the H+ influence owing to the relatively high pH 
values measured in all samples. 

For evaluating the classification results in terms of species composition (internal 
criterion), several contingency tables were constructed. They include the mean 
cover values of each species group in the sets of relevés recognized at different 
hierarchical levels in the corresponding dendrogram. The following index (Feoli & 

Lausi, 1980) was calculated for each of the tables: 

D (F1,; F) = I (F,v· F) I (21 (F,v F) - I (F,v· F)) 

where I (F h; F) is the mutuai information 
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I (F
"' 

F J is the joint information. 
For evaluating the classification results in terms of their predictivity regarding 

ecological conditions ( external criterion), the mutual information was calculated for 
the contingency tables including the frequency distributions of the equivalence 
classes for the chemical variables in th� vegetation types at the hierarchical levels 
tested by internal criteria. The formula is (Feoli, 1976); 

I = L L /;; ln ({;JlfJJ 
l 1. 

where r = number of rows in table 
e = number of columns in table 
/;; = a value in the ij-cell 
{; = a row tota! 
f, = a column tota! 
f = the grand total. 

Results 

Data reduction 
The data matrix obtained by species reduction as described above is given in 

Table 1. Species and relevés are arranged in groups according to the results of 
cluster analysis. Four species occuring in nearly all relevés account for less than 
10% of the mutuai information: Trichophorum caespitosum, Molinia caerulea, 
Potentilla erecta and Carex {usca; these species were eliminated. The list of rare 
species is available on request by the authors. 

Table 1 - Phytosociolog-ical table. 
SM - Sphagnetum magellanici; SC - Sphagnum compactum community; SW - Sphagnum 
warnstorfii community; SL - Scorpidio-Caricetum limosae: ES - Eriophoretum scheuchzeri; PC -
Parnassio-Caricetum fuscae. 
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Classification of species 

Nine clusters were recognized in the classification dendrogram of species at a 
correlation level of about 0.20 (Fig. 2a). These clusters can be interpreted as 
ecological species groups. Each species group is designateci by the name of two 
phytosociologically and ecologically significant species. Comments regarding 
composition are given in the following. The list of species is given in Table 1 
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Fig. 2 - Classification dendrograms of species (a) and of vegetation types (b-d). The symbols indicate 
methods as in the main text; the symbols indicating vegetation types are those used in Table l. 
C = product moment correlation coefficient; S = similarity ratio; D = Euclidean distance. 

1) Sphagnum magellanicum - Eriophorum vaginatum group. This group is mainly composed of the
Oxycocco-Sphagnetea species (Sphagnum magellanicum, Eriophorum vaginatum. Carex pauciflora.
Sphagnum rubellum) and species frequently occurring in raised bogs (Sphagnum quinquefarium and
Calluna vulgaris).
2) Mylia anomala - Sphagnum acutifolium group. These are the only species in this group. Both are 
chai-acteristic of Oxycocco-Sphagnetea.
3) Polytrichum strictum - Nardus stricta group. This group includes the Oxycocco-Sphagnetea species
Polytrichum strictum and other frequent companions in raised-bog communities (Sphagnum recurvum,
Vaccinium vitis-idaea. Vaccinium uliginosum). In addition, there are also the species of acidiphytic
grasslands, such as Nardus stricta. Avene/la f[exuosa and Leontodon helveticus.
4) Odontoschisma sphagni - Sphagnum compactum group. This group is characterized by the Oxycocco
Sphagnetea species Odontoschisma sphagni and Sphagnum compactum. Carex stellulata and Tri
chophorum alpinum are associated as was determined from the data.
5) Sphagnum warnstorfii - Aulacomnium palustre group. This group includes species generally occuring
in poor fens. Among them, Potenti/la palustris. Meesea triquetra and Viola palustris are considered
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characteristic of the Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae; Sphagnum warnstorfii, Aulacomnium palustre and 
Dicranum bonjeani are companion species, but frequently occuring in the associations belonging to 
Oxycocco-Sphagnetea and Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae. There are also grassland species present, such 
as Anthoxanthum odoratum and Festuca rubra. 
6) Scorpidium scorpioides - Carex limosa group. To this group belong three Scheuchzerietalia palustris 
species (Scorpidium scorpioides. Carex limosa and Drosera anglica) and Sphagnum auriculatum which
usually occur on wet poor fens.
7) Cratoneurum commutatum var. falcatum - Eriophorum scheuchzeri group. This group is characterized
by Eriophorum scheuchzeri. characteristic of Eriophoretum scheuchzeri. and by mosses linked to the 
Montio-Cardaminetea vegetation of springs and streams: Cratoneurum commutatum var. falcatum and
Philonotis calcarea. To this group belongs, moreover, the Salicetea herbaceae species Carex foetida.
8) Drepanocladus reuoluens - Parnassia palustris group. This group is essentially formed of the
Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae species. Most of them are basiphilous, considered characteristic of 
Tofieldietalia: Tofieldia calyculata. Parnassia palustris. Primula farinosa, Drepanocladus reuoluens. 
Bartsia alpina. ,luncus alpino-articulatus. Pinguicula uulgaris. Selaginella selaginoides. Sesleria uli
ginosa. Carex lepidocarpa. Carex dava/liana. Carex hostiana. Campylium stellatum. Carex capillaris. 
Epipactis palustris and Kobresia simpliciuscula. Aster bellidiastrum. though not being considered
characteristic of any Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae syntaxon, is a common species in the N-alpic
basiphytic fen communities (Oberdorfer, 1977). There are also the Molinietalia species, such as 
Valeriana dioica. Cirsium palustre. Dactylorhiza maialis. Trollius europaeus. Crepis paludosa and Linum
catharticum. 
9) Calliergon trifarium - Willemetia stipitata group. This group includes some Scheuchzerio-Caricetea
fuscae species linked to subalpine fens (Allium schoenoprasum ssp. sibiricum. Willemetia stipitata. Carex
dioica. Calliergon trifarium) and also Caltha palustris ssp. laeta. a common species in the stream
vegetation. 

Classification of releués and definition of uegetation types 
The classifications, based on binary and cover data, yielded practically identical 

results for all of the employed methods. Therefore, only dendrograms obtained for 
cover data are given (Fig. 2b-d). Interestingly, six relevé groups of nearly identical 
composition can be identified in the dendrograms. These correspond to plant 
communities recognizable in the field which are, in fact, considered as the main 
vegetation types in the studied peatlands. 

The mean cover values of the 9 species groups in each vegetation type are given 
in Table 2. The results of concentration analysis are represented in Fig. 3. This 
diagram clearly indicates correlation between species groups and vegetation types. 
The correlations, and information about ecology and syntaxonomy from literature, 
served as the basis for a phytosociological interpretation of the vegetation types. 
The main points are synthesized in the following. 

Parnassio-Caricetum fuscae (PC). This is the most widespread peatland 
community in the Dolomites, in the elevation belts of 1300-2000 m. It is 
characterized by species from the Drepanocladus reuoluens - Parnassia palustris 
and Calliergon trifarium - Willemetia stipitata groups (see Fig. 3); this fact indicates 
nutrient richness. All species of the characteristic combination for Parnassio
Caricetum fuscae are present. Contrary to Oberdorfer's scheme (1977), however, 
this association should really be included in the order Tofieldietalia (= Caricetalia 
dauallianae), as suggested by Dierssen (1978), because the Tofieldietalia species 
are much more abundant than the Caricetalia fuscae ones. 

Eriophoretum scheuchzeri (ES). This is the only peatland community found in 
the alpine belt in the Dolomites. The relevés in the sample are very poor in species, 
almost all belonging to the Cratoneurum commutatum var. falcatum - Eriophorum 
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Table 2 - Mean cover values of the species groups in the main vegetation types. Legends of the symbols 
are tho,e used in Table 1. 

SM se sw SL ES PC 

1 2.24 - 0.37

2 1.39 

3 1.27 0.30 1.57 

4 0.05 3. 75 0.86 - - 0.42 

5 0.39 0.55 1.84 0.55 0.38 0.27 

6 - 0.25 0.07 3. 3 7 - 0.10

7 0.01 - - - 2.55 0.53 

8 0.03 0.19 0.27 0.06 0.12 1.26 

9 0.04 - - - - 0.40 

scheuchzeri group. The dominance of Eriophorum scheuchzeri and the presence of 
some other Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae species (Eriophorum angustifolium, 
,luncus triglumis and Drepanocladus reuoluens) clearly justify the inclusion of this 
community in the Eriophoretum scheuchzeri. This association is qui te uncommon in 
the Dolomites, owing to the fact that suitable morphological features only 
exceptionally exist in the alpine belt of this region. Characteristically, water slowly 
flows on the surface. This is reflected by the abundance of mosses (above ali 
Cratoneurum commutatum var. falcatum and Philonotis calcarea) characteristic of 
springs and streams. 

Sphagnum warnstorfii community (SW). This community forms very low 
hummocks settled bere and there on fens occupied by the Parnassio-Caricetum 
fuscae. It is characterized by species of the group Polytrichum strictum - Nardus 
stricta and the group Sphagnum warnstorfii - Aulacomnium palustre. Both groups 
include species indicating nutritionally poor conditions, mainly characterizing 
Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae syntaxa, but frequently occuring in Oxycocco
Sphagnetea associations too. This community is fairly similar to the Sphagno
Caricetum dioicae described from the French Jura (Gillet, 1982) and assigned to the 
alliance Sphagno-Tomenthypnion (class Scheuchzerio-Caricetea fuscae). The Do
lomitic Sphagnum warnstorfii community differs, however, from the Sphagno-Cari
cetum dioicae mainly because of the absence of Carex dioica, which is considered 
characteristic of the Sphagno-Caricetum dioicae. 
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Fig. 3 - Reciprocai ordering of species groups (numbers) and vegetation types (letters) according to 
the analysis of concentration. The symbols indicating vegetation types are as in Table 1. 
1 - Sphagnum magellanicum - Eriophorum uaginatum group; 2 - Mylia anomala - Sphagnum 
acutifolium group; 3 - Polytrichum strictum - Nardus stricta group; 4 - Odontoschisma sphagni
Sphagnum compactum group; 5 - Sphagnum warnstorfii - Aulacomnium palustre group; 6 -
Scorpidium scorpioides - Carex limosa group; 7 - Cratoneurum commutatum var. falcatum -

Eriophorum scheuchzeri group; 8 - Drepanocladus revolvens - Parnassia palustris group; 9 -
Calliergon trifarium - Willemetia stipitata group. 

Sphagnetum magellanici (SM). This community forms isolated well-developed 
hummocks within the Parnassio-Caricetum fuscae. Exceptionally, it may cover 
areas larger than few square meters: then, the morphology of the Sphagnum cover 
resembles that of raised bogs. This vegetation type is characterized by species of 
the Sphagnum magellanicum - Eriophorum uaginatum group, most of which are 
considered characteristic of different syntaxa within the class Oxycocco-Spha
gnetea. The characteristic combination of species coincides with that of the 
Sphagnetum magellanici. The relevés (see Table 1) are somewhat heterogeneous as 
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several Sphagnum species (S. rubellum, S. quinquefarium, S. acutifolium) may 
dominate, dependent on the water level (Dierssen, 1978). 

Sphagnum compactum community (SC). This community is very rare in the 
Dolomites as it is found only at the top of well-developed peat bodies, established 
on impermeable marls. This vegetation type is characterized by species of the 
Odontoschisma sphagni -Sphagnum compactum group. It is fairly similar both to the 
Sphagno compacti - Trichophoretum germanici and to the Eriophoro - Tricho
phoretum caespitosi (Oberdorfer, 1977). Our relevés differ from the former of these 
associations, owing to the absence of Trichophorum germanicum, and from the latter 
as Sphagnum compactum is not so frequent in the Eriophoro-Trichophoretum 
caespitosi. 

Scorpidio-Caricetum limosae (SL). Also this community is very rare in the 
Dolomites. It colonizes only depressions within well-developed peat bodies. This 
vegetation type is characterized by species of the Scorpidium scorpioides - Carex 
limosa group, including indicator species of wet mesotrophic fens, most of which are 
considered characteristic of the order Scheuchzerietalia palustris. The relevés were 
assigned to the Scorpidio-Caricetum limosae (Krisai, 1971), owing to the abundance 
of Scorpidium scorpioides. 

Eualuation of classifications 
The dendrograms of relevés are identical at the 6-cluster level, but rather 

different at higher hierarchical levels (Figs. 2b-d). Classification efficiency was 
tested only at the 3- and the 2- cluster level, since the corresponding groups 
represent the most inclusive vegetation types in the studied wetland vegetation. 

Table 3 - Contingency tables (species groupsx relevé sets) and values ofthe D indices. (See explanation 
in the text). 

3 clusters 2 clusters 

ALCE 

SM Sfvi 
ES 

se SL se ;,.s 
PC 

sw sw PC 

SL 

1-5 1.09 0.17 0.13 
1-6 0.93 0.13 

6 0.05 3. 3 7 0.08
7-9 0.11 0.98 

7-9 0.11 0.04 0.98 

D(F
h

;F
i
) = 0.359 D(F

h
;F

i
) = 0.230 
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3 clusters 

ALCW 

ES 

SL 
SM sw 

se 

PC 

1-5 1.08 1.21 0.17 

6 O.O? 0.29 

7-9 0.03 0.21 0.87 

D(F
h

;F
i

) = 0.112 

SSA 

SM 

se 
ES PC 

sw 

SL 

1-5 1. 00 0.12 0.14 

6 0.39 0.10 

7-9 0.11 0.45 1.08 

D(F
h

;F
i

) =0.119 

1-6

7-9

2 clusters 

SM 

sw 

1. 02

1. 08

D(F. ;F.) 
n , 

SM 

se 

sw 

SL 

ES 

ES 

SL 

se 

PC 

0.18 

o. 87

0.020 

PC 

1-6 o. 77 0,13 

7-9 0.17 1.08 

The efficiency of the classifications was evaluated by calculating the mean cover of 
the species groups formed at the 3- and respectively at the 2- clusters levels (see the 
classification dendrogram of species; Fig. 2a)in the relevé clusters identified at the 
same hierarchical levels (see the classification dendrograms of the types; Fig. 2 b-d). 
The contingency tables and the D (F 1v· F J values calculated for each are reported in 
Table 3. On the basis of this test, the classification obtained by ALCE proved to be 
the most efficient at both levels. 

For evaluating classifications by external criteria, contingency tables were 
constructed, correlating the frequency distributions of the equivalence classes for 
both pH and electrical conductivity in the vegetation types at the same hierarchical 
levels. The contingency tables and 21 values are given in Tables 4 and 5. It appears 
that the most predictive classification for both pH and electrical conductivity is 
again that obtained by ALCE at the specified hierarchical levels. 
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Table 4 - Contingency tables for pH and values of the 2I index. (See explanation in the text). 

3 clusters 2 clusters 

ALCB 
SM 

ES 
SM 

se SL se ES 
PC 

sw sw PC 

SL 

5-5.99 6 - 1 

6-6.99
5-6.49 7 1 

2 1 2 

7-8 
6.50-8 2 

- 7 

21 = 16.27 (99.7) 21 = 9.83 (99.8) 

ALCW 

ES ES 

SL SM SL 
SM sw 

se sw se 

PC PC 

5-5.99 4 1 2 

5-6.49 5 3 
6-6.99 - 2 3 

6.50-8 2 9 
7-8 - - 7 

2 I = 14. 46 ( 99. 4) 21 = 3.99 (95.4) 

SSA 
SM 

SM 
se 

se 
ES PC sw PC 

sw 
SL 

SL 
ES 

5-5.99 6 - 1 

5-6.49 7 1 
6-6.99 3 - 2

6.50-8 4 7 
7-8 - 2 5 

21 = 15.48 (99.6) 21 = 5.41 (98) 
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Table 5 - Contingency tables for electrical conductivity (µ.s) and values of the 21 index. (See explanation 
in the text). 

3 cluster>s 2 cluster>s 

ALCB 
SM 

ES 
SM 

se SL se 
PC ES 

sw sw 
PC 

SL 

�50 8 1 
'- 75 9 3 

51-100 1 3 
>75 7 

'>100 6 

2I = 21. 79 ( 100) 2I 12.79 (100) 

ALCW 
ES ES 

SL 
SM sw 

SM SL 

se sw se 

PC PC 

450 4 3 2 

51-100 4 
�75 7 5 

>100 6 
>75 7 

2I = 15.47 (99.6) 2I = 8.71 (99. 7) 

SSA 
SM 

SM 
se 

se 
ES PC sw PC 

sw 

SL 
SL 

ES 

-" 50 8 1 

51-100 1 3 
�75 10 2 

1 5 
'>75 1 6 

>100

2I = 20. 11 ( 100) 2I 9.31 (99.8) 
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Discussi on 

The efficiency tests applied to the contingency matrices show that all classi
fications are highly predictive for the environmental conditions (P < 0.05). It is 
noteworthy that the evaluations based on external criteria support those obtained 
by internal criteria: in both cases the classification by ALCB proved to be the most 
efficient. This coincidence of evaluations might be owing to the fact that peatlands 
are natural and not disturbed environmènts. Interestingly, when classifications 
from secondary grasslands were compared by similar methods (Feoli et al., 1981), 
the results obtained based on internal and external criteria did not coincide. This 
conclusion cannot be, however, generalized since insufficient data are available for 
comparison. Further research will be devoted to this topic. 

The groups distinguished at the 3-cluster level (Fig. 2b) are interpretable as 
phytosociological units: the cluster including the Sphagnetum magellanici, the 
Sphagnum compactum community and the Sphagnum warnstorfii community may 
correspond to the order Sphagnetalia magellanici; the cluster including the 
Scorpidio-Caricetum limosae to the order Scheuchzerietalia palustris; and the 
cluster of Eriophoretum scheuchzeri and Parnassio-Caricetum fuscae to the order 
Tofieldietalia. 

Riassunto. Le comunità vegetali delle torbiere dolomitiche sono state indagate con il metodo 
fitosociologico. I dati vegetazionali sono stati classificati con vari metodi di clusteranalysis. I risultati così 
ottenuti sono stati valutati su base quantitativa considerando sia la struttura delle tabelle di contingenza 
gruppi di specie x gruppi di rilievi (predittività interna) sia la correlazione esistente fra tipi vegetazionali 
e chimismo della torba (predittività esterna). Un risultato interessante è dato dal fatto che le valutazioni 
ottenute con i due criteri sono fra loro coincidenti. 
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ECOLOGICAL INFERENCES FROM PHYTOSOCIOLOGICAL DATA 
IN AN ALLUVIAL FOREST ON THE PO PLAIN (Northern Italy) 

Carlo FERRARI & Maria SPERANZA 
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Abstract. The vegetation of an alluvial forest of the Po plain, known as the Forest of S. Agostino, has 
been surveyed using the Braun-Blanquet method. Analysis of the data revealed two main ecologica! 
situations characterized chiefly by differences in pedologica! factors identified by the cover values of 
Carex pendula and Brachypodium syluaticum. 

1. lntroduction

This study is concerned with the vegetation of the Forest of S. Agostino, or
"Panfilia" Forest. This is one of the few alluvial forest stili existing in the Po plain. 
For this reason, its vegetation serves as a reliable model to describe the potential 
forest vegetation on the alluvial terraces of the plain. 

A previous phytosociological study (Corbetta & Censoni Zanotti, 197 4) ascri
bed the vegetation to the association Carici-Fraxinetum angustifoliae (Pedrotti 
1970; Pedrotti e Cortini Pedrotti, 1978), without any subunit. Our paper reports on 
the results of a phytosociological study, performed to evaluate the ecologica! 
features through correlations between relevé groups and species groups. The 
results confirm the reliability of the phytosociological approach to supply in
formation in an indirect gradient analysis. 

2. The study area

The Forest of S. Agostino lies outside a meander that the Reno River forms just
south of the village of S. Agostino in the province of Ferrara (Northern Italy). 

The forest covers an area of about 50 ha on an alluvial terrace. The locai climate 
has annua! average rainfall of about 700 mm, with minima in February, July, and 
August. The average annua! temperature is 12,9° C, with minimum in January 
(average 0.3°C) and maximum in July (average 23.4°C). These features are typical 
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of the climate of the Po plain. From a pedological point of view the soils are river 
sediments of silt, sand and day. Wolf (1983) has shown that starting from the river 
bank, there exists a gradient from coarse texture soils, with good porosity, to 
increasingly fine textured soils, often very compact at the surface. 

During the second world war the forest underwent extensive logging during 
which especially oaks were highgraded. Today the forest is mainly used for 
recreation and it is managed by the Azienda Regionale of Emilia-Romagna. 

3. Materials and methods

Vegetation relevés were made according to the Braun-Blanquet method (Braun
Blanquet, 1964, Westhoff & van der Maarel, 1978). The relevés were classified by 
sum of squares clustering (SSA: Orlòci, 1967) using Euclidean Distance (Orlòci, 
197 8) after transformations of the cover/ abundance values according to the van der 
Maarel (1979) scale: r = l; + = 2; 1 = 3; 2 = 5; 3 = 7; 4 = 8; 5 = 9. All species 
were considered, except those occuring only in one relevè. 

The correlation between relevè groups and species groups is discussed on the 
basis of the results of concentration analysis (AOC: Feoli & Orlòci, 1979), applied to 
a matrix of mean cover within species group in the relevè groups. An ecological 
evaluation of the relevè groups has been attempted by Landolt indicator values 
(Landolt, 1977) concerning the following edaphic factors: moisture (F), free H-ions 
(R), nutrient content (N), aeration (D), average light intensity (L). For every factor 
the significance of the differences between the mean values of the groups of relevès 
was tested by a t-criterion. 

The taxonomic nomenclature follows Pignatti (1982). 

4. Results

Treatment of vegetation data 

A total of 39 relevés were considered in cluster analysis and three clusters were 
recognized in the dendrogram at the level of about 550 SS representing a 
classification efficiency of 30% (Fig. 1). We use these clusters as the main groups in 
further analyses. The species considered in the classification are 29. The den
drogram obtained with SSA (Fig. 2) shows 4 clusters at a value of about 700 SS. 
This value is nearly corresponding to the level chosen for defining relevé groups. 
The correlation between species groups and relevés groups, resulting from AOC, is 
given in Fig. 3. Species group S4 is not related to a particular relevé group. 

Ecologica/ evaluations 

Inference about vegetation ecology can be drawn from the results of AOC and 
the species indica tor values (Landolt, 1977). The factors being considered are listed 
in Section 3. The indicator values weighted by the cover values gave the results in 
Table 2a. The results of t-tests applied to the mean indicator values of each relevé 
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Fig. 1 - Fusion topology of relevés based on cover/abundance data. The clustering method is SSA. 
The R symbols identify major groups: the numbers are labels for relevés as in Table 1. 

group (R 1, Rz, R,) are given in Table 2b. We observe that: i) groups R1 and R2 differ 
only in soil acidity and aeration: group R1 indicates weakly acid and more compact 
soils; ii) group R1 is isolated. Compared with R1 it represents more acid soils 

but when compared to R; it is more aerated, has more light, and drier soils. 

From these results we conclude that the ordination of Fig. 3 can be explained by 
a prevailing particle size gradient and subsequent decreasing aeration in the sense 
ofthe sequence R1, R1, R2• Interestingly these findings coincide with those observed 
by Wolf (1983), corresponding to an increasing distance from the river. 
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F'ig. 3 - Reciproca! ordination od species and relevé groups according to the first two canonica! 
variates. See explanation of the symbols in Tables l and 2. Further explanations are given in 
the text. 

5. Conclusions

Wbicb species are most useful to cbaracterize tbe different ecological situations 
we bave identified? It bas been seen tbat a correlation exists between relevé groups 
and species groups, but only based on tbe magnitude of cover. It bas also been seen 
tbat groups R, and R1 are weakly differentiated. Tbe situation witb tbe bigbest 
particle size and tbe lowest acidity (R,) can be tentatively recognized by tbe bigb 
cover values of species belonging to groùps S, (cbiefly Quercus pedunculata as a tre e 
andPrunus spinosa) concordant witb tbe bigb frequencies of some species of groups 
S,, sucb as Rhamnus frangula, Robinia pseudacacia, Acer campestris, and saplings of 
Quercus pedunculata (see Table 1). 

Tbe identification of tbe ecologica) conditions of group R1 is less ambiguous. On 
tbe one band, tbe correlation between S_1 and R.1 is marked by a clear increase in tbe 
mean cover of Brachypodium syluaticum. On tbe otber band, Carex pendula, witb 
bigb covers in R, and R1 , drastically decreases its covers in R1 • We can conclude tbat, 
for a field prediction of tbe ecologica! conditions, tbe mean cover of Brachypodium 

syluaticum and Carex pendula bas bigb indicator value. Wbere tbe particle size is 
coarser, ligbt intensity is bigber, tbe soil more bumid and ricber in nutrients (R,), 
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Table l � Phytosociological data according to the results of SSA. Relevé groups ( - R1 ) as in Fig. 1; 
species groups (S,) as in Fig. 2. 
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Table 2 - a) Average indica tor values for the three relevé groups determined by the method of Landolt 
(1977). 

a) 

R1 

R, 

Ri 

Legend: F-humidity; R-free; H-ions; N-nutrients; D-aeration; L-light. 
b) Significance of the difference between ave rage indica tor values of relevé groups based on a
t-test.

*-significance at 5%
**-significance at 1 'ì'r.

b) 

F R N D L R1 R2 Ri 

3.29 3.59 3.40 3.92 2.98 R1 R* R* 

3.35 3.54 3.45 4.00 2.96 R2 F** N** 
D** L** 

3.23 3.52 3.22 3.86 3.06 Ri 
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Brachypodium syluaticum and Carex pendula have similar cover values (from 20% to 
40%). Where the soils are finer and light intensity, soil moisture, and nutrient 

concentration lower (R2, R 1 ), C. pendula has high cover (up to 100%), but B. 
syluaticum is only sporadic with cover up to 20% at the best. 

The groups inferred from the phytosociological data, might be assumed as 
variants of the association Carici-Fraxinetum angustifoliae (Corbetta & Censoni 
Zanotti, 197 4), corresponding to changes in the ecologica! conditions. 

Riassunto.È stata studiata la vegetazione di una foresta golenale della pianura padana, il bosco di S. 
Agostino o bosco "Panfilia" (Ferrara) con il metodo di Braun-Blanquet. L'elaborazione dei dati ha 
evidenziato due situazioni ecologiche principali caratterizzate da differenze pedologiche. Queste 
situazioni possono essere individuate mediante i valori copertura di Carex pendula e Brachypodium 
sylvaticum. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO QUANTITATIVE PHYTOGEOGRAPHY OF SICILY 
II: CORRELATION BETWEEN PHYTOGEOGRAPHICAL CATEGORIES 

AND ELEVATION 

Pier Luigi NIMIS 
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Abstract. Data source: Centrai Databank of the ltalian flora and vegetation. Database: phanerogamic 
flora of Sicily; percents of species with similar distribution patterns, subdivided into 49 phytogeo
graphical categories, in 23 elevation intervals of 100 m each. Methods: Complete Linkage Clustering 
with Correlation Còefficient far the classification of categories and of elevation intervals; Concentration 
Analysis far the ordination. Results: species with similar distribution tend to be most frequent along 
given sections of the elevation gradient. The degree of correlation between phytogeographical categories 
and elevation has been quantified. 

Introduction 

Phytogeography has been one of the branches ofBotany in which the use of non
operationally defined concepts, the adoption of intuitive thinking and the formu

lation of non-falsifiable hypotheses has always been more the rule than the 
exception. The adoption of numerical methods in the analysis of phytogeographical 

data is likely to produce a shift towards a more formalized type of phytosociological 
analysis. This process, however, is still at the beginnings; new methods are to be 

developed, and a consistent numerica! database has to be assembled before 
quantitative phytogeography will produce biologically new and origina! results. 

Phytogeographical data in numerica! from could be the basis to disengage 
phytogeography from a merely descriptive stage, and move it toward the use of 
formalized quantitative models, in which more abstract and general parameters will 

play a major role (Crovello, 1981; Lausi & Nimis, 1984, 1985). 
The present paper is the second of a series in which phytogeographical data 

concerning the phanerogamic flora of Sicily at species level are analyzed by 

multivariate methods. Data source is the Data Bank of the Italian Flora and 

Vegetation (Pignatti, 1981; Nimis, 1981; Nimis et al., 1983). In the first paper of the 

series (Nimis, 1984) the analysis was addressed to the study of the relations 
between phytogeographical categories (as in Pignatti, 1982) and environment

types. The present study is dedicated to the analysis of the relations between 
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phytogeographical categories and elevation. 
There are three points concerning the data that could cause misunderstandings 

in the interpretation of the results; they are discussed in the following: 
1 the grouping of species into phytogeographical categories is not based on 

objective criteria (see Pignatti, 1982). In genera!, the accuracy in the delimitation 

of categories decreases with increasing distance of the areas covered by species 
ranges from the italian territory (e.g. there are severa! categories for medi

terranean species s.l., just one for circumboreal species s.1.). A numerica! 
elaboration of distribution maps to obtain clearly defined types of ranges is not 
yet possible, since detailed distribution maps are not available for the greatest 
part of the species in the flora of Europe. 

2 the elevation range of each species is calculated on the basis of the behaviour of 

the species on the whole of the italian territory. This is a major handicap, 

particularly for the study of the flora of Sicily, since the region is locateci at the 
southern end of Italy. This is likely to be reflected in lower elevation ranges than 

the actual ones, above all as far as northern species are concerned. 
3 some of the phytogeographical categories are defined on the basis of the 

response of species to elevation (e.g. mediterranean-montane, orophytes etc.). 

This could lead to circular reasoning, this study being centered just on the 
relations of phytogeographical categories with an elevation gradient. 

The first and last points are relateci: although the analysis of detailed 
distribution maps is the best way to obtain a satisfactory classification of species 

into phytogeographical categories, it is a fact that the species listed as "orophytes" 
or "montane" have specific distribution patterns (e.g. SW- mediterranean oro

phytes should have a fragmented range in the Southwestern part of the Me
diterranean Region, and their distribution patterns should differ from those of 

typical SW-mediterranean species). This means that reference to elevation in the 
names of these categories is actually relateci with their distribution patterns. For the 

rest, the degree of approximation in the delimitation of the various categories seems 
to be fairly satisfactory, also considering the very high correlation that has been 
found between them and ecologica! factors (Nimis, 1984). 

The second point is the most troublesome: it should be always kept in mind when 
interpreting the results. The elevation range in Italy is here considered as a 

character of each species, and the frequency distribution of species included in the 
same phytogeographical category along the elevation gradient is considered as a 

character of the category. Phytogeographical categories, and not Sicily, are the 

main object of the analysis. The curves rapresenting the frequency distributions of 
the categories along the elevation gradient, if referred to the actual situation in 

Sicily, depict just trends of species responses to elevation. 

The results will be tested with field-data in another paper of this series and this 

will be the basis for the introduction of a correction factor in the data bank, that 

should contribute to solve the problem. This is in line with the main aim of this series 
of papers: to test the data of the Data Bank towards their utilization for the 
construction of phytogeographical quantitative models. 
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Data and methods 

The data matrix is in Tab. 1. It contains the relative frequencies of 49 
phytogeographical categories in 23 elevation intervals of 100 m each, from sea level 

to 2300 m. The highest mountain in Sicily is M. Etna, that is more than 3000 m high. 

However, the number of species occurring above 2300 m is so small that they have 

been omitted. This in order to avoid extremely high frequencies in the upper 

elevation intervals due to categories formed by only a few species. 

The frequencies in Tab. 1 are calculated over the total number of species 
present in each elevation interval. This means that the Operational Geographic 

Units (OGUs, sensu Crovello, 1981) that are compared are 23 portions of the 

sicilian territory, obtained by its subdivision into belts of 100 m each. The 
Operational Geographic Set (Crovello, 1981) corresponds to the isle of Sicily and 

the surrounding small islands. The reason why the data have been normalized by 

columns is the following: surfaces with different areas are included in the different 

elevation intervals, the areas in each interval becoming narrower along with the 

increase in elevation. If the data would have been normalized by rows, the different 

areas of the elevation belts could have strongly affected the results; for instance, the 
frequency of SW-mediterranean species in the elevation belts, calculated over the 

total of SW-mediterranean species present in Sicily, depends on the floristic 

diversity of each belt; the latter is probably relateci to their respective areas. 

However, the relation between the areas of OGUs and their floristic diversity is not 
known, so that the interpretation of the results would have been extremely difficult. 

The analysis of the data matrix (Tab. 1) has been performed in the following 

steps: 
- Classification of OGUs, in order to obtain elevation belts with similar phyto

geographical features.

- Classification of phytogeographical categories, to obtain groups of categories with

similar response to the elevation gradient.

- Concentration Analysis (AOC) of the matrix in Tab. 1, to quantify the correlation

between each category and each of the OGUs.

- Ranking categories on the basis of the percentages of chi square accounted for by

each of them on the two first canonica! variates of AOC in the previous analysis.
Only those categories have been retained for further graphical displays that retain

more than 2% of the interaction chi square on either canonica! variate.

- Construction of graphs reporting the frequency distributions along the elevation

gradient of the species included in those categories that have been retained after

ranking.

The methods adopted for data analysis are: 

- Complete Linkage Clustering (Anderberg, 1973) on Correlation Coefficient
(Orloci, 1978) for classifications, with the package of programs by Wildi & Orloci

(1980).
- Concentration Analysis (Feoli & Orloci, 1979) for the ordination.
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1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.6 O.' 

4.9 5.2 5.1 4.7 4.5 4.2 2.7 2.7 2.2 1.9 

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o 

1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.9 

1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 

2.0 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.3 1.3 

2.4 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.2 

0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 o.s 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 

0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 

11 12 13 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

0.5 0.6 0.6 

0.4 0.5 0.6 

1.6 0.8 0.6 

0.6 0.6 0.4 

O. 1 O. 1 O .o 

0.9 0.8 0.7 

0.4 0.5 0.3 

1.3 1.4 1.5 

O. 1 O .1 O. 1 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

0.6 0.6 0.6 

0.9 0.9 0.9 

1.1 1.2 1.2 

1.8 1.7 1.6 

0.4 0.5 04. 

0.3 0.3 0.3 

0.7 0.7 0.7 

0.3 0.3 0.2 

14 

o .o 

o .o 

O. 6 

0.3 

O. 5 

O. 3 

o. o 

O. 7 

O. 3 

1.2 

o. o 

o. o 

o. o 

O. 5 

O. 9 

1. 4 

1. 9 

05. 

O. 3 

O. 7 

O. 2 

15 

o.o 

o .o 

O. 7 

O. 2 

o. o 

o. o 

o. o 

O. 8 

O. 2 

1. 4 

o .o 

o. o 

o. o 

O. 4 

O. 8 

1. 2 

1. 8 

O. 6 

o .o 

O. 2 

O. 3 

16 

o .o 

o.o 

O .6 

O. 3 

o .o 

o .o 

o .o 

O. 3 

O. 3 

O. 8 

o .o 

o .o 

o. o 

O. 3 

O. 8 

1. 4 

1. 7 

O .6 

o .o 

O. 3 

o .o 

17 18 19 20 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

0.3 o.o o.o o.o 

0.3 o.o o.o o.o 

1.0 1.2 0.5 0.7 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 

1.0 0.8 0.5 o.o 

1.4 1.2 0.5 o.o 

1.7 1.6 2.0 1.3 

0.3 0.4 0.5 o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

0.3 0.4 o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o o.o 

21 22 23 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

1.2 o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

1.2 o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

1.2 1.6 1.9 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

o.o o.o o.o 

15.4 15.6 15.5 16.1 15.9 16.1 17.9 17.6 16.8 17.1 15.6 15.6 14.3 11.9 9.2 8.l 7.4 7.3 6.3 7.3 7.1 3.1 3.8 

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

1.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.9 o., 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

16.6 16.4 16.2 16.6 16.1 16.4 14.6 14.3 11.7 10.9 9.9 9.1 7.2 6.6 5.9 5.6 4.7 5.3 4.4 4.0 2.4 o.o o.o 

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.7 o.o o.o o.o 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 

3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.5 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.6 o.o 

4.5 4.7 4.4 4.5 4.2 3.7 4.1 3.4 4.7 3.6 4.7 1.9 

0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

5.8 4.0 5.9 6.4 6.4 6.4 7.7 7.7 8.3 8.5 8.4 8.4 

3.4 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.9 4.2 5.1 5.1 6.0 6.1 7.0 7.3 

0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.7 

4.8 4.9 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.3 6.1 6.1 6.9 7.3 8.3 8.6 

1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 

2.3 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.4 3.5 4.1 4.3 4.8 4.7 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 

0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.5 

1.5 1.S 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ù.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 o.o o.o 0.1 0.1 

o.o o.o 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 

4.6 4.6 4.9 4.8 5.3 5.4 5.3 6.0 5.7 6.1 7.0 7.6 

1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.6 

0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0,7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 

2.5 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.8 

1.5 1.5 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 01. 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 

8.5 9.0 8.8 8.8 9.8 8.1 

7.2 7.1 7.3 6.5 6.8 6.5 

2.8 2.7 2.9 3.4 4.1 3.3 

9.9 10.2 11.0 11.3 11.1 11.4 

2.8 3.2 3.5 4.2 3.7 2.8 

5.4 6.1 7.1 6.8 

0.9 0.9 1.0 1.4 

1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 

1.9 2.2 2.8 3,1; 

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 

0.4 0.5 0.8 1.4 

0.6 0.7 1.0 1.1 

4. 7 4. 9 

1.7 1.2 

2 .o 2. 4 

3. 4 3. 7 

O. 3 O. 4 

O. 7 O .8 

1.7 2.0 

1.0 1.2 

7 .3 8 .o 

7. 3 6. 7 

3. 4 2. 7 

9.8 11.3 

3. 4 3. 3 

5. 9 6. 7 

1.0 0.7 

2. O 2 .7 

3 .9 3 .3 

O. 5 O .o 

1. O .13 

2. 4 2 .o 

1. O 1. 3 

6. O 

4. 8 

2. 4 

8. 3 

3. 6 

4. 8 

o. o 

o. o 

3 .6 

o. o 

2 .4 

2. 4 

2, 4 

7. 8 

4. 7 

3 .1 

9. 4 

4. 7 

4. 7 

o. o 

o. o 

CJ.0 

o .o 

3 .1 

3 .1 

3 .1 

7. 7 

5. 8 

1. 9 

9. 6 

3. 8 

3. 8 

o .o 

o .o 

o. o 

o. o 

3. 8 

3. 8 

3. 8 

9.3 10.4 11.8 11.9 13.5 14.6 16.6 15.3 22.6 25.0 26.9 

1.6 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.4 2.0 2.4 3.1 3.8 

1.2 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.4 1.6 1.9 

3.5 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.9 2.7 4.8 6.2 7.7 

0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.9 

0.7 0.9 1.0 1.4 1.7 2.4 3.4 4.7 8.3 7.8 7.7 

Table 1 - Data matrix. Percents of species belonging to 49 phytogeographical categories in 23 elevation 
intervals of 100 m each. 



Results 

The variation of species diversity in the OGU s along with the elevation gradient 
is shown in Fig. 1. Species diversity tends to decrease with increasing elevation. The 
decrease is slight from O to 600 metres, more pronounced and almost linear from 
600 to 1600 m, with an average loss of 100 species every 100 m, and slight again 
from 1600 to 2300 m. How far this is due to elevation or to the progressive reduction 
of the surface of the OGUs along with elevation is not known. Probably both facts 
are involved, but the problem could be solved only after a quantitative analysis of 
the relation between surface of OGUs and species diversity. 
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Fig. 1 - Floristic diversity along the elevation gradient in Sicily. Number of species in the 23 elevation 
intervals of 100 m each. 

e lassifications 

The dendrograms of the OGUs and of the phytogeographical categories are 
respectively in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3. 

Two main clusters are formed in the dendrogram of OGU s, and each of them is 
subdivided into three subclusters, as follows (Fig. 2): 
Cluster 1: it includes the elevation intervals from sea level to 1000 m. The first 

interval (0-100 m), forms a subcluster by itself. Two further subclusters 
respectively include the elevation intervals from 100 to 600 m and those 
from 600 to 1000 m. 

Cluster 2: it includes the elevation intervals from 1000 to 2300 m; the three 
subclusters are as follows: 1000-1400 m, 1400-2000 m, 2000-2300 m. 

The subclusters contain OGUs that are contiguous along the elevation gradient, 
and correspond to the following vegetation belts: 

Lowland belt: 0-100 m. 
Hill belt: 100-600 m. 
Lower montane belt: 600-1000 m. 
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Montane belt: 1000-1400 m. 
Upper montane belt: 1400-2000 m. 
Alpine belt: 2000-2300 m. 

Being this subdivision based on the frequency distributions of phytogeo
graphical categories in the OGUs, it is to be expected that each belt will be 
characterized. by a typical phytogeographical spectrum. 

In the dendrogram of phytogeographical categories (Fig. 3), only those clusters 
have been considered, that are formed at levels of the Correlation Coefficient above 
O.O. The two clusters obtained under this level (each with two categories) include 
categories with very low frequency in each of the OGUs. Between 0.2 and 0.3 four 
main clusters are formed, as follows: 
Cluster 1: it mostly includes categories limited to restricted portions of the 

Mediterranean Region. Tropical and Introduced species are also 
included in this cluster. 

Cluster 2: the gre?test part of the species included in the categories of this cluster 
are characterized by ranges extending over the whole of the Me
diterranean Region (Euri- and Stenomediterranean species). 

Cluster 3: the categories in this cluster either include species with very broad 
ranges (Subcosmopolitan, Cosmopolitan, Paleotemperate) or species 
whose distribution is centered north of the Mediterranean Region 
(Eurosibirian, Circumboreal, Centrai European etc.). 

Cluster 4: this cluster mostly includes Orophytes. Endemie and European species 
s.l. also belong to it.

The frequency distributions of the four clusters of categories in the 23 elevation 
intervals are in Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 4 - Frequency distributions of the species in clusters 1, 2, 3, 4 (Fig. 3) along the elevation 
gradient. 
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- the species include cl in the categories of Cluster 1 are most frequent in the lowland

and colline belts (20-30% of the flora in each OGU); from 700 to 1000 m they tend
to decrease and fall under 10% after 1100 m. They characterize the arid

mediterranean and the mediterranean vegetation belts (Pignatti, 1979). The fact

that introduced species are included in this cluster is indicative of the fact that in
these belts human impact on the natural ecosystems is maximal.

- The species included in the categories of Cluster 2 are most frequent (30-40% of
the flora in each OGU) from sea level to 1200 m. They still constitute 20-30% of the
floras up to 14{)0 m. Their frequency distribution curve differs from the previous
one for a less marked decrease at lower elevations. Most of the species in this

cluster are Steno- or Eurimediterranean. They characterize the Mediterranean

Vegetation belt (Quercus ilex stands and their degradation stages).
- The species included in the categories of cluster 3 have a frequency maximum

around 1500 m, and more or less regularly decrease both at lower and higher
elevations. They characterize the deciduous summergreen belt dominateci by
Quercus pubescens, and the subatlantic belt (Pignatti, 1979), dominateci by Fagus

sylvatica.

- Finally, the species included in the categories of Cluster 4 have a maximum at
higher elevations, and characterize the alpine vegetation belt.

Concentration analysis

The results of AOC performed on the contingency table of phytogeographical 

categories and OGUs are shown in Fig. 5. Tab. 2 gives the percentages of the tota! 

interaction chi square accounted for by the first and second Canonica! Variates in 
AOC, and its relative shares accounted for by phytogeographical categories. 

In Fig. 5 the sequence of the OGUs along the first Canonica! Variate reflects a 
regular elevation increase from sea leve! to 2300 m. The OGU and the category 

points are further arranged along a horse-shoe shaped curve. The first Canonica! 
Variate accounts for 53.2% of the tota! interaction chi square, the second for 27 .1 %. 
The fact that the sequence of OGU s along the first Canonica! Variate corresponds 
with a regular elevation increase, and the high share of the interaction chi square 

accounted for by the two first Canonica! Variates (altogether 80.3 % ) indicate a very 
high degree of correlation between phytogeographical categories and OGUs. 

Over a tota! of 49 phytogeographical categories, 16 account for more than 2% of 

the chi square on either the first or the second Canonica! V ariates (boldface in 
Tab. 2). These categories have been retained to characterize the phytogeographical 

changes along the elevation gradient. Four graphs have been constructed (Figg. 6, 7, 
8, 9), each of them respectively showing the frequency distributions of those of the 

16 categories that are included in the four clusters obtained in the classification of 
categories (Clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 6 shows the frequency distributions of four categories included in Cluster 1: 

W-Stenomediterranean, Introduced, 8-Stenomediterranean and SW-Stenomedi

terranean. They have a similar response to elevation, with high frequencies in the
lowland and colline belts, and a sharp decrease after 600 m.

Fig. 7 shows the frequency distributions of two categories include cl into cluster 
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Table 2 - Absolute and percentual values of the chi square accounted for by phytogeographical 
categories (1st and Ilnd canonica! variates). 

1st CANONICAL VARIATE Ilnd CANONICAL V ARIATE 

x
2 

% x
2 

% 

SAHARO-SINDIC 12.60 0.550 0.855 0.165 

PANTROPICAL 5.92 0.259 3.890 0.752 

NW-MEDIT. MONT. 1.76 0.072 3.440 0.665 

N-STENOMEDIT. 0.50 0.022 0.002 0.001 

W-STENOMEDIT. 200.00 8.734 29.100 5.692 

8-STENOMEDIT. 112.00 4.891 22.100 4.275 

PALEOTROPICAL 5.92 0.259 6.160 1.191 

SW-STENOMEDIT. 60.80 2.655 7.720 1.493 

SUBTROPICAL 41.40 1.808 5.390 1.043 

INTRODUCED 126.00 5.502 23.200 4.487 

NW-STENOMEDIT. 7.280 0.318 0.965 0.187 

E-EURIMEDIT. 3.850 0.168 0.004 0.001 

AMPHIATLANTIC 2.630 0.115 0.168 0.032 

EURIMEDIT.-ATL. 11.400 0.498 0.264 0.051 

SUBATLANTIC 4.690 0.205 0.705 0.136 

E-STENOMEDIT. 20.100 0.878 0.500 0.097 

MEDIT.-TURANIAN 3.040 0.133 0.007 0.001 

E-MED. MONTANE 0.216 0.009 1.220 0.236 

SE-STENOMEDIT. 4.980 0.217 0.197 0.038 

NE-STENOMEDIT. 7.100 0.310 0.672 0.130 

N-EURIMEDIT. 3.700 0.162 1.190 0.230 

EURIMEDIT. 56.700 2.476 19.900 3.149 

W-EURIMEDIT. 4.460 0.195 0.362 0.070 

STENOMEDIT.-ATL. 19.700 0.860 0.006 0.001 

STENOMEDIT. 242.000 10.568 3.810 0.737 

SE-EUROPEAN 0.901 0.039 6.630 1.282 

NW-EURIMEDIT. 0.455 0.020 0.602 0.116 

SW-MEDIT. MONT. 1.060 0.046 0.472 0.091 

SUBCOSMOPOLITAN 1.700 0.074 2.710 0.524 

8-EURIMEDIT. 0.914 0.040 1.830 0.354 

PALEOTEMPERATE 28.400 1.240 13.000 2.515 

EUROPEAN-CAUCAS. 58.200 2.541 22.500 4.353 

NE-MED. MONTANE 72.300 3.570 11.900 2.302 

EURASIA TIC 116.000 5.066 7.820 1.513 

EUROSIBERIAN 43.700 2.000 1.270 0.246 

CIRCUMBOREAL 79.800 3.485 13.000 2.515 

W-EUROPEAN 12.900 0.563 1.920 0.371 

CENTRAL EUROPEAN 29.900 1.306 8.590 1.662 

COSMOPOLITAN 20.000 0.873 0.007 0.001 

NE-EURIMEDIT. 1.790 0.078 1.170 0.226 

8-EUROP. OROPHYTES 244.000 10.655 0.602 0.116 

SE-EUROP. OROPHYTES 142.000 6.201 18.300 3.540 

N-MED. MONTANE 35.800 1.563 4.700 1.909 

ENDEMIC 273.000 11.921 31.000 5.996 

W-MED. MONTANE 19.800 0.865 0.994 0.192 

EUROPEAN 21.600 0.943 0.113 0.022 

S-EUR./8-SIBER. 17.900 0.782 9.850 1.805 

8-MED. MONTANE 2.100 0.022 6.930 1.340 

SW-EUR. OROPHYTES 90.000 3.930 76.600 14.816 
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Fig. 6 - Frequency distributions of 4 phytogeographical categories in Cluster 1 (Fig. 3) along the 
elevation gradient. 
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Fig. 7 - Frequency distributions of 2 phytogeographical categories in Cluster 2 (Fig. 3) along the 
elevation gradient. 

2: Steno- and Eurimediterranean. Tbey differ from tbe categories in Cluster A for a 
more regular decrease along tbe elevation gradient. Eurimediterranean species are 
most frequent in tbe OGUs between 700 and 1000 m (lower montane belt). 

Fig. 8 sbows tbe frequency distributions oftbree categories included in cluster 3: 
European-Caucasian, Circumboreal and Eurosibirian. Also in tbis case tbey bave 
similar responses to elevation, witb bigber frequencies in tbe montane belt. 

Fig. 9 sbows tbe frequency distributions of tbree categories included in cluster 4: 
Endemie: SW-European Oropbytes and S-European Oropbytes. Tbey bave the 
maximum frequen_cy in tbe alpine belt. 
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Fig. 8 - Frequency distributions of 3 phytogeographical categories in Cluster 3 (Fig. 3) along the 
elevation gradient. 
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Fig. 9 - Frequency distributions of 3 phytogeographical categories in Cluster 4 (Fig. 3) along the 
elevation gradient. 

In Mediterranean orobiomes temperatures and precipitation increase with 

elevation. Potential evapotranspiration is highest at lower elevation, and increases 

upwards. From the previous results, it seems that there is a relation between 

latitudinal range of species and their relative frequencies along the elevation 

gradient: the more the range of a species extends towards the north, the higher this 

species occurs in the mountains. The entire range of a species can be considered as 

one of the expressions of its genotype. From the study of the entire range, it is 

possible to make assumptions on some ecologica! requirements of a species in a 
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given area. In Mediterranean orobiomes an exception is given by the alpine 
vegetation belt, that has a great number of species with narrow ranges, mostly 

restricted to the mediterranean high mountains. This exception is due to historical 
factors, chiefly the very old age of the oromediterranean flora. A chorological

ecological interpretation of this flora cannot be based on pure actualistic hypo
theses, but mostly on historical factors, whose age may date back to the late Tertiary 

period; for this reason, an analysis at taxonomic levels higher than the one of species 

is probably more suited to the phytogeographical study of the mediterranean flora 
at high elevations (Nimis, 1981b). 

Concluding remarks 

A generai remark on the results presented above is that the very high degree of 

correlation between phytogeographical categories and OGUs represents a positive 
test of the Data Bank from which the data have been obtained. 

The regular responses of the phytogeographical categories to elevation may be a 

suitable basis to produce quantitative predictive models in phytogeography. The 

next step will be the joint analysis of the response of phytogeographical categories 

to environment-types and to elevation and the test of these results against field
data. This will be presented in further papers of this series. 

Riassunto. I dati sottoposti ad elaborazione provengono dalla Banca Dati sulla Flora e Vegetazione 
d'Italia. Essi si riferiscono alla flora fanerogamica della Sicilia. La matrice dei dati riporta le percentuali 
di specie, raggruppate in 49 categorie fitogeografiche sulla base della somiglianza dei loro areali, in 23 
intervalli attitudinali di 100 m ciascuno. Essa è stata sottoposta a programmi di classificazione e di 
ordinamento. I cluster di intervalli ottenuti dalla classificazione corrispondono bene alla suddivisione 
della Sicilia in fascie attitudinali di vegetazione. La classificazione delle categorie fitogeografiche ha 
permesso di individuare 4 gruppi di categorie fitogeografiche con diverse distribuzioni di frequenza 
lungo il gradiente altitudinale. In base ai risultati dell'ordinamento sono state individuate le categorie 
fitogeografiche maggiormente correlate con il gradiente altitudinale. I risultati si inseriscono in una serie 
di elaborazioni sulla flora vascolare della Sicilia il cui scopo è di fornire una base metodologica per 
l'applicazione di modelli quantitativi in fitogeografia. 
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SPAGHET: A COENOCLINE SIMULATOR USEFUL TO CALIBRATE 

SOFTWARE DETECTORS 

M. LAGONEGRO 

Keywords: calibration, simulation, software. 

Abstract, A coenocline simulator is described, which allows one to calibrate programs or chains of 
programs before using them on survey data. An example is given, and the listings of two versions of the 
simulator, in BASIC and FORTRAN respectively. 

lntroduction 

When a research branch grows beyond a certain threshold level, more and more 
facts drive the researches and the scholars toward the use of computer programs, 
often linked into sophisticated chains. The first is the horrendous amount of data 
collected in decades of field surveys or laboratory experìments, which makes it 
impossible to extricate sensible result by sheer visual inspection and clever 
intuition. One has to sort, select and .reorganize the data sets into data banks, in 
order to achieve tables reflecting the logical structure of a targeted search through 
ali the archives. This new table will be cleared of ali the information not consistent 
with the intersection of parameters which have driven the search process. 

Eventually the need arises to tray to extract would be relations among these 
parameters. They are indirectly represented in the table, as species counts or 
states. For this, as it is typical of a mature science, one uses indirect techniques, that 
is computer codes which make use of numerical indexes, which in turn reflect some 
assumptions on the underlying structure of the involved relations in the data. 

At this point there is the danger of finding artifacts rather than the real structure. 
To reduce the chances of this actually happening, one has to follow the path of 
calibration of software detectors he is going to use. So let us see what we need to 
perform a reasonable calibration. 

A calibrating program must allow the user to simulate a good many features of 
the actual working condition, under which data are usually collected. For this 
purpose some error generating routine must be provided, which allows- to simulate 
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errors usual in data collection. However, user control must be allowed at any level he 
choses. Finally, the program must be able to give the user some theoretical 
reference condition that could be thought of as the result of a perfect measurement. 
In this way one will know how near to or far from the perfect condition the software 
detector is working. 

SP AGHET is one of these calibrating programs. Another for example is by 
Gauch (1976), SPAGHET assumes a certain underlying model of coenocline, in 
which a given number of characters reacts to a complex of conditioning factors, 
which internet with each other in some not always known way to give size to an X 
axis. This axis represents the field of definition of the response functions, whose 
shapes, intensity and types can be vari ed (Austin, 197 6a and b). 

SP AGHET has already been used to test the performance of program COCHIS 
(Feoli & Lagonegro, 1983) and in teaching. It is routinely employed when a program 
chain has to be tested before release to the users. Another example of its usefulness 
is given in this volume (Feoli & Lagonegro, 1984). SPAGHET has been written in 
FORTRAN IV for a CDC 170/730 CYBER, operating under NOS 2.1. Two 
simplified versions have been realized in BASIC for APPLE II plus and OLIVETTI 
M20 ST respectively. The differences will be pointed at in the following. In the 
appendix are reported the listings of an updated FORTRAN version, called 
NEWSPAG and of the OLIVETTI M20ST version. APPLE users who want to 
implement it on their computers may have only to change the OPEN and CLOSE 
instructions and substitute the LPRINT instruction with the usual DOS command 
which sends the output to the appropriate printer slot. 

1. Technical description of SPAGHET

In Figure 1 is given a simple example of the coenocline model on which
SPAGHET is based. In the example all the response functions tre Gaussian, since it 
gives a clearer picture, but other shapes are allowed, in order to attain a more 
realistic simulation. 

1. 1. Types of response functions

Four types of response functions are possible in Spaghet, and they are:
Gaussian g (i, X)= h (i)* exp (- (X - m (i)) I s (i))2) 
Bimodal b (i, X) = g (i, X) - g (i, X + 4s (i)) 

where m (i) is the position of the mode, while s (i) is the dispersion 
parameter sigma 

Poisson p (i, X)= h (i)* (1/X!)* m (i)X* exp (- m (i)) 
Mirror-poisson p (i, X max - X)

where X max is described in Fig. 2 and m (i) is the mean value, e qual 
to s (i) A2. This sort of response function assumes non-zero values in 
an interval from O to 16, centered at the mean position. 

Only the first type has been implemented on the APPLE II plus and OLIVETTI 
M20ST. 
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Fig. 1 - Plot of the 8 response functions and of the 16 sampling units reported in Table 1. Capitai 
letters label tbe functions, while numbers label the units. 

(a) (b) 

\ 
(d) 

ì� 
�-----------�-� -�""""-------------"W 

Fig. 2 - Types of response functions allowed in NEWSPAG: (a) gaussian, (b) bimodal, (e) poisson, (d) 
mirror-poisson. Only tbe first type is allowed in the versions for APPLE II and OLIVEITI 
M20. 
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1.2. Evaluation of function parameters and sampling unit positions 

The type can be fixed ftom outside by the user, if he wants to test some ideas, or 
it can be randomly generated and assigned. The variable X ranges from O to a 
maximum value given in input, toghether with the number of the response functions 
and sampling units. The later are indicated in Fig. 1 by vertical bars. The value of 
the i-th response function in the j-th sampling unit is just the value assumed by the 
function at pointX = Xj (Fig. 3). Errors are introduced by allowing it to be randomly 
chosen inside an interval centered on the theoretical value, with amplitude allowed 
by a given "noise" factor, which is also an input quantity. Eventually, to simulate 
frequency counts, the value is given that of the nearest integer number. 

The range depends on the desired average density of response function per 
arbitrary unit of the coenocline. In the case shown in Fig. 1, 8 functions have been 
generated, with 16 sampling units, in a range of value 4; so we have there an average 
density, both of response functions and sampling units, equal to 2 and 4 
respectively. On this range value depend also the minimum and maximum values of 
the parameter s (i), measuring the dispersion of the i-th function. The values are 
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Fig. 3 - Two functions (D and G) and four sampling units (3, 4, 5, 6) from Fig. lare reported. In case of 
O'lr noise, the values of the response functions in the four units would be those written near the 
circles. On unit 6 is reported an interval (from about 3 to about 6) into which would have fallen 
the simulateci datum in case of 60% noise (+/- 30% around theoretical value, and then 
rounded to the nearest integer). 
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computed according to: 

s (min) = Range value/20 
s (max) = Range value/5 

The functions and the sampling units are generateci at random and the letter 
labels indicate the order of generation of the first, while the numbers are employed 
for the others. 

The height h (i) of the functions at the mode is given in input or randomly 
computed inside an interval depending on the maximum value which the user 
chooses. The interval limits are: 

h (min) = 1 
h (max) = Max value 

The m (i) are assigned by the user or randomly generated in the interval from O to 
the Range value. 

1.3. Generation of tables 

When ali the functions and the sampling units are defined, a table is produced 
with the response functions as columns and the units as rows. The table, including 
noise and rounding effects, is then written to a proper file. In this form it is ready for 
input in a chain of software detectors. 

In the case ofFig. 1, the maximum response value is 9 and the noise level is 30% 
(0.3). The simulateci coenocline has the characteristics of Table 1. 

The resulting data table (including a noise fluctuation of 30%, that is + - 15% 
around the theoretical value) is shown on Table 2. 

Generating the same simulateci experiment, but with 0% noise, gives a table with 
23 non zero numbers differing by one or two units from the corresponding elements 
of the 30% table; this incorporates a good 18% of the whole table and a 37% of the 
non zero elements. 

The simulation of the condition of "perfect measurement" is performed via a 
large number of equally spaced sampling units; it is clear that the larger the number 
the better the simulation. Anyhow, after a certain number of units the results 
become stable and one choses the least expensive in terms of time and computer 
resources. Such a perfect sample, with 100 units, is reported in Fig. 4. One could 
think that also a very dense random sampling could simulate this condition; may be, 
but one has to generate a very large number of data points, without being sure of 
having obtained the asymptotic condition of the theoretical measurement. To look 
at the effect of this technique a random sample of 100 units has also been generateci. 
In the following paragraph the three tables will be processed via a well known 
procedure and the results will be compared to one another and with the content of 
Fig. 1. 
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Table l - Characteristics of the 8 response functions and positions of the 16 random generated 
sampling units. 

h (A1ir1) =1 h(ma:d=9 

Functim, r11Jmber i=l (A) 

2ce.J 

3(C) 

4 (D) 

5([) 

6(F) 
7(Gl 

8(H) 

5ampling unit nu�ber j= 1 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

2. Calibration of a software tool

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

S (Rli n) =4/20=0, 2 s (Ola:-:) =4/5=0. 8 

h(i)=2.39 m(i)=l.02 s(i)=0.67 
6.71 
8.69 

6.09 

3,80 
4.01 
7.84 

5.36 

Xj=2.22 

2.60 
1.44 

2.41 

3.34 
1.15 
3.36 

2.25 
2.70 

2.82 

0.20 

2.71 

1. 74

1.64

2 .19

2.40

0.29 0.43 
1. 49 0.21 
1. 73 0.79 
1. 98 0.28 
3.78 0.63 
1.39 0.60 

2.28 Q ')r, 
,t .. <'.. 

Suppose now that we want to calibrate the well known procedure of eigenana
lysis on a correlation coefficient matrix derived from the data table. What we want to 
see is if the procedure can work with a sampling error rate of up to 30%. We first 
compute the simmetrie correlation matrix, which is given in Table 3. 

Now we submit this matrix to an eigenanalysis in order to get the eigenvalues and 
the associated eigenvectors. After having written the last ones to a file, we call into 
action a plot routine. The results of the plot is displayed in Fig. 4. We note the 
appearance of the typical horseshoe trend in the scatter of the 8 response functions. 
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Tahle 2 - Data table resulting from computing the response function values at the Hi sampling units 
and allowing 301/r noise, that is a 151/r range offluctuation both over and under the theoretical 
value; the values cannot anyhow he greater than the maximum allowed for the response 
functions. 

Response functions 
A B C O E F G H 

Samplirig uni ts ' 4 2 3 5 
') 3 , 1 1 O '- ' 

3 ') 6 5 O , 6 ... ' 

4 ' ' 3 1 2 4 

5 ' 1 ' 3 
6 2 1 2 4 ' 5 

7 1 2 

8 4 2 I 2 5 

9 2 1 1 1 

10 ') 1' '- ' 

11 1 6 1 1 

12 2 1 1 1 

13 3 5 2 6 

14 5 4 2 6 
15 4 3 3 5 

16 ' ' . 3 1 2 4 

One can now compare sequence and groupings with the situation depicted in Fig. 1. 
We submit then the first three components (eigenvectors) to a three-dimensional 
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) procedure, to obtain a more complete information 
about mutual relationships between pairs of response functions. The result is shown 
by te arrows in Fig. 4. 

W e impose this sequence as column order on the originai table and rearrange it 
internally, by shifting the elements of each sampling unit after this order of 
functions. Then we reorder the unit positions (that is the row sequence) in the table 
by putting first that which has non zero valued elements corresponding to as IBany 
as possible of the response functions coming first in the column sequence, and so on. 
The results are shown in Table 4a. One can easily spot the characteristic trend of a 
coenocline. By comparing the sequence of sampling units with those in Fig. 1, one 
can see that the analysis has been quite successful, since the groups and their 
sequence have been properly identified. 

A minimum has been found between functions G and C, thus suggesting the 
existence of two broad groups offunctions, (H, D, G) and (C, A, B, E, F), The same 
grouping is suggested by average linkage clustering performed on Table 3, the 
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Table 3 - Matrix of correlation coefficients between pairs of response functions, computed hased on 
the 16 random sampling units. 

Colmins 

1 ') 3 4 5 6 7 8'-

Rows 1 1. .733 ,5B3 -.929 .503 .006 -,339 -,572 

2 1. ,143 -,716 ·.293 ,006 -,447 -,378

3 1. -,491 .172 -.204 .260 -.719 

4 1. -,639 -.104 .415 .401 

5 1. -,191 -,472 , 192

6 1. -.577 -.265

7 1. -.110

8 1.

X2 

i:::, 

(1 

Xl 

A 
w 

B 

F 

(1 H 

F'ig. 4 - Results of eigenanalysis on the correlation matrix among funrtions. First two eigenvcctors 
used with 45,66'/, and 23,91/r (cumulative 69,561/r of variance accounted for). Arrows indicate 
mutuai M.S.T. relations suggested by a three-dimensional plot routine which uses three 
eigenvectors (cumulative 87 ,51/r) and a distance matrix to give M.S.T. pairings (for its listing 
see in Appendix Cl. A minimum has been found between C and G. thus suggesting the 
existence of two broad groups (HO G) and (CA B E F). F has been joined to B as the last 
unassigned function left at the end of the clustering process. 
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Table 4 - Data table (Table 2) rearranged first by ordering columns according to MST hased on 
response functions (a), then by performing the same but with order from MST based on 
sampling units (b). 

Response functions 

Sequence froru HST F, A E e G o H F 

S;;impli r,g_ ur1i t number 6 1 
"' 

2 5 4 L ' 

11 6 1 ' ' 1 1 ' 

13 1 
"' 

3 6 5 L 

14 ' 1 2 5 6 4 

3 ' 2 ' 6 6 5 

1 2 ' 3 4 5 

4 ' 1 2 3 4 

8 2 ' 2 4 5 ' 

15 3 ' 3 4- 5 ' 

16 1 ' 2 3 4 ' 

9 1 
r\ 

1 1 (.. 

12 1 2 1 1 

2 1 3 1 

5 1 3 

7 1 2 

10 ' 2 1 

( ;;_i ) 

Saijpling unit nurubers 
Sequence fro�i MST 5 7 10 9 12 2 16 15 8 4 1 13 14 6 3 11 

Response functions D 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 4 6 5 3 5 1 

F 3 3 1 1 1 1 ' 

G 1 1 1 1 2 ') ') 3 6 7 6 6 1 .:. .:. 

H,, ' ' 1 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 ' 

E 1 
"' 

2 1 2 
" 

1 1 L L 

A 1 1 2 2 1 

e i � 5 ') 8' ' ' '-

B 1 5 

( b ) 
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rf 11 
Xl 

10 

Fig. 5 - Results of eigenanalysis of correlation matrix for sampling units. First two eigenvectors 
account for 48,79% and 22,80% (cumulative 71,59% of the tota! variance). Arrows indicate 
suggestions of a three-dimensional M.S.T. procedure (cumulative 89,56%). Three minima are 
found, thus isolating four groups of units, (5 7) {10 9 12 2) (16 15 8 4 1) {13 4 6 3 11). This fits 
well with the structure shown in Fig. 1, ali the lateral branches are very short and the sequence 
looks good indeed. 

dendrogram of which is given in Fig. 6. If one examines Fig. 1, one sees the two 
function groups appear well isolated. The only exception is function F, which does 
not belong to the group it has been assigned to. The assignment is due to the fact 
that F was the last unassigned item and it was connected with the nearest of the 
other ones, no matter how feeble the bound was. Identica! results were obtained by 
sum of squares agglomeration using the euclidean distance matrix based on Table 2. 

By submitting to the same analysis the sampling units, the results shown in Fig. 5 
and Fig. 6 are obtained. Table 4b contains the transpose ofTable 2, rearranged this 
time after the order of the sampling units. W e can see that four roups of releves are 
put into evidence by the MST procedure, that is (5, 7) (10, 9, 12, 2) (16, 15, 8, 4, 1) 
(13, 14, 6, 3, 11). This fits very well with the evidence of Fig. 1; all the lateral 
branches are very short and the sequence looks pretty good. The clusters from an 
average linkage procedure are shown in Fig. 7, and give the same suggestion, with 
only unit 11 out of the groups. One can see the typical stairwise linking of groups, 
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I 

A B E c F D G H 

Fig. 6 - Cluster formed by average linkage clustering based on the correlation matrix among 
fu net ions. Two groups are suggested (A B E C F) and (D G H). 

1 4 8 15 16 2 9 12 10 3 13 14 6 5 7 11 

Fig. 7 - Cluster formed by average linkage clustering based on correlation matrix among sampling 
units. Five groups are suggested (1 4 8 15 16) (2 9 12 10) (3 13 14 6) (5 7) (11). 
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from left to rigbt, wbicb also bints tbe presence of a coenocline inside tbe data. A 
clustering procedure performed via sum of squares agglomeration adds elements 
5. 7 .11 to anotber group, tbus sbowing only tbree broad groups. Tbe cross matrices
are reported in Table 5, togetber witb tbe level of significance of tbe comparisons.
We see tbat tbe tbree classifications are statistically identical, so tbat we can use
wbicb of tbem we want to. By tbe way tbis comparison was not necessary in tbe case
of tbe response functions, since tbe three suggestions were identical.

So mucb for tbe sampling units, since tbey bave been classified and ordered 
quite satisfactorily and one can say tbat tbe praxis works very well on coenocline 
detection via tbeir analysis. 

Now it comes to do tbe same processing on tbe data matrix produced by tbe 
"perfect sampling", in order to verify tbe correspondence tbat tbe best experi
mental condition we could ever dream of (Fig. 8a} bas witb tbe preceeding case. In 
Fig. 8b we bave tbe scattergram and tbe suggestions of MST: three groups can be 
identified, tbat is (D, G) (C, A, B) (E, H, F), witb tbe last two closer eacb other tban
witb respect to tbe first. Tbe average linkage clustering sbows (Fig. 9) tbe structure 
(A, B, C, E, H) (F) (D, G}, witb tbe first group exibiting tbe two substructures (A, B, 
C) and (E, H). Tbe sum of squares procedure shows two broad groups, (A, C, E, H,
F, B) and (D, G).

Table 5 - Matrices of comparison between pairs of classifications of the 16 sampling units randomly 
generated. 

Classes fro� MST 
Classes fro� euclidean distance O O 5 O 

2 4 O 1 
O O O 4 

21=29.3 for 6 degrees of freedom (sign. =0.000055%) 

Classes from euclidean distance 
Classes from average linkage 

O O O 1 4 

1 2 O 4 O 

O O 4 O O 

21=29.3 for B degrees of freedom (sign.=0.00029%) 

Classes from average linkage 
Classes from MST o 2 o o o 

o o o 4 o

o o o 1 4

1 o 4 o o 

21=37.7 far 12 degrees of freedom lsign, =0.00017%) 
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Fig. 8 - Perfect measurement sampling (a) and scattergram with M.S.T. suggestions. Two minima are 
found, between Gand C and between E and C, thus suggesting three groups (F H E) (CAB) 
(G D). 
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I 

A g e E H F D G 

Fig. 9 - Cluster based on average linkage clustering based on correlation matrix among functions, 
computed using the perfect sampling condition. Three groups appear (AB CE H) (F) (DG). 
with the first one showing two substructures (A B C) and (E H). 

Table 6 - Comparisons of classifications obtained frorn data representing the perfect measurement. 

Classes from euclidean distance 
Classes from average linkage 5 O 

1 O 
O 1 

21=8,99 for 2 degrees of freedom (sign.=1.1Zl 

Classes from HST 

Classes from average linkage 2 3 O 

1 O O 
O O 2 

21=10.58 for 4 degrees of freedoru (sign, =3.2%1 

Classes fro� HST 

Classes fro, euclid. dist, 3 3 O 

O O 2 
21=8.99 far 2 degrees of freedom (sign, =1.1%1 
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Table 7 - Data Table 2 restructured following the arder ofMST from (a) 100 equidistributed sampling 
units, (b) 100 randomly chosen sampling units. In both the coenocline trend is clearly seen. 
The ordering groups response functions and sampling units into homogeneous blocks. 

Response functions Response functions 

FHECAP,GD BACGDEHF 

Sampling unit N, 9 1 1 1 2 S.:impli ng un i t N. 6 1 2254 . 

12 1 1 . . 1 2 11 6 1 . 1 1 

5 3 1 13 .1 3652 

7 ? 
.. . . . . . 1 14 1 5 6 4 2 

10 1 . . 2 3 2 6 6 5 

1 5 2 , 3 4 1 3 4 2 5 

4 , 4 1 . . 2 3 4 , 2 3 1 4 

8 5 2 I 2 4 8 , 2 4 2 5 

15 5 3 3 4 15 3 4 3 5 

16 4 1 , 2 3 16 . 2 3 1 4 

2 1 1 3 9 1 2 1 1 

13 2 3 1 6 5 12· 1 2 , 1 1 

14 2 5 1 6 4 2 1 3 1 

6 2 2 1 5 4 5 . 1 . 3 

3 6 2 , 6 5 7 1 2 

11 1 6 1 1 10 ? 
.. .  . 1 

(;:_i) (b) 

In table 6 are reported the cross matrices of the comparisons and the related 
significativity level, which tell us they are statistically equivalent. In Table 7 a we 
have the data Table 2 rearranged in the way already described before: the 
coenocline trend is evident, with the less important functions D and G put aside. 
The sampling units are well grouped and so happens in Table 76, reulting from the 
already known procedure applied to a table of 100 randomly chosen sampling units. 
The clustering procedures give results which are identical to those of the theoretical 
case. 

Now it comes to comparing the results obtained for the response functions from 
the analysis of the 16 units table and those of the perfect case and of the 100 
randomly chosen units. While the latter two give the same results and are therefore 
completely equivalent, the first and the theoretical case have a similarity level of 
6,1 %, very high but not significant, good but not perfect. 

3. Conclusions

Having clone all this, what can we conclude? Same things may in my opinion be
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deduced: 
a) the software procedure based on correlation coefficient is a tool capable of

detecting a coenocline, also in presence of 30% of "noise", that is experimental
random errors;

b) the parallel procedure employing the euclidean distance is a good one too;
c) since the 16 random sampling units are enough the characterize their groups, but

not enough to completely sample the response functions, while the 100 randomly
chosen do, it would be wise to retray all again with more units, for istance 20 or
30, anyhow a number placed between 16 and 100. Another trial could be made
with a smaller noise, which in turn means a more careful sampling and therefore a
better survey planning.

d) since on practical ground one hasn't any Fig. 1 which he can look at, but one's
professional skill and experience, it is highly advisable to use parallel pro
cedures, both previously calibrated with the same calibrating "source", so that
the probability of getting out lovable artifacts both ways can be considered very
low, when not negligible;

e) the calibration must be performed with different noise levels, in order to
correctly evaluate the threshold level of a given procedure, that is the level over
which all the method breaks down and starts to give unstable results or no results
at all.

f) the ratio between the number of sampling units, which allow to reconstruct the
structure of the simulated data, and the number of response functions should be 
considered a sort of lower limit indicator when the actual number of survey units
must be planned. This means that, if 24 units work well when 8 functions are
present, the number of planned survey sampling units should be at least three
times the numer of characters or species taken into account.

4. Working structure of SPAGHET

While the APPLE II and OLIVETTI M20ST versions are completely ma
nageable through the user menu they give, the FORTRAN version NEWSPAG 
needs some explaining. This will be given in this section in a flow-chard like fashion. 

Before starting, an advice is in order. The program has been implemented on a 
CDC ma chine and therefore all the alphanumeric strings are thought of in blocks of 
10 per CDC word. The computation label, for instance, may have up to 40 
characters and the associated variable is dimensioned in 4 words. If a user has to use 
a machine with 6 bytes per word, for example, he has to dimension the variable in 7 
words so that all the 40 characters can find room, or else maintain the old dimension 
and reduce the label length to 24 characters. 

4.1. Data flow and steps 

The parameters are presented to the program in the following sequence: 
1) TITLE (up to 40 characters, format 4A10), that is the computation label.

IF the first 1 O charachers are all blank THEN the program stops ELSE is goes to
read the second string of parameters.

2) these parameters are:
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NC, NR, NBOH, MAXALT, !RANGE, IPLOT, IFIS, IFIR, NOISE, LSLP, 
JACCA (free format) 
NC: number of response functions (up to 100); 
NR: number of sampling units (up to 300); 
NBOH: arbitrary number of unused random number generations before 

starting the actual comp1,1tation. This allows a user to change pattern to 
the sequence of random numbers produced by function RANF (li
brary). We shall use the word RANF in the following to indicate a 
random number generation. The numbers are generated with uniform 
distribution density in the 0-1 interval; 

MAXAL T: maximum value allowed for the modal value of the response 
functions; 

!RANGE: range ov X (in undimensioned arbitrary units);
IPLOT: IF > = O. THEN the response functions are printed on paper in

noiseless values (JACCA values) 
ELSE IF < O THEN the Minimum Spanni�g Tree groups are 
recognized through inspection of a similarity ratio matrix, computed 

based on JACCA equidistributed noiseless valued sampling units; 
IFIS: IF > O THEN the parameters of the response functions are given in input 

by the user 
ELSE IF < = O THEN they are randomly generated in the chosen field of 
definition; 

IFIR: the same as before but for the sampling units; 
NOISE: in %, it is the maximum percentage indeterminacy allowed in the 

simulated data; 
LSLP: IF = -1 THEN the similarity ratio is computed with cover scores 

ELSE IF = O THEN normalized-cover (normacover) scores are used 
ELSE IF = 1 THEN presence-absence (binary) scores are used; 

JACCA: this has been already explained. The number of equidistributed 
sampling units can be up to 3000. A similar option, but with less units, 
is present in the BASIC version. 

3) IF IFIS > O THEN the parameters of the NC response curves must be given in
input, for each curve; they include:
TYPE (format AIO), PMOD, VMED, SIG, HMOD (free format)
where:
TYPE: GAUSS (gaussian function)

BIMODAL (two gaussian functions of the same standard deviation SIG 
but mean value VMED differing 4*SIG, in order to generate two 
maxima); 
POISSON (poissonian profi!e, with the maximum on the left); 
MIRRORPOIS: like POISSON, but with the maximum on the right. 

PMOD: mode of the function; 
VMED, SIG: already explained; 
HMOD: moda! value. 
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ELSE the parameters are randomly generated in the following way: 

generated 
IF O < = a 

a = RANF 
< == 0,25 THEN TYPE = POISSON 
< = 0,5 THEN " = BIMODAL 
< 0,75 THEN = GAUSS 

ELSE IF 0,25 < a 
ELSE IF 0,5 < a 
ELSE IF 0,75 < = a < = 1 THEN " = MIRRORPOIS 

(only the GAUSS shape is provided by the APPLE II and M20ST versions) 

generated b = RANF 
THEN PMOD = b*IRANGE 

generated e = RANF 
THEN VMED = 2+c* (SIGMAX - SIGMIN) IF TYPE 

MIRRORPOIS 
ELSE VMED = PMOD 

generated d = RANF 

POISSON or 

THEN SIG = SIGMIN+d* (SIGMAX - SIGMIN) IF TYPE = GAUSS or 
BIMODAL 
ELSE SIG = (VMEDf 0,5 

generated e = RANF 
THEN HMOD = 1 +e* (MAXALT - 1). 

4) IF IFIR > O THEN the NR values of positions of the sampling units must be
given in input (free format);
ELSE the NR sampling unit positions are randomly generated in the interval (O,
!RANGE);

5) The simulated data table is written to file 2, with format (IOX, l0FIO. O);

6) IF JACCA = O THEN the program goes back to step 1;
ELSE the table of JACCA equispaced noiseless sampling units is written to file
1 and printed (option IPLOT > = O).

7) Similarity ratio matrix is computed, following options specified by the value of
LSLP, on the theoretical table and the nearest neighbour sequence extracted.

8) IF IPLOT > O THEN the program goes back to step 1;
ELSE the MST groups and sequence are found and the MST sequence replaces
the JACCA records of the equispaced sampling units table on file 1.

9) Then the program goes back to step 1.
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Riassunto. Viene descritto un simulatore di cenoclini utile per valutare i rusultati dell'applicazione di 
metodi di ordinamento e classificazione a particolari strutture di dati. La simulazione di cenoclini 
avviene mediante il programma SPAGHET. Vengono presentati esempi di applicazione di metodi di 
largo uso sui dati provenienti dalla simulazione. 

Acknowledgements. The work has been supported by a grant from M.P.I. 60'7.. The author is very 
grateful to prof. L. Orl6ci far having revised this paper. 
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Appendix A - FORTRAN listing, sample case and output of NEWSPAG. 

PROGRAM HEW6PAG( INPUT= 100 ,OUTPUT= 100, TAPE! =514, TAPE2• 
1514, TAPE6=0UTPUT l 
DIMEHSIOH ITIP < 100 l ,PMODUOO) ,VMED ( 100 l ,SIG< 100) ,HMOD< 100 l 

1,ITITLWl 
C (M,LAGONEGR0-1984) 
C···SIMULATOR OF COENOCLINES-TO CALIBRATE SOFTWARE DETECTORS 
C···ITITLE:TITLE OF THE RUN(MAX,A40/CHAR,l 
C·.··HC,HR:H,OF RESPOHSE FÙHCT!ONS/MAX!OO/H,OF RELEVES/MAX,300/ 
C··" RELEVES TO TAPE 2 WITH FORMAT<!OX,1-0FlO,Ol 
C·-·HBOH:AHY IHTEGER FIVE DIGITS Hl!MBER TO IHITIALIZE RAHF 
C· • ·MAXALT:MAX, VALUE FOR RESPOHSE FUHCTIOHS 
C···IRAHGE:UPPER LIMIT OF THE INTERVAL OF DEFimIOH FOR 
C··· RESPOHSE tUHCT!OHS AHD GENERATE» RELEVES 
e--. IPLOT: IF GT. o ,RF.5? ;FUNCT. wRnTEH/ JACCA VALUES/ 
C··· TO TAPE! (FORMAT:16X,10G10,3l;!F LT,O,NO PRIHTrnG IH 51MRAT, 
C··· IH THIS CASE MIH, SP, TREE PRODUCED BY MISPAT 
C··-JACCA: H., OF RELEVES FOR COMPUTATIOH OF LIMITIHG 1/ALUE OF S!Mf<AT!O, 
C··- IF LE,O,NO COMPUTATIOH,ZERO HOISE ASSUMED IH SIMRAT, 
C···LSLP : GT ,O,BIHARY SCORES 1H S!MRATIO,E0,0,HORMACOVF.UT ,O,COVER, 
c---lFIS:IF LE,0,PARAMETERS OF FL!HCTIONS RAìlnOMLY PRODUCEn 
C··· ELSE GIVEH lH IHPUT/IH MAIH:ITIP,PML\VMED,SiC, 
C··· HMOD/ 
C··-IFIR:SAME FOR RELEVE POSITION/SU9,l:EHRIL.VECT,PRiL/ 
C···HO!SE:IH X,IS THE NOISE SUPPOSED IH THE SIMULATED-DATA TABLE 
C·--A BLAHK CARD MUST TERMINATE THE INPUT CARDS 
e 

PRIHT 9999 
9999 FORMAT(lHTl 

REWIND 1 
REWIND 2 
MCEH=O 

3 PRINT 102 
102 FORMAT( 'OIH HEADLINHA10' l 

READ 1,mm 
FORMAT(4A10l 
IF<ITITLE(l l ,EQ,lH l GO TO 100 
PRIHT 103 

103 FORMAT< 'OIN HS,HREL,HBOH,MAXALT .IRANGE.iPLDT .ms .mUO!SE' I
1' LSLP AHD H, OF RELEVES FOR THEOR,VALUE r.F SIMRATIO COMPLlTAi!OWl 
READ +,HC ,HR ,HBOH .t'!AXALT, IRAHGE, IPLOi ,IFIS, IFIR ,SO!SE. LSL? ,.:ACCA 
fll!INT 2,ITITLE,HC,HR,HBOH,t\UALT ,IUMGE, lPLOT ,InS,IFIR,HùISE 

1,JACCA,LSLP 
2 FORMAT(1Hl,4Al0/' FUHCT,H�',!51' RELEVES H,',!5/' IHITIAL RAHF H 

1 ',15/' MAX,ALT ,CURVE ',!5/' RANGE COEMOCLl�E ', 15/' IFPLOT ',15/ 
2' DPTIOH OH FUNCTIOHS' ,!5/' DPTIOH GH RELEVES ',,5/ 
3' HOISE LEVEUll' ,!4/' JACCA HUMBER' ,!5/' LASDLP' ,13/l 
FHOIS=FLOAT i NO i 5, l /100, 
»O 6 l=l ,HBOH 

6 CALL RAkFO 
NCEH=NCEH+ 1 
RAHGE=IRAm 
!FCIFIS,LE,Ol ço TO 4 
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e 

c---mDS DATA Or ,ES?��SE FU�.cm�sm !F:S GT.0) 
C···ITIP CAH �E:GAUSS /f'OiSSOS /MlRRO�?OJS/BJMObAL 
e 

DO 5 1'1,NC 
PRIHT 204 .1 

204 FORMAT( 'OJH TYPE OF RES? ,CURVE' ,H,' :GAUSS/B!MODAL/POISSOH/' / 
1' MIRRORPOIS'l 
READ 6,ITIP(ll 
PRIHT 205 

205 FORMAT<'OJH PMOD.VMED.S!G,HMOD'l 
READ *,PMODi Il ,VMED( l l ,SJG( Il ,�MOD(!) 

5 PRIHT 11,l,JTJP(ll,PMOD(l),VMED(!),S!G(l),HMOD(ll 
6 FORMAT(A!Ol 
11 FORMAT(' FUHCT,' ,15,' HPE ',A10,4F10,2l 

CO TO 7 
e 

C---GENERATES RAHDOMLY THE HC FUHCTJOHS(USES LIBRARY 
e 

RAHFl 

4 
7 

CALL GEHCURV mc ,!TIP ,PMOD. VMED ,S!G .HMOD ,MAXALT ,RAHGF.) 

e 

CALL GEHRiL ( HC .HR ,RAHGE, lTIP ,PMon, VMED ,S!G ,HMOD, I FHì ,FHOIS) 
IWACCA,EQ,Ol GO TO 3 

C---IF REQUESTED,TABULATES Fl!HCTIOHS FOR PLOT OH PRIHTER(JPLOT GT ,Ol 
C---IF IPLOT LT ,O,MrnIMUM SPAHNING TREE PRODUCED 
e 

CALL SIMRAT iHC, IRAHGE, !TIP ,PMOD, VMED ,SJG ,HMOD ,,!ACCA, IPLOT ,LSLP) 
CO TO 3 

100 PRINT 101,HCEH 
101 FORMAT(//N//' ',Is,· COEHOCLINES READY TO coon 

STOP 
EHD 
SUBROUTINE GEHCURViNr ,!TI? ,PMOD ,VMED ,SIG,HMOD.MAXALT ,RAHGEl 
DIME�SIOH • lT!P( 1 l ,PMOD( 1 l ,VMED( 1l ,S!G( ll ,HMOD( l) 
SJGMAX,RAHGE/S, 
SIGMIH=RAHGE/20, 
ALT=MAXALT 
!F(HC,GT, 100) HMOO
PRJHT 3

3 FORMAT(15X,'TYPE' .sx,· MODA ' ,SX,'MEAH v.· ,4X,'SIGMA' ,6X,'MAX,VAL.
1' /) 

DO 1 1'1,HC 
RAT=RMiFiì 
JTiP( Il= lOHMIRRORPO!S 
IF(RAT,LE,0:2Sl !!iP(l)=7HPO!SSOH 
IF(RAT,GE,0,75) !TIP(ll=SHGAUSS 
lf(RAl ,CT .0.25.ANUAT .LE.Ml ltJ!'(I),8HBIMDDAL 
PMOD (Il= RAHFO •RAHGE 
IMl=l-1 
DO � ll=l,!Ml 
RAP, (PMOD (Il -PMOD m) l /PMiìD( il 
JF(ABS(RAP) ,LT ,0,01) PMOD(J ),RAHFi )*RAHGE 

4 COHTlHUE 
VMED( I) =2 .+RAHF ( )HSiGMAX-SJGM!Nl 
IF (JTJP (Il, EQ, SHGAUSS, OR, !Tlf' (!), EQ, 8nB!MODAL l VMEO (I) ,p�l!JD( Il 
SIC( I)= RAHFO• ( Si G"'AX-S!G11!Hl +SlGMIH 
IF( !TIP! Il, EQ, 7HPOISSGH, OR, ITJP (I), EQ, lOHMIRRORPO!S l 
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ISIG(J)=Vl'IEOC!l 
Hll()D( I l=l ,+RAHF( lt(ALT ·l, l 

I PR!HT 2,1,lliP(lì,?r<OD(l),VMEDCll,S!G(ll,H!'!OO<ll 
2 FORl'\AT(' FUNC!.N,:,I5,1X,A10,4Gll,4) 

RE!URM 
m 

SUBROU!IHE GEHR!L(HC,HR,RAHGE,ITIP ,PMOD,VMED ,S!G,HMOD,!Fl .RuM) 
DIMEHSIOH !Tlf' ( Il ,PMOD< Il, VMED ( 1) ,SIG ( Il ,HMOD( Il ,PRI!.( 300) 
1,QUADR(IOO) 
!FC!Fl,LE,Ol GO !O 8
PRIHT 11,HR

Il FORMATC 'OIH' 115,' \'ALUES OF RELEVES POSITIOHS' l
READ t,(PR!L(ll,l•l,HR}

8 DO 1 l=l,HR
IF(IF!,Gi,Ol GO TO 10
RIL•RAHF( l•RAHGE
IF(!,EQ,ll GO TO 5
1111,1-1
DO 4 J=l ,IM!
RAP= <RIHRILm l/RIL
IF(/tBS (RAPI, LE, O ,OllRIL=RANF ( ltRAHGE

4 COHTIHUE
5 PRIL< Il •RlL
IO 00 2 ,1,1,HC

!F(lTJP(Jl,HE,SHGAUSS,AHO,iT!PW,HE,8HBJMODAL l GO TO 3
QUADR(,l) =AlNTCSTAGAU(SIG(J) ,PRIL( l l ,VMED<Jl ,rlMOD(,I) ,RUM} l
IF(ITIP(Jl,HE,8HB!MODAL l GO TO 2
SECMOD•VMED ( ,1 )+4 ,tS! G ( ,1 l
lF i SECMOD, GT ,RAHGE lSECMOD:VMEj) ( J ì ·4 ,tS!G ( Jl
QUADR (J l =QUADR W+AIHHSTAGA� ( SiG ( ,J) ,PRIL (Il ,SECMOD ,HMOD(,Jì ,RUM) ì
lF<QUADR(Jl ,GT ,HMOD(Jl l QUADR(J)=HMOD(Jl
GO TO 2

3 Rl=PMODCJHR!LCil-0,5
R=AlNT ( VMED< J l ·RI)
!F(!T]P(.1} ,EQ, lOHMIRRORPO!S} R=A:mvMEO(J} +Rl}
QUADRW =ArnT(POlSS(R,VMED(Jl ,HXOD (Jì ,RUM! l

2 COHi!MUE
WR!TE(2,6l (QllADRCHl ,IM ,HCì

6 FORMAT(10X,IOF10,0l 
1 PR!Hi 7,!,PR!L(ll,(QUADRCKKl,KK=l,HCl 
7 FORMAT('OREL, ',IS,' X :' ,F10,1/(1X,IOF10,0)) 

RETURH 
EHD 
FUHCTlOH POiSS(AR,EM,H,RUMl 
POISS=O, 
!F(AR,LT ,O,OR,AR,GT, 16,) Rt!URH
IAR=AR
!F(JAR,LT,ll lAR=I
IF(!AR,Gi,W !AR=\6
FACM,
DO 1 !=1,IAR
FACMACNLOAT(ll
Hl =3, 694528049tHt( 1. +RUMt( RA�F t) ·O, 5) l
FORM• EXP (·EMI•< EM) ttAR/FACi
POiss,�I•FORM+0,5
P.ETURH
EMD 
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FUHrTIOH STAGAU ( SIG ,AR ,EM,H ,RUMl 
STAGAu,o, 
DISMBS(AR·EMl 
RAM,3,•SIG 
IF<DIST ,GT ,RAM) RETURH 
Hl ,H1( I .+RLIM•(RAHF () ·0,Sl l 
DISMIST/SIG 
STAGAU, EXP ( · ( D ISTH2/2, l l*Hl+O, 5 
!F(STAGAU,GT ,H) STAGAU,H
RETURH
END
SUBROUTINE S!MRAT ( HC, !RANGE, ITIP ,?MOD, VMED, SIG, HMOD ,HP, !PLOT ,LSLPl

DIMEHSIOH ITIP < Il ,PMOD <I), V�1ED< 1) ,SIG < Il ,ilMOD( 1) ,Rlr. t 3000 l
1,S!M(4950)
REAL MASf'E ( I 00)
RAHGE, !RANGE
TRAf'A,o,
!F(Hf',GT ,3000) HP,3000.
PAsso,RA�GE/FLOAT (Hf')
DO 4 ,1,1,HC
DO I 1,1 ,HP
VAL,FLOAT (I·! >•PASSO
!F(!TIP(.1).HE,SHGAUSS,AHD,ITl?(,1) ,HE.8�BIMODAL ) GO TO 3
RIG(l > ,sTAGAU< SlW > ,VAL,V�iED(,)) ,Hf,ODW, TRA?A>
JF(!T!P(,1) ,NUHBIMODAL ) GO TO 1
SECMQD,Vt'iED( ,! ) +4, 1s;G ( ,1 ì

IF ( SECMGD, GT, RA�GE l SoCì'!GM'MED ( J l ·4 ,•SI G ( J ì
RIG (Il ,RI G ( l) +STAGAU ( SIG i ,l), VAL .SECMGD ,fiMQW ì, TRA0A) 
GO TO I

3 RI,f'MOD(Jl-VAL·O,S
R,AIHHVl'IED<J> ·R!)
JF( ITIP ( J l, HE, 7Hf'O!SSON) R, AIHT i VMED ( ,l) +RI)
RJG(l),prnm ,VMED(J) ,:iMOD(,l) ,!RAPA)
COHTìHUE
WRITE(I) !R!G(K) ,M,�P>
CALL GRAHD(R!G,HP ,�C.MASPE,,ll
IF<IPLOT ,LT .O) CO TO 4

PRINT 6,,I,(R!G(K),K,1.�Pl
4 COHT !HUE

6 FGRMAT(' FLlHCT,' ,IS/(1X,10G10,3))
CALL CPSiM( NC ,HP ,LSLP ,SIM,Ri;; .M�SPE l

IPLOT,-l?LOT
CALL ORDS?ECtMC,HP,S1!1,R!G.IPLOT>
muRH

m 

FUHCTiOH ILPOCU(!,l) 
mocu,o 

IF(l,EQ, I lRETuRH 
!F(I.GT,ll GO TD I
ILPOcu, ( I ·2)t( I ·I )/2+J
RETURH
IL?Ocu, (I· 2)t( l · I )/2+1
RETUf:H

[HD

SUBROUT IHE CPSI�<HSPEC ,HQUAD. !E ,SJM.RIG ,MASPE) 
DIMEHSIOH SIM(!l,RIG(U,ROG(3000) 
REAL MASPE( IOOl 
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APARK=O, 
APORX=O, 
DO 3 I=l ,4950 

3 S111(1)=0, 
DO 1 !=2,HSPEC 
IOHT=O 
REWIHD 1, 

11 READ(!)(RIG(!Ll,IL=l,HQUAD> 
IOHT=XOHTtl 
!F(KOHT,LT,IlGO TO 11 
REWIHD 1 

1111=1 ·1 
DO 1 l=l ,IMI 
READ ( 1 l (ROG ( IL l, IL= 1,HQUAD l 
PRSC=O, 
PHORMI=O, 
PHORMK=O, 
DO 2 ,1=1,HQUAD 
APARK=Rir.(Jl 
APORK=ROG(Jl 
!F(IE,LT.Ol GO TO 4 
IF(IE,EQ,Ol GO TO 8 
IF(Af'ARK.GT ,1, lAf'ARM, 
IF(APORUT, 1, lAPORK=l, 
GO TO 4 

8 APARK=lOO,tAPAR!/(MASPE(Ill 
APORM 00, *APORK/ (M�S?E (Xl l 

4 DPRSC=APARHAPORl 
DHORMI =APARKtt2 
DHORMK = APORK tt2 
PRSC=PRSC+DPRSC 
PHORMMNORMI+DNORMI 

2 PHORMK=PHORMK+DHW1K 
DEHOM= PHORM! +PHORMK • PRSC 
mmoM,LE,0,) DEHOM•-1,E-b 
LPOS•IlPOCU<I ,I! 
SIM<LPOSl =PRSC/DEHGM 

1 COHT!HUF. 
RETURH 
F.HD 
SUBROUTIHE ORDSPEC(HSPEC ,HQUAD,SiM,m. mm 
DIMEHS!OH SIM( 1 l ,RlG ! I), !BUF ( lOOl, ISPtC i 100 l 
DIMEHSIOH IORDUOO l ,IMXM( 100l ,IMXl'1( 100 l, VMXl'1(!00 l 
MPROG=O 
IHTRUFL=9999 

DO 15 I=l,HSPEC 

15 ISPEC(l)=I 

14 IACEGAT=O 
IMAX=O 
lMAX=O 
S1'1AX=·1,E·6 

IEFATTO•HS?ECH HSPEC • 1 l /2 
IORDUl=IOH, 

DO 12 1'2,10 
12 !ORD(l)•lOH 

IJRITE(6,200l 
200 FORMAT (IX//// 4X, !6HDEHDROGRAM TABLE.9X, !Hl ,SX ,2H, 9 ,8X, 211, 8 ,SX. 2H, 7 
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1,8X ,211, 6 ,8X, 2H, 5 ,8X ,2H, 4 ,SX, 2H, 3 ,SX ,2H, 2 ,SX ,2H, 1,8X ,2H, O/ IX) 
DO 6 1,1 ,NSPEC 

6 IBUF!J),o 
e 

C FIHDS FIRST MAXJMUM 
e 

DO 1 1'1,NSPEC 
DO 1 f.,! , HSPF.C 
IF(K,EQ,ll GO TO 1 
lf'O,JLPOCU(!,K) 
IF!SiM(IPO) ,LE,SMAXl GO !O 1 
SMANIM( !PO l 
IMAX,J 
KMAM 
COHTrnUE 
IBUF ! 1l, IMAX 
JBUF ! 2), KMAX 
IFOUND,1 
IACEGAT, IACEGAT t 1 
JPOX,JLPOCU( !MAX ,KMAXl 
VALMAMIM( IPOXl 
WRITE ( 6, l. 00 l !11AX,ì:MAX, VALMAX,!SPEC( IMAX) ,!SPEC (KMAX l, ( IORD (IP), JP 

1,1 ,10) 
100 FORMA! ( !X ,214 ,C12,5,2H,10A10l 

S!M( IF'OX), ·S!M( IPOX) 

e 

!MXM( IFOUND), !MAX
IMXM(IFOU�D), ì:MAX
VMXM( IFOUND) ,vALMAX

C $CAHS THE ROWS OF ALREADY FOUHD MAX!MA TO FIHD 
C THE HEXT MAXIMUM 
5 

2 

3 

SMAX,-1.E·b 
IMAM 
IMAM 

DO 2 11'!, HSPEC 
lF(JBUHMl,LE,0) CO TO 3 
IRIG, IBUF !M) 
DO 2 J, 1 ,MS?EC 
!F(UQ, IR!G) CO TO 2 
IPoc,mocu! mc ,Kl
lF!SIM(IPOCl ,LE,SMAXl CO TO 2 
S11AX,SIM( IPOG l
!MAX, !RIG
mx,1 

COHT!HUE 
IPOX, !L?OCU( IMAX,IMAXl 
VALMAMlM{!POXl 
IACEGAT,IACECAT+! 
S!M! IPOX i, ·SIM!!POX l 
lf!IACEGAT ,CE, !EFATTOl GO TO 11 
Ju,o 
JE,O 

DO 4 ,1,1,HSPEC 
IF( IBUW l, E�, i MAX l ,1u, ! 
lF( !BllF (,I), EQ, KMAX) ,IE,1 
CONTINUE 
IWll,EQ,1,AHD,JE.EQ,1l CO !O 8 
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e 

C STORES HEWLY FOUND MAXIMUM 

e 

DO 7 M• 1 ,NSPEC 
lF(!BUF(MLGT.Ol GO TO 7 
lr(JU,EQ.!l IBUF(Ml•KMAX 
IWE,EQ, 1 l IBUF(Ml •!l'\AX 
IFOUHD• IFOUHD+ 1 
IMXM(!FOUilD l • l�iAX 
KMXM(IFO\IHD l • KMAX 
VMXM( I FOUND l •VALMAX 
!FtMOD(!FOUND,lOl ,EQ,Ol GO !O 13

WRITE(b, 100 l !MAX ,Kr1AX, VALMAX, !Sf'EC (!MAX), ISPF.C ( KMAX l
CO IO 8 

13 WRITE ( 6, I 00 l !MAX ,Kl".AX, VALMAX ,ISPECtIMAX), ISPEC ( KMAX), ( iORD( IP l, IP
1•1 ,10)
GO TO 8 

7 CONTINUE
8 IFmUF(HSF'ECl,EQ.Ol GO to 5 
11 COHmUE 

IF lITREE, L T.O l RETURH 

CALL MISPAT i IMXM,KMXM,NS?EC, V�1XM, HUFl
PRIHT 600.mUF(!UK) .IUM,HSr'ECì 

600 FORMA!(' MST·SEQUEHCE' /(lX,2014> l 
RETURH 
EHD 
SUBROUTINE GRAHD ( VEC ,NQUAD ,HSPECM,MASPE, Il 
DIMEHSm VEC( Il 
REAL MASPE(lOO> 
XMl•O, 
XMA•O, 
DO 1 J,1 ,HQUAD 
XM1'VEC(J) 
lF!XHUT .X11AlXl1A0�1 
COHTIHUE 
IF ( XMA, EQ,O, l XMA• • 100, 
MASPE(l)•XMA 
RETURH 
EHD 

SUBROUTiNE MISPAT( IMX,KMX,HS,VMX,:BUFl 
DIMEHSIOH !MX( 100) ,XMX(lOO> ,V!'.X( 100) ,LE?RIM(100) ,HIJ11G( 100), 

ILMiH( IOOl ,IBUF ( 100) ,!LEAF ( 100>, ,?iVOT(l00,3> ,MST<100,4ì, 
2IPUNnOO> 

C···CLEARS ARRAYS 
DO 1 1•1.HS 
LEPRIM(ll•O 
Hur.;;m,o 
LMIH(l)•O 

!LEAF(l)•O
I\ST(l,4>•10H
DO 1 ,1, 1.3

IPIVOT(l,Jl•O 
1 MST(J,,J),O 

C···SHIFTS OHE PLACE DOWNWARDS VECTORS OF DEHDROGRAM TABLE 
HSl •HS-1 
DO 22 1•1,HSl 
IMX(HS· 1+1 l • IMX(HS· i) 
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KMX < HS • I t 1 l, KMX ( HS ·Il 
22 VMX<MS·l+l),\'MX<NS·l) 

K11X(l)=!MX(2) 
IMX(ll=O 
VMX(l),O, 

C···LOOKS FOR LEAF·Ln:E ELEMENTS 
PRIHH,'OLEAF·Lm Sf'ECIES ,101� OHLY OHCE IN DEP.DR,TABLE' 
HLEAM 
DO 3 1=2,HS 
IACMMX<l-1) 
HOHCM 
DO 4 ,1=! ,HS 
JF(J,EQ,2lCO TO 4 
lF(!MWl,NE,IAC!l GOTO 4 
HONCE=O 

4 CONTIHUE 
!F(HOHCE,EQ,OlGOTO 3
NLEAf,NLEAF+l
PRIHT 9002,HLEAF, IACI

9002 FORMAH!OX,' LEAF H,' ,!4,5X,!4l 
ILEAF ( HLEAFl = lACl 

3 COHTIHUE 
HLEAMLCAF+l 
ILEAF<HLEAF l, KMrn;S l 
PRIHT 9002,HLEAF, ILEAF (HLEAF l 

C···LOOKS FOR PIVOTAL PAlRS 
PRIHH,'OPIVOiAL PA!RS SlCHAL GROUPS • lF FiHAL H,OF' 
PR!HH,' CROUPS IS LOi-lER THAH THAT Of Plv.PAlf:S, m�· 
PRIHT•,' SOME COHTICUOUS GRGliPS HAVE BEEH CilDL!PED mo· 
PRINT*, '. A LARGER OHE • THIS SHO!ìLD �OT AFFECT THF. Fl·' 
PR!NT•,' HAL TABLE, SlHCE THE G:lOUPS ARE HOMOCEHEOUS' 
IP!\'OT( 1,ll ,IMX<2l 
mvot< 1,2> =vMx 12i*1000 ••• s 
!PIVOT ( 1,J) =F.MX ( 2l
HPIVOT'1
PRIHT 7,HPIVOT,(!P!VOT(l,Jll,JM,3l
ws2,Hs-2
DO 5 1=2,HS2
S!Ml=VMX(l)
SIM2'VMX(l+ll
Slt'iMMX( !+2l
JF(S!Ml ,LT ,S!M2.AliD,SIM3,L T.,Siì12lCOTO 6
mo 5

6 HPIVOMPIVOT+l
!PIVOT (HPIVOT .1 l, !MX (I+ \l
!PIVOT ( SPI VOT ,2), SI1'2•1000, +, 5
ImornnvoT ,3) •IMXl I+!) 
PRIHT 7 .�PlVQT. mJVOT(HPIVOT ,m ,Jl= 1,3)

7 FORl'\AT(' PIV,PAIR H,' ,14,' : ',14,'(··· ,14,'··)' ,14) 
5 COHTIMUE

JF(VMXrnS-1 l ,CT.VMX<HSl !GO TO 8 
NP!VOT=NPIVOT+l 
!PIVOT ( HPI \'OT, 1 l, IMX ( HS l
I PIVOT ( Nf·J VOT ,2 l =VMX ( HS l * I 000 .tO, 5
IP!VOTOìPJVOT ,3l =KMX \NSl
PRIHT 7 ,HPl VOT. ( !PIVOT rn? ! VOT ,m ,,lK' I ,3 l

C···SCAHS THE DENDROCRAM TABLE TO F!ND OUT M,S,T, GROU?S 
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8 lOM 
MST<l ,1 >=1MX(2) 

MST( 1,2) =VMX( 2}t!OOO.t ,5 
11ST(l,3)=Kl'iX(2) 
MlLEMOOO 
xc,1 

HG=! 
LEf'RlM( HG>= !MX (2) 

lPUN(NG): I 
1,1 

1,1 

XAm,o 

KIRM 

IRN 
H,MST(K,1) 
x,1-1 

GO TO 70 
30 H,MST(Y.,3) 

!F(H,EQ,OlGOTO bO
IF<H,LT ,O>GOTO 50

lF (MS!n, 4 >, EQ, 1 OH LEAFlGOTO 50 
70 DO 10 J:2,NS 

IF(K,EQ,O,A�D,MQ,2lGOTO 10 
!F(H,NE,!MWl )GOTO l•l
1=1+1
IFrn,HE,IRmo TO 9
!F(KIRK,EQ,llGO TO 11

IAFEL,1
CO TO 11
IRM

1Am,o 

11 IOMOC+! 
IIRMIRK-1 
n5t(f,1J,IriWi 
11ST < I ,2): VMX ( ,l)tlOOO+, 5 
MST( I ,3) ,rnx (J) 

LMEAFOi:.EAF ,KMX(J) .ILEAFl 
IF(LE,liE,OlMST<l,4),!•lH LEAF 
Hl=JMX(Jl 
H2=KMX(J) 

MI ,11JHLISC ( �s ,Hl ,H2, mx .KMX. 1/MX. J l 

lF ( IAFH, GT, O ìr.:, LATG ( �s ,N, .s2, !!'\X ,XMX, \j"iX ,J l 
IZI ,Mf'JV(HI ,H2 ,HP! 1JOT ,!P:VG!l 
!F(MJ,EQ,0,AHD,!Zl,EQ,O>GQTO 10
HG,HG+I
LEPRIM( HG) ,11S! ( i.Jl

L�!�(HG l =r<,rn ,2 l
MST<l ,3): ·MST ( I ,3)

IF (MST ( I ,2), LT ,MlL ,G >M!LEG =MST ( I .2) 
IOMOG·! 
11ST(l,4l=10H B-CARRIER

10 tosmoE

50 K=K+I 
IF<K,GE,HS)GOTO bO 
GOTO 30 

60 KMG+I 

HUMGaG-ll=KOG 
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KOM 
HeLEPR!M(KG) 

IRK=H 
mN 

IPUN(KGM 
Ll'trn(tG·U=MILEG 
MILEMMIN(KG) 
IF<K,GE,HSlGOTO 40 
X=K-1 
GOTO 70 

C··-EX!i FROM THE MAZE 

40 COHmUE 

REWIND 1 

HUR=O 

HTOT=O 
DO 80 1=1,NG 
PRIHT 100,l 

100 FORMA!( 'OGROUP H,' ,14) 
IUX=IPUH(l) 
lAK=lPUH(l+!H 
lF( l ,EQ,HGlIAK=HS! 
IACI=O 
DO 90 J,IUK,IAK 
MOST,MSW,1) 
MEST=JABS(MST(J ,3)) 
!OK= IP!V(MOST ,MEST ,HPIVOT. IP!VQi)

lF(!OUE.O,AtiD,!ACJ.EQ.Ol :ACI=!OK
PR!Ni IIO,l,(�!ST(,l,.IJl,JJ:1,4)

110 FORMAT(SX,214,'(·-,' ,14,'-··' ,H,SX,AlO) 

WRITE( 1) 1, (MST(,I ,J,I) ,,J,1=1 ,4 l 
HUR=HUR+l 

YO �UNTJ
'"
HU� 

HTOi =HTOT +NUl'G ( J l 

60 PR!NT 120 .�ut:G (!) ,LM!H( J l, ( JPJVOT(JACJ, Il), Il=! ,3 l .HTOT 

120 FORMAT('OGR,C0'1P,' ,14,' "'.IH,OUT·LJHK ',l4,' PIVOT/,L PAIR' ,;4, 
l'(··' ,14,'··)' ,14,' ADDED VARIABLES H,' ,14) 

e 
C·-·FJHDS OUT KHiD OF ALL smm 

e 

IOHT=O 
DO 2 1'1,�G 

REWIHD 1 
PRIHT 100,1 
!L!;R=O 

DO 21 ,!: 1 .�UR

ITOP=IH

!TIP,7H!<�CLEAR 

READ( Il IG ,!ACI ,LEG, !OC! 
lF(JG,HE.llGO TO 21 
!Li;R, iLGR, 1

JF( IOCI, LT ,0) IT!f',9HB-CARRiER
!F(LEG, LT, LM!li( I)) !Tlf 07!10RBI TAi.
lF(lOCl,LT.OlGO TO 222

lF (ILGR, NE.I >GO TO 7782
KOHT,KONT+l
mmom=1Ac1
lF( !ACI, HE,l.EPR!Mi I)> IiOP=9HMARRIER
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7782 mMO�T + l' 
numom,1oc1 

222 JAK,JOCI 
IF<IOCI ,LT ,OliAK0 IACI 
IF(ILGR,EQ,l)f'RI�i 7778,!ACI,ITOP 
PRINT 7778,IAK,iT!P 

21 COHTINUE 
7778 FORMAT(' SPECIES' ,14,' !S ',AIO) 
2 COHTrnUE 

RE!URH 
EHD 
FUHCTIOH LEAFUiS,H,ILEAF) 
DIMHiSIOH iLEAF(!) 
LEAF 00 
DO I I ,1 ,MS 
IF(H,EQ,ILEAF(l))GQTO 2 
COHT!NUE 
RETURH 

2 LEAMt 
RE!URH 
EHD 
FUHCTIOH IPl\JiN! .H2.�S.I?lVGT) 
D!MESSION IPIVQi(!Ov,3) 
mv,o 

DO I 1'1,HS 
IF(HI ,EQ, !PIVOT ( ! ,1) ,AND ,H2,EQ, !P!,'OT i! ,3) )GOTO 2 
COHT!HUE 
RETURH 

2 mv,r 
RETURH 
EHD 
FUHCTIOH MPIV<Hl.�2.SS,!PIVOTJ 
WiEHSIOH if'IVOT(l00,3) 
11P1v,o 
DO 1 1'1,HS 
!F(HI, EQ, !PIVOT< I ,1) ,OR ,Hl ,En, IPIVQT(l ,3) lGDTO 2 
COHi!S'JE
REiliRH 

2 1,1 

DO 3 1,1,r,1s 
!F(H2.EQ, !PIVOT( I ,1 l ,OR,H2.EQ, !PIVOT ( I ,3> )GOTO 4

3 com�ut 

RETllRH 
lF!LME,I>M?!V,1 
HT�RH 
m 

FllHCTIOH M!HllSC ( HS .Hl ,H2, IMX,KMX, VMX, Il 
DIMEHS!OM !MX(Ìl,KMX(ll,VMX(lì 
M!HUSM 
1,1 

M·l 
!F( K, LT, 1 l RETURH
!F(Hl,EQ,Kl'iX(K)lCOTO 30 
GOTO 4

30 t,J 
7 L'L+l 

IF(L,GT ,HSlRETURM 
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lF(H2,EQ,U'\X(LllGOiO � 
GOTO 7 

5 SIMl,VMX!Kl 
s1112,vMX<I> 
SIM3,Vt1X(U 
!F(SJM2,LT ,SIMI, AND,SIM2,LT ,SìM3lMrnUSC=K2 
RE!URH 
EHD 
FUtlCTIOH lATG rns ,Hl ,K2, !MX ,KMX, VMX, Il
D IMENS !OH !MX ( !) , KMX ( !) , VMX ( 1l 
LATM 
x,1 

4 l=I-1 

Im, l T, !)f;EiURH 
!F(N! ,EQ,IMX(K))GO TO 30 
&O TO 4 

30 1,1 
7 1,1+1 

lF(l,GT ,NS>RETURH 
JF(H2,EQ,IMX(Ll)GO TO 5 
&O TO 7 

s m11,vMxm 
SIM2=VMX!l l 
SIM3,VMX(Ll 

JF(SJM2,lT ,SIM! ,m,SIM2,LT ,SIM3lLATG,H2 
RETURH 
EHD 

The following S-'l�Ple produ�es 10 fundions and 20 re!eves 
rar,do1 ly generated, e,esi'des, 1000 s<Jmpl ing uni ts are ge" 
neroted for tt,e perfed Measurer.ent sir.u!ation, Tt,e 10:{20 
table has a 20% leve! noise, The me.ar,ir,g of the rern;iir,ing 
para1eters ,:an be eosily ded1Jced by !ooking at the saople 
output, 

5ANPLE CASE F0R SPAGHET 
10,20.�5. 9, 12, -1,0, O, 20, 0, 1000 

(-lAST CAR0,f!RST IO CHAR.BLAHK 

OIN HEADLINE-4AIO 
OIN NS, 1/REL, tlCOH, MHXAL T, !RANGE, IF'LOT, lf!S, IFIR, NOISE 
LSLP AllO N, OF RELEVES FOR THEOR, VALUE OF SIHRATIO COKF'UTATION 

!SAHPLE CASE FOR Sf'AGHET 
FUNCT ,N, 10 
RELEVES N, 20 
INITIAL RANF N 45 
MAX.ALT.CURVE 9 
RANGE COENOCLI NE 12
IFPLOT -1 
OPTION ON FUNCTIONS O 
Of'TION ON RELEVES O 
NO I SE LEVEL m 20 
JACCA tlUMP,ER I 000 
LASOLP O 
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TYPE MODA HEAH V, SIGMA HAX.VAL. 

FUNCT.N, 1 f'OISSON 7.094 2. 799 1.673 8.374 
FUHCT.tL 2 f'OISSON 9,984 2,V5 1.508 6.423 
FUHCT .N. 3 GAUSS 4,338 4,338 !', 106 U27 
FUNCT.N, 4 f'OISSON 3. 752 3. 199 1. 789 5. 082 
FUtlCT, N, 5 F'OISSON 4,638 2.209 1. 486 6.681 
FUNCT.N. 6 H!Rf:CRf'OIS 7. 697 2.028 1. 424 8.631
FUtlCU. 7 BIHODAL 7.251 7.251 . 7375 5.609 
FUNCT.N. 8 r;AUSS 6.865 6.865 2.012 5. 712
FUNCT .N. 9 BHiODAL 5. 431 5.431 1,723 7.435
FUNCT.N. 10 POJSSON 6. 195 3. 140 1,772 6.616

OREL. 1 X = 6.1 

8. o. 1. 1. 3, 6. 2. 5. 7. 6, 
OREL. 2 X e 10.2 

1. 5. o. o. o. o. 5. 1. o. 1.
OREL, 3 X = 9 .8 

3. 6. o. o. o. 4. 5. 2. o. 1. 
OREL, 4 X = 9 .2 

3. 5. o. o. o. 5. 2. 3. 1. 2.
OREL. . 5 X = Il.O 

1. 5. o, o. o. o. 3. 1. o. o. 
OREL. 6 X= 5.5 

J, U, L, ,. J, u, 
ft , 

7. s.u, '. 
OREL. 7 X = 8.9 

3. 6. o. o. o. 4. 1. 4. 1. 2. 
OREL, 8 X= 11.5 

1. 3. o. o. o, o. 1. o. o, o. 
OREL. 9 X = 5.3 

5. o. 3. 2. 5. 6. o. 5. 7. 5. 
OREL. 10 X = 3.7 

2. o. 3, 4. lr. 1. o. 2. 4. 3. 
OREL. 11 X = 2.6 

o. o. 1. 4. 3. o. o, 1. 2. 1. 
OREL. 12 X = 4. 9

5. o. 4' 3. 7. 3. o, 4. 7. 5. 
ORH. 13 X = 7. 3

7' 3. o. 1. 1. 8. 5. 5. 4. 4' 
OREL. 14 X = 2.2 

o. o. 1. 4. 3. o. o. o. 2. 1. 

OREL. 15 X = 3.3 
2. o. 2. 4. 6. 1. o. 1. 3. 1.

OREL. 16 X = 2.5 

o, o. 1. 4. 3. o. o. o. 3. 1. 
OREL. 17 X = 9.9

1. 7. o. o. o. 4. 5, 2. o. 1. 
OREL. 18 X = 5.0 

5. o. 3. 3. 5. 3. o. 4. 7. 5.
OREL. 19 X = 11. 3 

1. 3, o. o. o. o. 2. o. o, o. 

OREL. 20 X = 7.0 

7. 3, o. 1. 1. 8, 5, 5. 5. 4. 

DHIDROGRAM TABLE 1 .9 .8 ,7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 

1 8 . 94534 I 8, 
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I 6 , 91189 I 6 
8 IO .88999 8 10 

10 9 .81234 10 9 
9 5 , 77325 9 5 
5 3. ,91681 5 3 
5 4 .88641 5 4 
6 7 .64572 6 7 
7 2 . 79717 7 2 

GROUP-LEAD!tlG Sf'EC.Af/D EXT .LINK 
1 646 
5 773 
7 646 

OGROUP N, 
1(-- 945--- 8 
I<-- 912--- 6 
8 (-- 890--- 10 
6(�- 646--- -7 

10{-- 812--- 9 
9 {-- 773--- -5 

OGR.COMf". 5 HJN.OUHINK 646 HAX.LltlK 945 e.ETWEEH !{---> 8 
TOT .Sf',H, 5 

OGROUP H. 2 
5(-- 917--- 3 
5 (-- 886--- 4 

OGR.COHP, 3 HIN.OUHINK 773 !iAX.LlNK 917 BETl/fEN 5(---) 3 
TOT.5P.N, 8 

OGROUP N, 3 
7 {-- 797--- 2 

OGR.COhP, 2 HIN.OUHINK 646 t\AX.LINK 797 BETWEEN 7(---> 2 
TOT,Sf'.N, 10 

OGROUf' N, 1 
SfECIE5 1 15 
Sf'ECIE5 8 15 NLICLEAR 
snms 6 15 NUCLEAR 
SPECIES 10 15 NUCLEAR 
Sf'ECIE5 6 15 B-CARRIER 
SPECIE5 9 15 NUCLEAR 
SF'ECIE5 9 15 B-CARRIER 

OGROUP N. 2 
SPECIES 5 15 B-eARRIER 
5PECIES 3 15 NUCLEAR 
SPECIE5 4 15 NUCLEAR 

OGROUf' N. 3 
SPECIES 7 15 B-CARRIER 
Sf'ECIE5 2 15 NUCLEAR 
H5HE�UENCE 

1 8 6 10 9 5 3 4 7 2  
OIN HEADLINHAlO 

I COENOCLINES READY TO COOK 
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Appendix B - BASIC listing for OLIVETTI M20ST (160 kbyte-PCOS 2,0). 

10 REH_-oli20spaghet 
2Q ON ERROR GOTO 990 
30 Of"TJ Oli e.ASE 1 
40 HIF'UT"give n.species,n,releves ':NS,NR 
50 DIH H<NS> ,XH(NS>.SG!NSl.RP<NRl ,QUAD<NR,NS) 
60 INPUT"give rar,ge for >: ';RX 
70 INPUT'give 11ax.resp.funct,value,noisem ';HALT,tlOf·C 
80 NOf'C=NOf'Cl!OO 
90 !Nf'UT'randon gen. -yin •; V� 
100 IF Vi.="y' THEN-150 
!!OfOR !=1 TO NS : f'RINT"sp,n,";l;' give h,1ode,sig�a• 
120 !NF"UT H (I), XH(!), SG (!) 
130 HEXT I 
140 GOTO 220 
150 HXS=RXl5 : HNS=RXl20 
160 DHNXS=HXS-HNS 
170 FOR !=1 TO NS 
180 H(l)=HALTq,z+,8IRND(1)) 
190 XH(!)=RX)RllD(l) 
200 SG (Il =HNS+RflO (lHDiiNXS 
210 tlEXT I 
220 lf YP.='y' THEN 270 
230 FOR 1=1 TO NR 
240 INF'UT'give a pos.for rel. ';RP(!) 
250 NEXT I 
260 GOTO 310 
270 !Nf'UT'theocoenoc,-yln ';TEO'- : IF TEO�='n' THEN 290 
280 FOR I=l TO tlR : Rf'(!)=RXINRt! : NEXT I : GOTO 310 
290 FOR !=1 TO NR : RP(!)=RND(l)tRX 
300 NEXT I 
310 REH-printout of cenoc,characteristics 
320 FOR 1=1 TO NS: Lf'RINT 'sp.';l;" h=';H(l);' 1ean=';XH(l);' sig1c1=';SG(l) 
330 NEXT I 
340 NAPC=NOPC•IOO :Lf'RINT 'releves table-r,oise(Il=';tlAPC 
350 FOR !=! TO HR : LPR!NT'rel.n.';l;' rel.x=';RP(l) : NEXT I 
360 REH-table to file 
370 INPUT 'table to file-yin ';YVl 
380 f&R 1=1 TO HR · fCR J-! TO MS 
390 QUAO ( I. ,J) =O 
400 OX=Ae-S<RP<Il-XH(J)) 
410 IF DX > 3tSG (.J) THEN 460 
420 DUS=2tSG (Jl '2 : 02X=DX'2 
430 OES=-D2XIOUS 
440 QUAD (!, J) =H <Jl * <1 +NOf·Ct (RNO < 1 l-1)) tEXf" (OES) 
450 QUAO(I.Jl=!NT(QUAD<I.J)+,5) 
460 NEXT J : NEXT I 
470 REH-print table 
480 FOR 1=1 TO NR : fOR J=I TO HS 
490 LPRINT QUilO(I.Jl;' ';: NEXT J 
500 LPRINT : t/EXT I 
510 kEH-hle option 
520 IF YYi='n' THEN 610 
530 INF·lJT'full lilera,1e ';Nl 
540 IHf·UT"does it already exist-yln • ;Zl 
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550 JF Z�='n' THEN 570 
560 nLL N• 

570 OPEN 'O',Ml,N� 

580 FOR !=I TO l!R : FOR J=I TO NS 
590 f'R!Nm,QUAD(!.Jl : NEXT J NEXT I 
600 CLOSm 

610 CLS : COLOR LO 

620 FX=400/RX : FY=200/HALT 

630 LPRINT 'f>:=' ;FX;' fy=' ;FY : LF'RltH 
640 f·SET (O, 200) 
650 LIHE (0,200HO,Ol : LIHE (0,0H400,0l 
660 LINE (400,0H400,200l : LINE (400,200H0,200J 

670 XO=O : YO=O : F'SET (XO, YOJ 
680 Xl=O : Yl=O 
690 FOR J=I TO NS 
700 XO=O : YO=O 
710 Y=O : 5W=O 
720 FOR K=O TO 400 STEP 5 
730 KX=K/FX 
740 DX=A85(KX-XM!,JJ J 

7�0 T5='•*SG (JJ 

760 IF DX J TS THEN 870 
770 T5=TS/4 

780 125=15'2 : ES=-. 5• (OX'2l /125 

790 Y=H (J) rEXf' (ES) >FY 
800 X=K 

810 JF Y J 200 OR Y ( O THEN 880 

820 I F X ) 4 00 OR X ( O THEN 880 
830 IF SW = O THEN PSET <Xl, Vll, I 

840 f·5ET(X, Yl.O : LINE (XO, YOHX, Yl XO=X : YO=Y 
850 5�=1 
860 GOTO 880 
870 5�=0 

880 NEXT K 
890 PSET <O, OJ 

900 llEXT J 

910 FOR I=I TO NR : f'UF=Rf·(l)•FX 
920 f'5ET(f'UF, Ol LINE (PUF, Ol-(f'UF, 11 Ol 
930 NEXT I 

940 Hif'IJT 'plot to printer-y/n ':Y:� 
950 IF Y�='n' THEN 970 
960 EXEC'sp 
970 CLS 
980 END 

990 f·RINT 'kapel,eister' : GOTO 980 
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Appendix C - BASIC Listing of OLIMISPAT (Olivetti Minimum Spanning Tree). 

10 REM-OLIM!SPnT(M.Lagonegro-19841 
30 INF·LJT 11 n,of d�ta points 11

;C 
40 INPUT 11 m8x,n,of con1p, 11 ;NC 

50 DIM MHHNC) ,MflX(tJCJ ,C<NC,CI ,Yl(CJ ,Xl(C) ,SEQ(CI ,XQ(CJ ,Zl (Cl ,D(C,C) 
60 IN�JT"data file ":NA• 

70 INPUT 11p1·ir1t coordin-:ltes-·)1/n 11 ;AXP: 
80 INPUT 11prir1t dista1)ce-y/n 11;CO� 
90 OPEN "l",Nl,NA• 
100 FOR 1=1 TO NC TT=O FOR J=l TO C 
110 IN�JTNl,C(l,JI TT=TT+C(l,J) NEXT J 
120 FOR J=l TO C C(I,J) =C(I,JJ-TT/C NEXT 

130 NEXT I 
HO CLOSE!ll 
150 FOR I=l TO NC MINIIl=CII,11 MAX<Il=C(I,11 
160 FOR ,J=l TO C·-1 IF MIN(I) < C(I,.J+l.) THEN 180 
170 MINCil=C(I,J+ll 
180 lF MAX(!) l C(l,,J+I) THEN 200 
190 MRXIIl:C(I,J+ll 
200 NEXT ,J 
210 IF MIN<II ) O THEN MIN(Il= ,000001 
:::20 NEXT I 
230 INF�T"first,second and third axes tag-to stop give 0,0,0 ":Xl,Yl,Zl 
240 JF Xl•Yl•Zl=O THEN END 
250 RLFA=15 REM-x axis perspective angle 
260 LPRINT "axes x=X":Xl;" y=X";Yl;" z=X";Zl 
270 ALFR=ALFA•l.74533E-02 
280 FOR I=l TO C Xl(Il=CIX1,II Y!(IJ=CIY!,II 
290 Z1(IJ=C(Z1,Il 
300 NEXT I 
310 GOSUB 11(;0 

320 IF CO�="n" THEN 350 
330 FOR I=l TO C LPRINT"row ";I FOR J=l TO C 

340 LPRINT DII. JI;" "; : NEXT J LPRINT NEXT I 
350 FX=(MAXIX!I-MIN(Xlll/350 FY=(MAXIYll-MlN(Y!ll/350 FZ=(MAXIZll-MIN<Zlll/190 
360 FOR 1=1 TO C SEQIIl=I XQ<Il=X!(IJ :NEXT I 
370 NSCMB=O FOR I=1 TO C-1 IF XQ I I I <= XQ ([ +1 I THEN 400 
380 BUF=XQIII XQ(Il=XQ(l+l) XQ(J+!l=BUF 
390 BUFFSEQII) SEQll)=SEQ(J+ll SEQ(I+ll=BUF NSCMB=l 
400 NEXT I 
410 IF NSCMB (>O THEN 370 
4?0 LPRINT"hori::,sequen,,e-:: a::is,fron1 r,eq,to pos." FOR I=I TO C LPRINT SEQIJI;" 

430 NEXT I LPRINT 
440 CLS COLOR 1,0 
450 IF FX < FY THEN FX=FY 
460 IF FY < FX THEN FY=FX 
470 !F FX'FZ THEN 490 
480 FX=FZ FY=FZ GOTO 500 

490 FZ=FX 

500 REM-starts drawirq axes 
510 X0=2GO V0=110 PSET(O,YO) LINE (0,YOJ-(400,YOl PSET(X0,01 LINE !X0,0)-(X0,2201 

520 PSET(O,YO-XO•TAN(ALFR)) LINE (0,YO-XO•TRN(RLFR))-(400,YO�xo•TRN(ALFR)) 
530 FOR J=l TO C X=Xl(l1/FX Y=Y!(II/FY Z=Zl(IJ/FZ 
540 JF AX•="y" THEN Lf·F:ItH"::";l;"=";Xl(ll;" y";l;"=":Yl<II;" z";I;"=";ZUI) 

550 XlUl=X Yl<Il=Y Zl(ll=Z 
560 XDl�=XO-X•COS!ALFRl+Y YDIS=YO-X<SIN(RLFRl+Z XQ(ll=XDJS SEQ(IJ=YDIS NEXT I 

570 MIX=X0 1 1J MAX=MIX MIY=SEQ(I) M�Y=MIY 
580 �OR .J�1 TO C 
59Q JT X•l (.JJ <MIX fHEN MJl=,XC1 .JJ 
61)r, If" XQ (.J) )MAX THEN MAX=Xf/ .J)

610 IF SEQ(.J) <MIV THEN Ml\'=�; IH.JJ 
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620 rr SEQ(J) )MAY THEN MAY=S[Q(J) 
630 NlXT J IF MTX >�O THEN MIX=.001 
640 IF MIY>•O THEN MIY•.001 
650 FX=IMAX-MIX)/400 FY•(MAY-MIYl/220 
660 lf FX>FY THEN FY•FX 
670 IF FY>FX THEN FX=FY 
680 roR 1•1 TO C X=Xl(J)/FX Y=Yl(J)/FX Z=Zl(I)/FX 
690 Y,[)]';-xo-x,cos (ALFR) +V YDIS=YO-X�SIN (ALFF:) +Z 
7UO PSET<XOIS,YO-X•SINCALFRII 
710 L!NE CXDIS,YO-X•SIN<ALFRII-CXDIS,YDISI 
/20 XR=XO-X•tOSCALFRI YB=YO-X•SINCALFR) 
730 PSETIXDIS,YBI 
740 UNE (XD!S,YB)-·(XB,ve., 
750 Xl (!)=X Yl(I>=Y Z\(ll=Z 
760 PSETIXDIS,YDIS) CIRCLE!XOIS,YDJS),2 NEXT I 
770 X<>•"la 'X',L'.t" v.o.= "la 'Y',390,100" z:c;="la 'Z',205,21()" EXEC X� EXEC y�: EXEè U. 
780 NT=C FOR !=1 TO NT XQ(l, =I NEXT I KUl=l GOSUB 1020 
790 XQCll = IM SEQ(l)=JM XQ(Ol=JM 
800 FOR 1=2 TO NT=l-1 
810 KU!=O GOSUB 102) 
820 NT•NT•l XQCNfl =IM FOR 12=0 TO NT-1 IF XQCI21C)IM THEN 840 
830 GOTO 860 
840 t·ILXT 12 

85a ,�oro 900 
860 XQCNTl=JM FOR !1=0 TO NT-1 
870 NT•NT-! GOTO 81) 

IF XQCI21C)JM THEN 880 

880 NEXT 12 
890 SEQ(Nfl•IM GOTd 910 
900 SEQ<Nf)=,Jrl 
910 lF NT>=C-1 THEN 914 
912 NEXT I 
914 l_PRINT''n��rest neighb. �;e11uence" 
920 roR I=O TO C-1 LPRINT XQ(j);" "; NEXT I LPRJNT LPRINT 
930 FOR J�I TO C-1 IM•XQ(l) JM=SEO(!) GOSUB 1120 
940 L.Pr�JNT"dìs;t:,=";nf'.SID(IM .. JM));" psiir· ";IM;" ";,JM NEXT 
950 LPRJNT LPRJNT 
960 lNF�T"plot to printer-y/n ";P• IF Pl="n" THEN 990 
970 EXEC"sp 
980 Ll'RINT LF'RINT 
990 èLS 
1000 GOTO 230 
1010 PRINT"kapelmeister" LPRJNT "kapelshuler" END 
1ù20 REM-finds min,d1st.in residua! m�tri:{ 
1030 MINO=l[+�O FOR IUK=KUI TO NT FOR JUK=l TO C 
101,·0 II=XQ(ILJVI [F ,JlJK=JI THEN 1090 
1050 IF D(Jl,,JUfO <O THEN 10''0 
1060 IF D(ll,JUKl)=MIND THEN 1090 
1070 MIND=Dlll,JUKI IM=ll JM=JUK 
1080 lF D(ll,JUKl=O THEN D(Il,JUKl=IE-09 
1090 NEXT JUK NEXT IUK 
1100 D(IM,JMl=-D<IM,JM) DCJM,IM>=D(JM,JM) 
1110 fiETUR/1 
1120 REt\-dr�ws M.S.T, br�r,ch 
1130 XA=XO-XIC!Ml•COSCRLFRl+Yl(JMI YA=YO-X111Ml•SIN<ALFR>+Zl(IM, 
1140 XC=XO-Xl(JMl•C05(ALFR1+Yl(JMl YC=YO-Xl(JMl*SINCALFRl�ZllJM1 
1150 PSETCXA,YAl LINE IXA,YAl-1XC,YCI RETURN 
1160 ·F\EM-,:omç.1Jtes e1J,.:,dist. for d;:ita 

1170 roR IAK=l TO è D!IAK,IAK)=O FOR JAK=IAK+l TO C 
1180 DX'.'= (Xl crnn -Xl (,JAK) I '2 
ii�·\J L/Y.2=,Y1 l!HK)-Yl (,JAK))"�� 
1200 DZ2=CZ111AKI-Zl(JA�ll'2 
1210 DCIAK,JAKl=SBR<OX2+DY'.'+DZ2> DIJAK,IAKl=DIIAK,JAKI 
1220 NEXT JAK NEXT IAK RETURN 
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STUDIA GEOBOTANICA 
4: 101-108, 1984 

EFFECTS OF SAMPLING INTENSITY AND RANDOM NOISE 

ON DETECTION OF SPECIES GROUPS BY INTERSECTION ANAL YSIS 

Enrico FEOLI and Mario LAGONEGRO 

Keywords: intersection, noise, sampling, simulation, vegetation 

Abstract. The efficiency of Intersection Analysis in producing species groups at different noise and 
sampling intensity levels has been tested on the basis of a simulated coenocline. The results suggest that 
lntersection Analysis is a robust method for detecting species groups and that it could be used in field 
surveys to find out the sampling intensity sufficient to describe the vegetation under study. 

Introduction 

Intersection analysis has been introduced by Feoli (1977) and Feoli & 
Lagonegro (1979) to analyse phytosciological data. The method defines species 
groups according to the criterion of maximal intersection between sets of relevés 
defined by the presence of single species. The intersection between the sets of 
relevés is computed by the well known Jaccard's function, which in terms of set 
theory is the ratio between the intersection and the union of two sets. If one 
considers a relevé as a point in the multidimensional ecological space, the 
intersection between the sets computed by the Jaccard's function can be consi
dered as an estimation of the relative intersection between niches according to the 
Huchinson's definition (see Hurlbert, 1981 for other definitions and for a deep 
discussion), The intersection should be considered relative for two reasons: firstly, 
a sample set of relevés could not include all the hypervolume of a niche (Petraitis, 
1979; 1982; Smith, 1982 among others); secondly the function relativizes the 
intersection of the union of the sets. In other terms, the intersection estimated by 
the Jaccard function, within a sample, is an estimatiqn of the probability to find two 
species toghether in the universe represented by the sample, given independently 
one of the two species. 

If the response of the species is considered, i.e. the quantities of the species in 
the relevés, the Jaccard function can be formulated by the following expression: 
I(X, Y) = Sxy/(Sx002 + Sy

00

2 -Sxy), in whichx means a single score of speciesX, y 

a single score of species Y, and S means the sum over the number of relevés, This 
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function estimates the similarity of the species responses in the ecologica! space 
rather than the intersection between niches. However if the resource use is 
considered proportional to the species response, it could be considerd as an indirect 
estima tor of the niche overlap in the sense of McArthur and Levins (1967), for which 
some statistica! inference methods have been described by Maurer (1982). 

The use of species groups (sociologica! groups, when defined on the basis of 
phytosociological tables, following Doing, 1969) for the description of plant 
communities allows to reduce the dimensionality of the sample space (Orlòci, 1978) 
and in some cases the classifications based on average scores of species groups 
proved to be more predictive than those based on species (Feoli, Lagonegro & 
Biondani, 1981; Feoli & lagonegro, 1982). The explanation is to be found in the fact 
that the use of species groups reduces the effect of many low- or non-predictive 
species when the predictive species are few, and in the fact that the use of average 
values of species groups smothers the effect of random variation of the single 
species. The utility to find species groups is also related to the problem to make 
objective extrapolations of ecologica! indicator values (Ellenberg, 1974; Landolt, 
1977). 

The definition of species groups within a vegetation system depends on the 
intensity of sampling and on the noise leve!. In the present paper we test the effects 
of these two factors in the definition of species groups by intersection analysis and 
we suggets to use intersection analysis to find out the sampling intensity sufficient 
to describe the vegetation under study. Noise is here considered as a consequence 
of random fluctations or dispersion, and of errors in identification or evaluation of 
species response. 

Methods 

The effects of sample size and noise leve! have been tested on data sets 
generateci by a coenocline simulator (program SPAGHET: Lagonegro, 1984). 
Simulated coenoclines have been already used to test the performances of 
ordination and classification methods (see Gauch, 1982a, for references). Gauch 
(1982b) uses simulated coenoclines and coenoplanes to test the effect of noise upon 
eigenvector ordinations. 

SP AGHET allows to generate coenoclines with response curves of Gaussian 
profile, bimodal profile (resulting from merging two gaussian responses curves) and 
Pois son profile, with maximum on the right or on the left side. The coenocline my be 
completely defined by the user throught the position and the dispersion para
meters, or geneTated completely at random, by giving only the number of species 
and the relative lenght of the x-axis. This is chosen by the user according to the 
wanted average density of modes for each arbitrary lenght unit. Such a unit is 1/n of 
the arbitrary lenght n. If for example we want an average density of 2 for 60 species 
the lenght must be 30. 

The leve! of noise can be set by an option which adds or subtracts a number from 
. the scores given by the response functions. The higher the noise level the wider the 
range of possible values of such a number. This is a random percentage of the 
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response value itself, up to a maximum equal to half the noise level chosen by the 
user. However, the program avoids to reach values of response greather than the 
maximum value of the single species response (established by user's scale). The 
user can chose between several scales, binary included. It must be clear that binary 
data ignore the species response and offer information only about species tolerance. 
If a user decides to normalize the data, the information of the position of species 
optima is added to the information about the tolerance, however the difference in 
quantities between species are neglected. 

Coenoclines my be generated in infinite ways for testing the effects of different 
reasonable situations on methods of data analysis. 

In the present paper we rely on a random coenocline. The reason is that if 
phytosociological data are used, it is impossible to forecast the niche breath and the 
response function for all the species. Results based on field data (e.g. Feoli, 
Biondani & Lagonegro, 1982; Feoli-Chiapella, 1983) suggest that a random 
simulated coenocline with also bimodal curves, and with maximum responses on the 
right or on the left side of the curve may simulate closely the ecologica! responses of 
the species as in a real field data. Furthermore, the results of the papers by Austin 
(1976a,b: 1980) and Austin & Austin (1980) suggest that the Gaussian response is 
rarely met even under experimental conditions. 

We decided to simulate a random coenocline with 60 species and density 2. 60 is 
a rough approximation of the average number of relevant species found in 
phytosociological tables of European grassland or woodland vegetation. Density 2 
has been chosen in order to avoid the possibility to have disjoint data matrices. 

Since in a real situation we cannot know the position of the relevés in the 
ecologica! multidimensional space, the relevés have been selected at random along 
the simulated coenocline. Mohler (1983) tried to evaluate the effect of sampling 
pattern on estimation of species distribution along gradients by concentrating 
relevés in different ways along the simulated coenocline. This is a good exercise, but 
appliable only under limited circumstances in direct gradient analysis when at least 
the effects of some measurable factors can be a priori presumed. 

In order to test the effects of sampling intensity and random noise on detection 
of species groups, the species groups defined at different level of noise and 
sampling intensity have been compared by the theoretical species groups. These 
have been defined by selecting from the coenocline sets of relevés (150, 500, 1500 
and 3000 respectively) at regular intervals. Intersection analysis has been applied 
to the relevés and the species groups have been compared. The species group 
defined from 500 relevés are perfectly identical to those defined from 1500 and 
3000 relevés and different kind of data (binary, cover, normalized data). This fact is 
important in that the sampling intensity, when high may compensate for differences 

in the type of data. 
The data to test the effects of noise leve! and sampling intensity are given in 

tables of relevés, randomly selected from the same coenocline at three noise leve!, O, 
20, 40%, and 4 sampling intensity 30, 110, 200 and 300 (corresponding to four 
levels of sampling density 1, 4, 7, 10). The resulting species groups have been 
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compared through contingency tables, by the program CLACOMP (Feoli, La
gonetro & Orl6ci, 1984), which decomposes the mutua! information of the tables 
into components and finds the corresponding chi-square probabilities. 

Results and conclusions 

The chi-square probabilities of the comparisons between the species groups 
obtained on the basis of different data (binary, normalized, cover) and the 
theoretical species groups are presented in Table 1. Only in the case of the 
comparisons between the species groups obtained from 30 relevés and the 

theoretical species groups the probability is regurarly decreasing as the noise 
increases. In the other cases there is not such a clear trend. From the matrices in 
Table 1 we can see that in some cases the probability is increasing as the noise 
increases. In the cases of binary and normalized data the average values of 
probabilities are decreasing as the noise increases (Table 2). In the case of cover dta 
the probability is more or less constant. If the standard deviation of probability is 
considered, it is always increasing as the noise increases. It is increasing more 
intensively in the case of binary data and !esser in the case of cover data (Table 3). 

Table I - Chi square probability of the comparisons between species groups obtained at different leve! 
of noise and sampling density ( 1. 4, 7, 10 and T. T = theoretical). A: Binary data; B: 

.normalized data; C: cover data. M = average probability in t he tabi es. s = standanldeviation 
of m, MT= average probability in the comparisons with the "theoretic species groups", sT= 

standart deviation of MT

Binary data: 
Noise 01/r:

1 
4 
7 

10 

4 
99.2 

7 
99.8 

100.0 

10 T 
100.0 94. 7 
100.0 90.9 
100.0 96.9 

99.4 

M = 98.09 s = 3.07 MT = 95.48 sT = 3.6 

Noise 201/c: 

,4 7 10 T 

l 99'.6 94.2 98.7 92.fi 
4 99.8 100.0 93.5 
7 99.8 66. l 

10 88.9 

M = 93.31 s = 10.32 MT = 82.25 sT = 12.92 

Noise 401/r 

1 
4 
7 

10 

4 
99.4 

7 10 T 
64.8 81.6 42.5 

100.0 100.0 99.4 
99.8 69.5 

90.5 

M = 85.45 s = 19.94 MT = 75.48 sT = 25.31 
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Normalized data 

Noise O'l, 

1 

4 

7 

10 

4 

99.9 

7 

100.0 

100.0 

10 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

T 

99.6 

99.9 

100.0 

99.9 

M = 99.93 s = .12 MT = 99.85 sT=.17 

Noise 20% 

1 

4 

7 

10 

4 

100.0 

7 

100.0 

100.0 

10 T 

100.0 99.1 

100.0 100.0 

100.0 100.0 

100.0 

M = 99.91 s = .28 MT = 99.78 sT = .45 

Noise 40% 

1 

4 

7 

10 

4 

100.0 

7 

100.0 

100.0 

10 

99.9 

100.0 

100.0 

T 

97.3 

100.0 

99.9 

99.9 

M = 99.70 s = .85 MT = 99.28 sT = 1.32 

Cover data: 

Noise 01/r 

4 7 10 T 

1 94.4 99.2 99.0 93.3 

4 99.5 99.2 97.8 

7 100.0 96.6 

10 94.7 

M = 97.37 s = 2.45 MT = 95.60 sT = 1.99 

Noise 201/, 

1 

4 

7 

10 

4 

99.8 

7 

99.7 

100.0 

10 T 

99.8 91.8 

99.7 92.6 

100.0 98.2 

97.3 

M = 97.89 s = 3.13 MT = 94.98 sT = 3.24 

Noise 40'/r 

1 

4 

7 

10 

4 

100.0 

7 

96.7 

100.0 

10 T 

99.5 86.6 

100.0 99.8 

100.0 95.9 

98.7 

M = 97.71 s = 4.19 MT = 95.25 sT=5.99 
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Fig. 1 - Simulated coenocline with 3 species and 15 releves irregularly sampled. On the basis of 
presence absence data, species 2 and 3 result identica!, while it is evident from the figure that 
the intersection between species 1 and 2 is higher than the intersection between species 2 and 

3. The dendrogram below the simulated coenocline indicates the fusion leve! of the three 
species based on the relevés marked by the vertical lines. The Jaccard coefficient is multiplied 
by 100. The fusion criterion is single linkage. 
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Table 2 - Linear regression functions between averages chi square probabilities (M and M7ì and noise, 
and between standard deviations of M and MT and noise (n). 

Binary data 

M = 98.603 - 0.316n s = 2.675 + 0.422n 
MT = 95.400 - 0.500n sT = 3.092 + 0.542n 

Normalized data 

M = 99.962 - 0.006n s = 0.058 + 0.018n 
MT = 99.920 - 0.014n sT = 0.075 + 0.029n 

Cover data 

M = 97.487 + 0.009n s = 2.390 + 0.043n 
MT = 95.450 - 0.009n sT = 1.744 + 0.100n 

The species groups obtained on the basis of 30 relevés, binary and cover data are 
never so similar to the theoretical species groups as those based on normalized data 
(Table 1). From these results we can conclude that binary data are the most sensible 
to the noise effects. In this case the noise is mainly due to errors in species 
identification therefore when binary data are used a careful identification of the 
species is necessary. The cover data are less affe.cted by noise and sampling 
intensity than binary data, however the results most dose to the theoretical ones are 
those obtained with normalized data. If the probability of the comparisons within 
the same noise level and between different sampling intensity is considered, the 
most stable results are always obtained by the normalized data. The fact that there 
is not a clear improvement of the similarity with the theoretical species groups by 

increasing intensity of sampling is due to the fact that the relevés are not sampled on 
regular intervals. A possible effect of non regurarly sampling is presented in Fig. 1. 
This figure suggests that if we are interested in find species groups (sociologica!) the 
suggestions of Mohler (1983) are dangerous, notwistanding their usefulness in his 
particular circumstance. 

Intersection analysis looks to be a robust technique, expecially if applied to 
normalized data. It can be used to detect sociologica! species groups and also to 
define the sampling intensity sufficient to give a stable description of the vegetation 
under study. A user can apply intersection analysis iteratively to an increasing 
number of relevés untill he starts to get stable species groups. By using intersection 
arialysis the user can work with a method very little sensitive to noise and sampling 
density. 

Riassunto. Il simulatore di cenoclini SPAGHET è stato impiegato per valutare l'efficienza della Analisi 
dell'Intersezione nel definire gruppi di specie a diversi livelli di "noise" e di intensità di campionamento. 
L'Analisi dell'intersezione si è rivelato un metodo mÒlto affidabile, avendo dato risultati molto simili 
nelle diverse situazioni simulate. 
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PHYTOSOCIOLOGY, ECOLOGY ANO PHYTOGEOGRAPHY 
OFEPIPHYTIC LICHENVEGETATION IN THE CALAMONE LAKE AREA 

(N-APENNINES, ITALY) 
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Abstract. Six community types of epiphytic lichen vegetation are reported from the Calamone Lake 
area (N-Apennines). Data analysis is based on multivariate methods. The ecologica! interpretation of the 
compositional variation was based on indirect gradient analysis. Each of the communities is well 
characterized in floristical. ecologica! and phytogeographical terms. 

Introduction 

This paper presents the results of a study on epiphytic lichen vegetation in the 

Calamone Lake area (Northern Apennines, province of Reggio Emilia, Italy). The 

main aims of the study are: 
i) to analyze the floristica! variation of epiphytic lichen vegetation in the survey

area.

ii) to relate floristica! variation to the variation of ecologica! factors.

iii) to study the correlation between ecology of epiphytic lichens and their

distribution patterns in Europe.

The study is based on phytosociological relevés of epiphytic lichen vegetation.

These have been submitted to methods of multivariate analysis (ordination and 
classification). The ecologica! interpretation of the elaboration of floristica! data is 

based on indirect gradient analysis, with the indicator values proposed by Wirth 

(1980). 

Description of the survey area 

The survey area is locateci in the Northern Apennines, Province of Reggio 

Emilia, and corresponds with the immediate surroundings of the Calamone Lake, in 

the high Enza Valley. The lake, of glacial origin, is locateci at an elevation of 1408 m. 

Palinologica! studies have been performed in the lake area (Bertolani-Marchetti 

et al., 1983). A brief history of previous biologica! research in the area is in Manzini 

(1983). No phytosociological study has been yet performed on the vegetation 

surrounding the lake, and a climatologica! station has been set up only in recent 
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RELEVE GROUP NR. 

SPECIES 

GROUP 
RELEVE NR. 

N1L 

Rama Lina fraxinea 

7 Rama Lina fastigiata 

Evernia prunastri 

7 Anapty.chia ciliaris 

7 Rama Lina farinacea 

Physcia orbicularis 

Caloplaca holocarpa 

Physcia aipolia 

Candelaria concolor 

Physcia adscendens 

Hyperphyscia adglutinata 

>-' 2 Candelariella aurella 
>-' 4 Xanthoria parietina 
o 

Physconia pulverulacea 

Arthonia punctiformis 

Arthopyrenia punctiformis 

Caloplaca cerina 

Parmelia exasperata 

Lecanora chlarotera 

7 Caloplaca ferruginea 

Lecanora carpinea 

Physcia s te L lari s 

Pertusaria pertusa 

Pertusaria flavi da 

Pertusaria amara 

Ochrolechia pallescens 

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 

3 3 3 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 

2 1 3 O 4 5 5 4 3 8 5 7 8 7 5 6 4 3 O 3 2 1 

+ 2 + 2 

2 1 2 1 

+ 2 2 

+ + 
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+ + 

+ + 1 
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+ + 

+ + + + 1 1 1 
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+ + 

1 2 

+ + 

2 1 

+ + + 
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+ 1 

+ + + 2 2 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + + 1 

1 + 1 1 2 

+ 

1 1 

1 1 

+ 1 

+ + + 

1 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 1 

+ 

+ 1 + 

1 1 1 

1 2 1 2 

1 1 2 1 

+ + 

+ 

2 2 + 1 

2 1 2 + + 

+ 

+ 

1 + + + + 

+ + + 

+ 1 

+ + + 

2 3 3 1 

+ + + 

+ 

2 2 

2894 7781 9 6 9 6 O 2 6 1 

+ 1 

2323231 

2 1 1 2 1 1 1 

2 1 1 2 1 + 

2 + + 

+ + 

1 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

1 2 3 4 I 6 

5 1 2 

2 3 

2 3 

2 

2 

3 

3 

2 4 

3 

5 4 



...... 

...... 

6 Pertusaria albescens 

6 Fuse idea cyathoides 

5 Buellia disciformis 

6 Pertusaria hemisphaerica 

6 Parmelia saxatilis 

9 Lobaria pulmonaria 

9 Peltigera e o L li na 

9 Lobaria amplissima 

9 Lepraria incana 

9 Parmeliella plumbea 

9 Nephroma resupinatum 

9 Peltigera polydactyla 

8 Pseudevernia furfuracea 1 

Platismatia glauca 

Hypogymnia bitteri 

Hypogymnia physodes 

Lecidella elaeochroma + + 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 

o Parmelia sulcata + 

5 Lecanora subfuscata + + + 1 + 

6 Lecanora intumescens 

Candelariella xanthostigma 1 1 + 

3 Parmelina pastillifera + + 1 + 1 

3 Parmelia glabratula + + + 1 

Caloplaca aurantiaca 

Usnea hi rta 

Parmelia exasperatula 

5 Lecanora pallida 

8 Lecanora symmicta 

+ 2 1 1 

1 

1 + 

+ 

233223 1 + + + 

+ 1 1 + 1 + 1 + 

+ 1 + 1 1 + 1 1 

+ + 2 + 1 1 + 1 

1 + + + + + + 

+ 1 + 1 

+ + + + 

1 

1 

+ 

1 

+ + 

1 + + 2 

' 1 

+ + + + 

+ + 1 

+ + 

1 

1 

+ + 

2 2 

+ 1 

+ 

+ 

+ 

1 

1 

2 2 3 3 

+ 1 

+ 2 

+ + 

+ 

1 

Sporadic species: Rel. 31: Parmelia glabra (1); Rel. 15: Collema nigrescens (1); Rel. 27: Arthopyrenia laburni (1), 

Aspicilia mutabilis (1);Rel.24: Rinodina exigua; Rel. 1: Buellia griseovirens; Rel. 19: Cladonia 

fimbriata; Rel.6: Leptogium saturninum, Cetrelia cetrarioides; Rel. 29: Parmelia contorta.(When 

not otherwise specified, the cover is +) 

Tab. 1 - Phytosociological releves ordered according to their sequence in the dendrogram of releves 
(Fig. 1). 
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times, so that reliable climatical data are not yet available. The woody vegetation 
surrounding the lake consists of almost pure Fagus-stands. Grazing by sheep, cattle 
and horses is frequent around the lake, and anthropic pressure by turists is 
increasing in recent times (Chiessi, 1983). The relevés for the present study were 
taken ali on Fagus, in open or closed stands, between 1350 and 1550 m. 

Data and methods 

The data for the present study are 38 phytosociological relevés of epiphytic 
lichen vegetation (Tab. 1). They have been ali taken on Fagus, as follows: 
- isolated trees, base of the boles
- isolated trees, trunk at breast height.
- isolated trees, old crown branches.
- isolated trees, young branches.

- trees in woody stands, base of the boles.
- trees in woody stands, old crown branches.
- trees in woody stands, young branches.

Two relevés were taken on each bole, respectively at the north and south side of

the trunk. 
A further data source, utilized for the ecologica! and phytogeographical 

interpretation, are the indicator values and the phytogeographical diagnoses for the 
single species given by Wirth (1980). 

Data analysis occurred in the following steps: 
a) numerica! classification of relevés and of species, in order to obtain floristically

similar releve groups.
b) ordination of relevés, to detect compositional gradients.
c) concentration analysis of matrices of ecologica! data and relevé groups, in order

to analyze the correlation between compositional variation in the data set and the
variation of some main ecologica! factors.

d) concentration analysis of the matrix of phytogeographical data and relevé
groups, to analyze the correlation between compositional/ecological variation in
the data set, and the variation of phytogeographical affinities of the relevé
groups.

e) reciprocai ordering of relevés and species, to extract a reduced number of
indicator species.

Classification is based on Complete Linkage Clustering (Anderberg, 1973) and
Correlation Coefficient (Orloci, 1978). Ordination is base on Principal Component 
Analysis (see Orloci, 1978). For Concentration Analysis see Feoli & Orloci (1979). 
For data analysis, I used the package of programs by Wildi & Orloci (1980). 

Results 

The dendrograms of relevés and species are respectively in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In 
the dendrogram of relevés (Fig. 1) 6 main releve groups are formed at a value of the 
Correlation Coefficient of 0.1. In the dendrogram of species (Fig. 2), 9 species 
groups are formed at a value of the Correlation Coefficient of- 0.3. The results of 
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Fig. 1 - Dendrogram of the r·elevé groups. 
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SPECIES GROUPS 

Fig. 2 - Dendrogram of the species groups. 

AOC performed on the contingency table of relevé groups and species groups are 

visualized in Fig. 3. All of the relevé groups are significantly associated with at least 

one species group. This indicates that the six relevé groups may be interpreted as 
distinct vegetation types, each of them defined by a set of differential species. 

The results of PCA performed on the data in Tab. 1 are in Fig. 4. The clustering 
of relevés obtained by the classification method (Fig. 1) is still recognizable in the 

ordination results. The first two Principal Components clearly separate relevé 

groups 1,2 and 3 (positive scores on the Ist Principal Component) from relevé 

groups 4 and 5 (negative.scores). Relevé group 6 is separated from ali the others on 

the 3rd Principal Component. 

Tab. 2 (a-d) contains the occupancy rates of the species in classes of pH (a), light 

intensity (b), eutrophication of the substrate (e) and degree of humidity of the 
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Fig. 3 - Arrangement of relevé and species group points according to the two Principal Components 
of AOC performed on the contingency table of species and relevé groups. 

substrate (d), subdivided by relevé groups. Tbe indicator values of tbe single 
species, tb�t bave been utilized to calculate tbe data in Tab. 2, are as in Wirtb 
(1980). Tbe data in Tab. 2 (a-d) bave been submitted to AOC, in order to quantify 
tbe degree of correlation between relevé groups and some main ecologica! factors. 
The results are visualized in Fig. 5 (pH), 6 (ligbt), 7 (nitrogen) and 8 (humidity). 
Tbey may be summarized as follows: the relevé groups defined on floristical basis 
are strongly correlated witb tbe variation of tbe considered ecologica! factors. Tbey 
may be ecologically cbaracterized as follows: 
Relevé group 1: neutrophytic, pbotophytic, little nitropbytic, ratber xeropbytic. 
Relevé group 2: neutro-basipbytic, rather photophytic, nitrophytic, xeropbytic. 
Relevé group 3: subneutropbytic, little photopbytic, ratber nitrophytic, xeropbytic. 
Relevé group 4: subacidopbytic, ratber skiophytic, little nitrophytic, rather higro-

phytic. 
Relevé group 5: subacidophytic, skiophytic, anitrophytic, bigropbytic. 
Relevé group 6: acidopbytic, ratber pbotopbytic, nitropbobic, mesopbytic. 

On tbe basis of these results, it is possible to interpret tbe ordinati on of Fig. 4 in 
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Fig. 4 - Arrangement of the relevé points according to the first three principal components of PCA 
perfo�med on the data of Tab. 1. Symbols refer to relevé groups, numbered as in Tab. 1. 
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RELEVE G�OUP Nr. 

a> 

pH 3.4-4.0 

pH 4.1-4.8 

pH 4.9-5.6 

pH 5.7-7.0 

pH 7.1-8.5 

b) 

Photophytic 

Moderately photoph. 

Slightly photoph. 

Moderately skiophytic 

e) 

Nitrophytic 

Moderately nitroph. 

Slightly nitroph. 

Not nitrophytic 

d) 

Moderately xerophytic 

Slightly xerophytic 

Mesophytic 

Moderately hygrophytic 

9.0 

20.4 

77 .2 

70.4 

11 . 3 

52.2 

86.3 

45.5 

. . . .

4.5 

50.0 

97.7 

56.8 

65. 6

20.9

1 5. 6

6.2 

2 

. . . .

21 • 5 

58.8 

71 • 1 

26.4 

44.0 

74.0 

64.0 

• • & • 

33.3 

69.3 

96.0 

29.3 

70. 1

67.1

14.9

5.9 

3 4 5 6 

1. 2 8.6 69.5 1 5. 7 

35.8 24.0 86.9 31 • 4 

74.0 99.0 74.0 88.5 

62.0 22.4 . . . . 24.2 

2.4 

1 8. 5 4. 1 5.3 8.6 

69.1 75.7 82.1 91 . 3 

77. 7 65.7 78.5 91 . 3 

4.9 31 • 5 36.3 8.6 

3.7 

65.4 30.4 19.6 8.6 

72.8 56.5 62.5 39. 1

37.0 71 . O 76.7 91 • 3 

63.2 1 O. 4 6.6 

46.0 1 8. 7 28.8 88.0 

1 O. 2 47.9 66.6 47.2 

2.9 50.0 86.6 35.2 

Tab. 2 - Occupancy rates in the classes of ecological factors, calculated as percents of the total 
occupancies in each relevé group. a) pH-classes; b) light intensity-classes; e) eutrophication 
classes; d) moisture classes. 

ecologica! terms: the first Principal Component separates neutro- photo- nitro- and 
xerophytic stands (releve groups 1, 2, 3) from acido-, skio-, anitro- and hygrophytic 

stands (releve groups 4, 5). In generai, acidity and eutrophication, are inversely 
correlateci, whereas light intensity, degree of xerophytism, and eutrophication are 

positively correlateci. The correlation between high light intensity and xerophytism 
is obviously due to higher evapotranspiration rates. The one between acidity and 
low light intensity is less obvious. The average acidity of Fagus-bark in natural 
conditions is 5.39 (Barkman, 1958). In the study area grazing by sheep, cattle and 
horses is frequent, and more intense in not-forested sites. This ensures a continuous 

apport of nitrogen to isolateci trees, that is the main reasGn for higher pH values in 
photophytic stands. The separation of relevé group 6 from the others on the 3rd 

Principal Component is justified also in ecological terms: this relevé group is 
characterized by strongly acidiphytic species, that however, are rather photophytic 

and mesophytic. These results are in good agreement with the location of the 
relevés on the porophyte, that is as follows: 
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Relevé group 1: old outer branches of isolated trees, mostly near the lake. 
Relevé group 2: bole of isolated trees, near the base (higher accumulation of 

nitrogen), south-exposed ... 
Relevé group 3: young branches (smooth bark), mostly of isolated trees; indifferent 

to exposure. 
Relevé group 4: bole of isolated trees (north exposed, at 1-2.5 m of height) or bole of 

trees in rather open stands (and then indifferent to exposure). 
Relevé group 5: only on the bole old trees in woody stands, indifferent to exposure, 

mostly on epiphytic mosses (higher water availability). 
Relevé group 6: Branches (indifferent to exposure) and high portions of the boles 

(at the north side) of isolated trees in strongly wind-exposed sites 
(near ridges). 

The results of the reciproca! ordering of relevés and species are in Fig. 9 (a and 

b). Also in this case the relevé groups obtained by classification are recognizable in 
the ordination (Fig. 9a). The relevé points are arranged along a horse-shoe; their 
sequence is as follows: relevé groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. It is not possible to interpret this 
sequence only on the basis of the variation of ecologica! factors. Fig. 1 O reports the 
percentages in each relevé of6 main growth form types (as in Barkman, 1958); the 
relevés are arranged according to their angular scores in Fig. 9a. The crustose 
growth form type (Fig. 10) is predominant at the center of the gradient, and 

decreases left- and rightwards. The Physcia-type (narrow-lobed, foliose) and the 
Ramalina-type (fruticose) tend to increase towards the left side of the gradient, 

whereas th Lobaria-type (broad-lobed, foliose) and the Anaptychia-type (fruticose) 
increase at the right side of the gradient. The crustose type is characteristic of 
pioneer stands, the fruticose type of well developed, mature stands. The arran
gement of the relevés in Fig. 9a reflects two succesional trends, that occur in 

different ecologica! conditions. Relevé group 3 represents the pioneer lichen 
vegetation on young branches with smooth bark. On isolated trees (high light 
intensity, hence dominance of the narrow lobed foliose form) the succession evolves 

towards relevé group 2 where nitrogen accumulation is high (base of the boles), or 
towards relevé group 1 where this does not occur (high, old branches). On trees 

located in woody stands, where light intensity is lower (dominance of the broad 
lobed foliose type), the succession evolves towards relevé group 4 (boles, directly on 

bark) and relevé group 5 (boles, mostly on epiphytic mosses). Relevé group 6 could 
be considered as the expression of an azonal vegetation in the study area, bound to 

habitats with peculiar ecologica! conditions (exposure to strong winds). Fig. 11 
reports the frequency of apothecia bearing species in the relevés arranged as in the 
ordination of Fig. 9a. Reproduction by spores is maximal in xerophytic, neutro
basiphytic and photophytic communities. 

The results of the reciprocai ordering of species are in Fig. 9b. Most of the 
species in Fig. 9b have low scores on the two first canonica! variates: they are either 
low-frequency species or species that are not strongly correlated with the 
successional-ecological gradient of Fig. 9a. In Fig. 9b only those species are named, 
that have high scores on the first two canonica! variates. This allows to extract 23 
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indicator species out of a tota! of 64. The indicator value of each species can be 

inferred from its position in respect with the relevé groups in Fig. 9a, and with the 

ecologica! characterization of the relevé groups given above. 

Tab. 3 contains the occupancy rates of the species in the geographical 

subdivisions of Europe proposed by Wirth (1980), calculated as percents of the 

tota! occupancies for each relevé group. The data in Tab. 3 bave been submitted to 

AOC in order to analyze the phytogeographical affinities of the relevé groups. The 

results are visualized in Fig. 12, where two main trends are evident: 

a) the first canonica! variate clearly reflects a trend in increasing aerohygrophytism,
from relevé groups with high incidence of subcontinental species (relevé group 6)

to relevé groups with high incidence of subatlantic and atlantic species (relevé

groups 4,5). Noteworth is the fact that in relevé groups 4 and 5 most of the

species whose ranges extend from borea! or centrai western Europe also occur in

the mediterranean region, where, however are restricted to high elevations (Tab.
3). This is mainly due to the suboceanic conditions that characterize the montane

belt of the mediterranean region (Walter & Straka, 1970).
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Oper.Geogr.Unit 

ARCTIC 

BOREAL ATL. 

BOREAL SUBATL. 

BOREAL SUBCONT. 

BOREAL 

SOUTH BOREAL ATL. 

SOUTH BOREAL SUBATL. 

SOUTH BOREAL SUBCONT. 

C-EUROP. SUBA TL.

C-EUROP. SUBCONT.

C-EUROP. MONTANE

C-EUROP.

SOUTH C-EUR. SUBATL. 

SOUTH C-EUR. SUBCONT. 

SOUTH C-EUR. MONTANE 

SOUTH C-EUR. 

SUBMEDIT. SUBATL. 

SUBMEDIT. MONTANE 

SUBMEDIT. 

MEDIT. SUBATL. 

MEDIT. MONTANE 

MEDIT. 

R E L E V E 

2 3 

G R O U P 

4 5 

N R. 

6 

7.8 4.4 20.0 8.0 12.5 24.0 

1 4. 2 

2. 6 2.2 4.3 6.6 21.4 

1 6. O 

62.3 48.8 75.7 32.0 26.7 80.0 

1 4. 2 

3.9 4.4 

10.3 11.1 

2. 2 

4.3 6.6 21.4 

4.3 24.0 50.0 

4.0 

1 6. O 

4.0 

1 6. O 

89.6 86.6 95.7 54.6 35.7 80.0 

7.8 8.8 4.3 24.0 48.2 4.0 

8.0 

2.2 5. 7 9.3 1.8 36.0 

92.2 88.8 90.0 53.3 50.0 60.0 

2. 6 8.8 4.3 17.3 21.4 

3.9 4.4 5.7 18.6 32.1 56.0 

93.5 86.6 90.0 50.6 42.8 44.0 

1 • 8 

7.8 20.0 10.0 32.0 55.3 36.0 

90.9 75.5 88.6 50.6 37.5 44.0 

Tab. 3 - Percents of species occurring in different geographical subdivisions of Europe, calculated 
over the tota] occupancies of each relevé group. 

b) The second canonica! variate reflects a trend from high (negative scores) to low

(positive scores) temperatures. At the negative extreme is the mediterranean

region, at the positive extreme the su bcontinental parts of bo real E urope. Relevé

group 2 is the one whose species most extend into the mediterranean region,
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releve group is 6 the one whose species are mostly restricted to northern or 
Centrai Europe. 
If interpreted on the basis of the previous ecologica! characterization of the 

relevé groups, these results show that there is a strong correlation between 
ecologica! requirements of the species and their distribution patterns. Relevé 
groups 4 and 5, taken in shady sites have the highest frequency of suboceanic 
species, whereas relevé groups 1, 2, 3, taken in strongly illuminateci sites, have the 
highest incidence of southern species; relevé group 6, occurring on branches in 
wind-swept stations, is mostly composed by northern species. 

We can conclude that the epiphytic lichen flora of an area tends to be organized 
in community-types with different ecology, in which species with similar distri
bution patterns are associateci according to the prevailing ecologica! conditions. 

Phytosociological interpretation 

Relevé group 1: this relevé group corresponds well with the union Ramalinetum 

fastigiatae Duvigneaud (1942). The three faithful species, Ramalina fraxinea, R. 
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fastigiata and R. farinacea are all constant in our data set. Evernia prunastri is 
considered by Barkman (1958) as differential within the Order Physcietalia 
adscendentis Mattick (1951) em. Barkman (1958). The ecologica! characterization 
given by Barkman (1958) for this union corresponds well with the one presented in 
the results. The union is known from Scotland and South Finland (Barkman, 1958) 
in Northern Europe, to South France (Rondon, 1951, 1953) and North East Italy 
(Nimis, 1983) in Southern Europe. I frequently observed well developed stands of 
the Ramalinetum fastigiatae in the montane belt of Centrai and Southern Italy. 

Relevé group 2: this relevé group corresponds with the union Physcietum 
adscendentis Frey and Ochsner (1926). Qf the faithful species (Barkman, 1958), the 
following are present in our data set: Physcia aipolia, Physconia pulverulacea, 
Physcia stellaris. Severa! variants of this union bave been described (Barkrnan, 
1958; Nimis & De Faveri, 1981). Our releves belong to the var. Parmeliosum glabrae 
Barkman (1958), characterized by the constant presence of Physcia stellaris. This 
variant is known for the lowland and colline zones of Centrai and Eastern Europe. 

Relevé group 3: this relevé group belongs to the Lecanoretum carpineae s.l. The 
unionLecanoretum carpineae was subdivided by Barkman (1958) into three unions, 
that are considered as geographical vicariants. This subdivision has been criticized 
by Kalb (1970), above all as far as the choice of the differential species is concerned. 
Actually, it is impossible to include our relevés in any of the unions proposed by 
Barkman, since they contain species that are considered by Barkman as differential 
of all of the three unions. They are: Lecanora pallida, Caloplaca cerina (Leca
noretum carpineae continentale), Candelariella xanthostigma, Lecanora intumescens 
(Lecanoretum carpineae montanum), Arthopyrenia punctiformis (Lecanoretum car
pineae atlanticum). 

Relevé group 4: this relevé group corresponds well with the Pertusarietum 
hemisphaericae Klement (1955) (Syn.: Pertusarietum amaràé Hilitzer, 1925 em. 
Barkman, 1958). The following faithful species are present in our data set: 
Pertusaria hemisphaerica, Fuscidea cyathoides, Pertusaria pertusa. The union has a 
subatlantic distribution in Europe, being known for South Scandinavia, Brittanny, 
the Netherlands (Barkman, 1958) and Germany (Klement, 1955). It has been 
recorded by Nimis (1983) in the Trieste Karst (NE Italy), where it is confined to 
deep dolines with a particularly humid microclimate. I frequently observed stands 
referrable to this union in the montane belt of southern Italy, so that its tota! 
distribution is probably subatlantic-mediterranean montane. 

Relevé group 5: this relevé group fully corresponds with the Lobarietum 
pulmonariae Hilitzer (1925). Of the faithful species, the following are present in our 
data set: Lo baria pulmonaria, Lo baria amplissima, Nephroma resupinatum, Pelti
gera collina, Cetrelia cetrarioides, Peltigera polydactyla and Parmeliella plumbea. 
The distribution of this union in Europe is subatlantic-mediterranean montane 
(Nimis, 1982). 

Relevé group 6: this relevé group corresponds with the Pseudevernietum 
furfuraceae Hilitzer (1925). This union is common in centrai Europe, mainly in the 
montane-subalpine belts, where it occurs on a variety of trees, mostly conifers. In 
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the stuciy area the Pseudeuernietum is rare anci localizeci in stations exposeci to 

strong wincis, anci shoulci be consiciereci as azonal in respect with the prevailing 

climatical conciitions. 

Concluding remarks 

The compositional variation of epiphytic lichen vegetation in the stuciy area is 

strongly correlateci with the variation of ecological factors. This is in its turn 

correlateci with a variation of the frequencies of lichen species with given 

ciistribution patterns. Phytosociology, ecology anci phytogeography may provicie 

complementary tools to the causal approach in the stuciy of epiphytic lichen 

vegetation. 

Riassunto. La vegetazione lichenica epifita della zona del Lago Calamone (Appennino Settentrionale, 
Provincia di Reggio Emilia) è stata studiata sulla base di rilievi fitosociologici sottoposti a metodi di 
analisi multivariata. Sono state individuate le seguenti unioni di licheni epifiti: 
a) Ramalinetum fastigiatae, sui rami di faggi isolati.
b) Physcietum adscendentis, alla base dei tronchi di faggi isolati. 
c) Lecanoretum carpineae, su giovani rami di faggio. 
d) Pertusarietum hemisphericae: sui tronchi di faggi isolati in esposizione Nord, sui tronchi di faggi in 
bosco, indifferente all'esposizione. 
e) Lobariet'um pulmonariae: sui tronchi di faggi in bosco, per lo più su muschi epifiti.
t) Pseudeuernietum furfuraceae: su rami di faggio in zone fortemente esposte al vento.

Ogni comunità è stata caratterizzata ecologicamente sulla base di un'analisi indiretta di gradiente. I 
dati per l'interpretazione ecologica sono gli indici ecologici proposti da Wirth (1980). I risultati 
dell'analisi fitogeografica mostrano una forte correlazione tra ecologia ed affinità fitogeografiche delle 
varie comunità licheniche epifite. 
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TWO EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF NUMERICAL CLASSIFICATION 

AND ORDINATION METHODS IN THE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

AND CHOROLOGY OF VEGETATION TYPES 

Carlo BLASI 

Keywords: classification, chorology, ordination, texture, vegetation types. 

Abstract. Two examples of application of numerica! classification and ordination methods to textural 
and chorological data of vegetation types defined with the Braun-Blanquet approach are presented. 

Introduction 

Vegetation data can be classified on the basis of different criteria: physionomic, 

dynamic, floristic etc. (Westhoff & van der Maarel, 1978), therefore many 

classifications could be proposed wich may give information about vegetation 

diversity (see Feoli, 1983). Comparison between different classifications and 

ordination of the same phytosociological data is always a useful tool in under
standing correlations and making interpretations for compositional changes (see 

Orl6ci, 1978). Feoli, Lagonegro & Biondani (1981) present an example of 
classification evaluation on the basis of external variables. The same can be clone 

with internal characteristics of vegetation such as structure and chorology. In the 

present paper I give two examples on the use of classification and ordination 
methods to investigate the structure and chorology of vegetation types defined with 

the Braun-Blanquet approach. I would like to stress that the vegetation types 
should be the basis for the structural and functional studies of vegetation. 

Example 1 

With this example I show an application of cluster analysis to answer the 

following question: are floristically defined vegetation types distinguishable also in 

terms of texture (see Barkman, 1978)? 
The example is taken out from a previous paper (Blasi & Scoppola, 1981). Two 

well defined associations and some types without syntaxonomical interpretation are 

compared by their weigthed life form spectra. These have been computed on the 

basis of phytosociological tables of releves from different areas in the Central 
Apennines: 
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a) M. Velino (Avena & Blasi, 1980)

1) Saturejo montanae-Brometum erecti

2) Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti

3) A type of Mesobromion s.l. of difficult syntaxonomical interpretation.

b) Central Apennines (different mountains) (Avena & Blasi, 1979)

4) Saturejo montanae-Brometum erecti
5) Transitional type (facies) between Saturejo montanae-Brometum erecti and

Seslerio nitida e-Brometum erecti.

e) Valsorda (Umbria) (Bruno & Covarelli, 1968)

6) Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti em. Biondi & Blasi (1982)

7) Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti seslerietosum apenninae

8) Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti var. with Bromus erectus and Koeleria
splendens.

In order to answer the question, the method of average linkage clustering 

(Anderberg, 1973) has been applied to the similarity matrix between the weighted 

life form spectra of the 8 phytosociological tables. The similarity between the 

spectra has been computed by the similarity ratio coefficient (see W esthoff & van 
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Fig. 1 - Dendrogram of similarity between the phytosociological units on the basis of weighted !ife 
form spectra (Blasi, Scoppola 1981). 
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der Maarel, 1978). The resulting dendrogram is presented in Figure 1. It defines 

two main clusters (3, 6, 8, 7, 2, 5) and (1, 4) respectively including the spectra of 
Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti and those of Saturejo montanae-Brometum 
erecti. The hierachical structure proves that the transitional facies 5 is, texturally, 
more similar to the former than to the latter and also that the type 3 has a texture 
more similar to Seslerio nitidae-Brometum erecti than to Saturejo montanae
Brometum erecti. By rearranging the weighted life form spectra according to the 
sequence of the dendrogram: 

3 6 8 7 2 5 1 4 

p 3.8 
Ch 8.8 15.2 16.6 17.9 19.6 23.6 57.8 59.6 

H 79.8 83.0 83.2 80.5 77.3 74.4 38.4 36.7 

T 2.2 1. 7 0.1 1.5 0.6 2.6 2.5 

G 5.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.5 2.0 2.2 1.2 

a clear pattern of variation is detectable. The trend concerns chamaephytes and 

AOC (Feoli,Orl0ci 1979) 

Phytosociological typc-s

plant !ife forms 

A P l ian 

Fig. 2 - Ordination of the types and life-forms based on the first two canonica! variates (Blasi 1984). 
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hemicryptophytes only, the other !ife forms do not show any trend. From the table it 
is evident that the two associations have different texture, Seslerio nitidae
Brometum is dominated by Hemicryptophytes while Saturejo nitidae-Brometum 
by Chamaephytes. This comparison could be done also without clustering techni
ques, however in this case no quantification of similarity would be possible. The fact 
that in the previous paper Avena & Blasi (1979) have considered the type 5 as a 
facies of Saturejo montanae-Brometum erecti it is not supported by the results of 
cluster analysis applied to textural data. This suggests to analyse again the floristic 
data with numerica! methods both for classification and predictive analysis (see 
Orl6ci, 1978; Feoli, 1983) in order to see if the differences are mainly due to species 
composition or to different proportions between species. 

Example 2 

In this example I present an application of analysis of concentration to weighted 
!ife forms and chorological spectra of vegetation types of oak woods of Lazio. The
example is taken out from Blasi (1984). The analysis of concentration has been used
to order the types on the basis of their spectra and also to quantify the relationships
between the different !ife forms and chorological elements and the types as
suggested by Feoli & Lago negro (1982). The method when applied to cover data has
not the same statistica! meaning as in case of occupancy counts data (Feoli & Orl6ci,
1979), however it can be used to obtain values for deterministic comparisons.

The !ife form and chorological spectra have been computed on the basis of 
phytosociological tables of the following types (Blasi, 1984): 
1) Quercetum frainetto-cerris Oberd. 1948 em. Horvat 1959.
2) Quercetum frainetto-cerris carpinetosum betuli Blasi 1984
3) Coronillo emeri-Quercetum cerris Blasi 1984
4) Carpino orientalis-Quercetum cerris Blasi 1984
5) Type with Castanea sativa (Blasi, 1984).

The ordination of life forms and the types is presented in Figure 2. The maximal
influence levels in respect to the first canonica! variate are marked with lines 
including the types and the !ife forms. The figure indicates that the types 1, 2, 5 are 
texturally characterized by high frequency and cover of hemicryptophytes, the type 
3 by high frequency and cover of scapose phanerophytes and chamaephytes while 
Carpino orientalis-Quercetum cerris by high frequency and cover of geophytes, 
caespitose phanerophytes, lianose phanerophytes and nano-phanerophytes. 

The joint ordination of the types and chorological elements is presented in 
Figure 3. Also in this case the lines include the types and chorological elements 
with the highest influeri.ce leve! with respect to the first canonica! variate (first 
factor). Since in Europe there is a strong relationship between the climate and the 
range of the species expecially if the mediterranean element is considered, the first 
canonica! variate can be interpreted as a climatic factor. In fact the North-European 
element and the Stenomediterranean element are on the opposite sides on the 
canonica! variate. Coronillo emeri-Quercetum cerris is characterized by high 
frequency and cover of the North European and Mediterranean montane elements. 
Quercetum frainetto-cerris its subassociation and the type with Castanea sativa are 
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ali characterized by high frnquency and cover of the Central European element and 
West-Atlantic element; Carpino orientalis-Quercetum cerris is characterized by 
high frequency or cover of SE-European, Eurimediterranean and Stenomediter
ranean elements. If the first canonical variates of the two ordinations are used to 
construct a correlation diagram (Figure 4) a linear relationship between them can be 
deduced. This suggests that a linear relationship can be presumed between the 
textural and chorological variation of the vetegation of oak woods of Lazio. The 
three figures should also suggest that in the woods under study the Steno
mediterranean, Eurimediterranean and SE-European elements are mainly caespi
tose phanerophytes, lianose phanerophytes, nano-phanerophytes and geophytes, 
the Central European and W-Atlantic species are mainly hemycryptophytes and 
that the Mediterranean montanae are mainly scapose phanerophytes and cha
maephytes. The analysis proves to be informative about the relationships between 
chorology and structure of vegetation types which according to W esthoff & van der 
Maarel (1978) should constitute the main criteria for vegetation classification. 

Conclusions 

The examples show how the correlation between floristic data, structural and 
chorological data can be verified on the basis of phytosociological types defined 
according to the Braun-Blanquet approach. The floristically defined types offer the 
frame to formulate hypotheses about vegetation structure and chorology; they can 
be considered as tools on which develop further biological researches on vegetation. 
The types do not need to have precise syntaxonomical definition, they have to be 
considered just abstract classes useful to present and illustrate the multidimen
sional variation of vegetation. 

Riassunto. Alcuni tipi di vegetazione definiti con il metodo di Braun-Blanquet sono stati confrontati 
sulla base dei loro spettri biologici e corologici ponderati. Vengono presentati due esempi di 
applicazione di metodi numerici. Nel primo (pascoli dell'Appennino) la classificazione numerica viene 
usata per valutare per via indiretta la correlazione tra i dati floristici (i tipi sono definiti su base floristica!) 
e i dati strutturali. Nel secondo caso l'analisi della concentrazione viene usata per stimare in modo 
diretto la correlazione fra forme biologiche ed elementi corologici e i tipi di vegetazione. In entrambi i 
casi risulta evidente l'utilità della tipificazione fitosociologica indipendentemente da un preciso 
inquadramento sintassonomico. I tipi dovrebbero essere considerati come insiemi che forniscono la 
struttura logica (classificazione) per misure di correlazione. 
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COMPARISON OF ORDINATIONS OF SOME APENNINE FOREST 

COMMUNITIES BASED ON DIFFERENT CHARACTERS 

AND METHODS 
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Abstract. In the course of numerica! ordinations of Apennines woodlands. the problem arose of 
different performance of ordination methods. using different character sets and methods. To reveal 
underlying trends and relationships, 4 7 ordinations are jointly examinated. corresponding to com
binations of 6 methods and 8 character types. The Spearman formula bas been used to measure the 
similarity between different ordinations. The ordinations based on families are. on the average, the most 
similar to the other ones irrespective to the method used. The ordination based on detailed !ife forms 
(growth forms) are the least similar to the other ordinations. Ordinations based on the same character set 
and different methods could be different as well as ordinations based on different character sets and the 
same method. The suggested procedure can be the basis to select among different ordinations those 
explaining complementary informations. 

Introduction 

The ordination methods are ali based on algorithms which reduce the dimensio
nality of the space under study. The aim is to describe synthetically the 

relationships of similarity between the ohiects and the correlation between the 

characters describing the objects. Different methods applied to the same data set 

may give different results, i.e. informations which remain unexplained by one 
method can be revealed by another one. Furthermore the same setof objects may be 

described by different characters with the aim to investigate different biologica! 

phenomena. The characters may be redundant, because of correlation (see Orl6ci, 

197 5) or hierarchical relationships (see Feoli. 1984). The comparison of ordinations 
of the same sets of objects based on different methods and descriptions should be 

useful to select among severa! ordinations those which are supposed to reveal 

complementary informations. The problem is addressed with regard to 4 character 
sets with a hierarchical structure: 
(I) Taxonomic (species, genera, families)
(II) Structural (growth-form, life-form)

(III) Syntethic (species groupsl
(IV) Chorological (chorology, subchorology)

and different ordination methods:
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(I) MDSCAL (Brambilla & Salzano, 1981; Fewster & Or\6ci, 1983)

(II) AOC (Feoli & Orl6ci, 1979)
(III) SIPLO (Feoli & Feoli Chiapella, 1980).

The use of these is contemplateci in the analysis of the data from a broader
survey (Feoli, Ganis & Scimone, in prep.l. 

The modus operandi of the study is relatively simple: repeat an ordination by 

character sets at different hierarchical levels, proceeding from low (higher infor
mation leve!) to high (lower information leve!). When the ordinations are completed, 
classify and ordinate the ordinations and study the resulting dendrogram and 
scattergram for patterns and trends. The data, method and results are discussed in 
the following sections. 

Data 

The set of data consists of 17 types of woods of Apennines obtained by 

clustering procedures applied to synthetic tables structured in a data bank 
(Lagonegro et al., 198.2) which will be described in detail by Feoli, Ganis & Scimone 

(in prep.). In Tab. 1 some informations about the types are given. 

Ta hle l - Characterization of the 1 7 types of the woods of Apennines used for the analysis according to 
the numher of synthetic tables from which they were obtained. the regional distrihution and 
the main tree còmposition. 

Group 
n. of synthetic 

tables 

1 8 

2 2 

3 8 

4 11 
5 2 

6 10 
_7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 6 

11 5 

12 7 
13 2 

14 13 

15 9 

16 5 

17 ::i 

Localities from 

Toscana/Liguria/Puglia 
Lazio 
Liguria/Toscana/Marche/ 
Umbria 
Um bria/tvfarche/Liguria 
"Marche 

Toscana/Marche/Umbria 
Um hria/Lazio/ Abruzzo 

Umbria/Marche/ Abruzzo 

Campania/Lazio/Basilicata 
Liguria/Toscana 
Abruzzo/Lazio 

Liguria/Toscana/Marche 
Lazio/ Abruzzo 
Liguria/Toscana/Lazio/ 
Umbria 

Puglia/ Abruzzo/Campania/ 
Calabria 
Liguria/Emilia/Toscana/ 
Abruzzo 
Liguria/ Abruzzo/Toscana 
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Constant trees 

Quercus ilex. Arbutus unedo. Quercus suber 
Myrtus communis. Pistacia lentiscus 
Quercus cerris, Quercus frainetto 

Quercus petraea. Quercus cerris 
Sorbus domestica. ,Juniperus communis. 
Quercus cerris 
Ostrya carpinifolia, Quercus ilex 
Quercus cerris, Acer campestre, 
Ostrya carpinifolia 
Acer campestre. Quercus cerris. 
Carpinus betulus 
Ostrya carpinifolia. Acer obtusatum 
Quercus pubescens. Acer campestre 
Quercus pu bescens, Carpinus orientalis, 
Acer campestre, Ostrya carpinifolia 
Ostrya carpinifolia. Acer pseudoplatanus 
Quercus pubescens. Juniperus communis 
Ostrya carpinifolia, Acer ohtusatum, 
Quercus puhescens. ,Juniperus communis. 
Quercus cerris 
Fagus sylvatica 

Fagus sylvatica 

Fagus s.vlvatica 
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Method of analysis 

The occupancy matrices were subjected to ordinations by 6 methods (see legend 
to Figure 1) and correlations were calculated between the ordinations among axes 
by the Spearman formula. The correlations were averaged for the first three axes 
and arranged in a 4 7x4 7 symmetric matrix (S) which, in turn, was subjected to 
cluster analysis and ordination. The order 4 7 com es from 6x8 minus one 
combination (AOC on species has not been computed). The clustering method was 
average linkage and the ordination was based on eigenvectors of S. The program 
used for MDSCAL is NOMEMUS which have been adapted by M. Lagonegro to the 
method suggested by Orl6ci (1978) and Fewster & Orl6ci (1983). AOCRO is the 
program for AOC and SIPLO the program for SIPLO. 

Results and discussion 

Fig. 

Fig. 1 contains the dendrogram hv average linkage rlustering and Figs. 2 and 3 
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the ordination based on matrix S. Some statisti es describing the 4 7 ordinations are

given in Table 2.

Tahle 2a - Stress values in ordination hv l\llOSCAL. Explanations in Pig. 1. 

'\xis 
Nl N2 N:J N4 

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

Species .30 . l:J . ll .:37 .17 .15 .:J.5 .15 .11 .33 .1.5 .11 
Species groups .37 .13 _()9 .43 .15 .09 .:io .13 .09 .44 .13 .09 
Genera .41 .17 .17 .44 .13 .17 .37 .1,5 .09 .35 .15 .09 
Pamilies .19 .11 .09 .48 .11 .09 .19 .11 .07 .19 .11 .07 
Chorological types - .28 . l 7 .11 .28 .19 .11 .16 .15 .fJ7 .28 .15 .07 
Subchorological types .48 .13 .11 .24 .13 .13 .26 .13 .09 .26 .15 .09 
Growth-forms .15 .09 .06 .15 .11 .06 .15 .09 .06 .15 .09 .06 
Life-forms .44 .11 .07 16 .22 .07 .31 .17 .04 .31 .17 _n4 
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Table 2b - Cumulative percent of variance explained by three axes in ordinations of character groups 
by SIPLO. 

Axes l 2 3 

Species 53.4 82.7 88.6 

Species groups 60.8 82.3 88.7 

Families 61.9 79.5 88.7 

Genera 51.4 82. l 88.3 

Chorological types .51.l 69.4 87.0 

Subchorological types 65.0 80.9 91.5 

Growth-forms 88.5 95.8 97.4 

Life-forms 95. l 97.7 99.1 

Table 2c - Cumulative percent of tota! chi-square explained by canonica! axes of AOC in different 
character groups. 

Axes l 2 3 

S pecies grou ps 21.8 39.5 51.l 

Genera 21.4 37.5 46.6 

Families 33.6 53.6 61.7 

Chorological types 38.3 61.3 76.9 

Suhchorological types 41.8 57.9 69.9 

Growth-forms 36.2 54.0 69.2 

Life-forms 58.7 84.8 9.5.5 

Three main groups can be seen in the dendrogram (Fig. 1). The first includes the 
ordinations corresponding to structural characters of life-form and growth-form. 
The second group contains the ordination based on taxonomic characters, and the 
third group consists of the remaining ordinations based on the chorology and 
subchorology characters. A smaller group, attached to the third contains ordination 
of SIPLO based on taxonomic characters and species groups. By-and-large it is 
apparent that the group structure of the 4 7 ordinations is dominated by character 
differences rather than by differences in ordination method. 

An examination of Figs. 2 and 3 reveals additional patterns. The figures are 
based ori the same axes, but different groups of the 4 7 ordinations (each point is one 
ordination). In Fig. 2 the clusters of the three methods occupy distinct locations. 
They also have different shapes. Considering the AOC cluster, its shape is an 
horseshoe. What follows logically is that the ordinations based on AOC are non
linearly related among the character groups. The same apply to the MDSCAL 
cluster, but not to SIPLO. In the case of SIPLO, the cluster is straight, suggesting 
only proportional differences among the ordinations of the character groups. 
SIPLO is more efficient in handling non-linear relationships among the characters 
than each of the other methods. The sequence of the ordinations are more or less the 
same along the curves fitting the dispersion within the cloud of the same method, i.e. 
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Table 3 - Matrix of the Spearman correlation coefficients (x 100) between the 4 7 ordinations (only the 
correlations significant at 5'½ level are displayed). The sums of the significant correlations for 
each ordination are at the bottom. 



life-form + growth-form < families < genera < species < species groups <
chorology + subchorology. This pattern suggests a good correlation between the 

ordination given by life forms and families and a high independence of the life forms 
in respect to the chorology. The detailed pattern of correlation between the first 
axes of ordinations based on the Spearman formula is given in Table 3, while in 
Table 4 a summary of the results is presented. The ordinations with the highest 

number of significant correlations are those obtained by NOMEMUS based on 
euclidean distance, the internal function suggested by Orl6ci (1978) and Fewster& 
Orl6ci (1983) and the starting by a random configuration (see Brambilla & Salzano, 

1981). If the character type is considered, the ordination with the highest number of 
significant correlations are those based on families, followed by those based on life 

forms. The ordinations based on detailed life forms have the least number of 
significant correlations. This means that this character is the least correlateci with 
the others. Within the same character the ordinations based on families have all 

significant correlations irrespective to the method used. Also the ordinations based 

on life forms are very similar irrespective to the method. The characters more 
sensitive to the method are the genus and the chorology. 

Table 4 - Number of significant correlations (p < 0.05) between the first ordination axes of the 
different methods. Columns indicate the significant correlations for the methods, rows for 
the characters. T = totals, P = num ber of significant correlations within the character types 
irrespective of the method, Nl-N4 see Fig. 1 

Nl N2 N3 N4 AOC SIPLO T p 

Genera 24 24 16 16 16 25 121 7 
Families 21 21 29 29 29 27 156 15 
Chorology 14 14 17 17 16 23 101 11 

Subchorology 21 13 18 15 15 23 105 10 
Growth-form 25 25 6 6 15 3 80 11 

Life-forms 2èi 25 20 20 27 20 137 12 
Species 'Fi 30 10 14 27 108 8 
Species groups 26 24 16 25 21 28 140 11 

Totals 183 176 132 142 139 176 949 8,5 

Conclusions 

The results suggest that the character choice is more critical than the choice of 
the method, different methods may give similar or dissimilar results in relation of 

the character set used. SIPLO resulted the least affected by the choice of 

characters, only the ordinations based on life forms are quite different from the 
others. The procedure that we suggest can be easily performed for different 

ordinations (computer programs are available on request to M. Scimone) and will 
certainly help in the choice of the ordinations which are dissimilar. The dendrogram 
of Fig. 1 and the Table 4 could be used to select the ordination which potentially 
should give complementary informations (i.e. the non-correlateci ordinations). 
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Riassunto. Viene usato il coefficiente di correlazione di Spearman per confrontare ordinamenti ottenuti 
con metodi diversi e basati su caratteri diversi. applicati allo stesso insieme di dati vegetazionali. T 
risultati dimostrano come gli ordinamenti siano più dipendenti dal tipo di descrizione, piuttosto che dal 
metodo impiegato. 
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